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Abstract

Transculturalism refers to how cultural barriers are transcended and how cultures meet. 
Because the transcultural perspective reflects hitherto unrepresented spaces, it revises 
and innovates literary canons. This study investigates aspects of transculturalism in 
texts dealing with travel by the Canadian writer Janice Kulyk Keefer. It also explores 
how these aspects might alter our view of Canadian literature. The transcultural 
perspectives between mainstream Canada and Ukraine, Europe and Acadie have been 
analysed through three tropes of travel: departure, passage and arrival.

Keefer’s texts have been read in accordance with Mikhail Bakhtin's dialogic theories 
to chart transcultural encounters and clashes. This thesis argues that a historic 
consciousness of their ethnic group gives the young generation a transcultural position 
that enables them to profit from their dual cultural competence. Although Imagined 
Communities are affirmed as receptacles of the cultural heritage, the impending 
environmental catastrophe demands that the national interests that they represent be 
abandoned for international co-operation. In Keefer’s European texts the transcultural 
aspects reflect how travel becomes synonymous with quests and epiphanies. Travelling 
is described as a learning process in Rest Harrow where the protagonist’s increasing 
cultural competence changes her from a tourist to a real traveller.

The transcultural aspects also unmask prejudices, collisions and failed transitions. 
In this context Imagined Communities are criticized as agents of the colonial discourse, 
chauvinism, and intolerance. The transcultural perspective also reveals that patriarchal 
paradigms and the silencing of persecutions victimize the young generation. 
Furthermore, their ignorance of the mother tongue works as a linguistic barrier shutting 
them out from their ethnic group. Keefer's Acadian texts support Bakhtin's contention 
that isolated groups become intolerant to strangers and deviants. While the transcultural 
perspective unmasks tourists' perception of other countries as idiosyncratic, also the 
travellers' own ironic postmodernist view of themselves as tourists and of the 
artificiality of tourism is featured.

The cultural assumptions of literary discourse are challenged by border blurring 
phenomena such as story-telling, the camivalesque, intertextuality and historiographic 
metafiction. Thus the morality of Keefer's transcultural approach lies also in her literary 
technique. The alternative perspective inherent in transculturalism makes individuals 
break away from their given cultural context to embrace a new transcultural ethos.

Keywords: transculturalism, ethnicity, the postcolonial discourse, travels, tourism, 
imagology, Imagined Communities, environment, Bakhtin's dialogic theories, cultural 
studies.
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Abstract
Transculturalism refers to how cultural barriers are transcended and how cultures meet. 
Because the transcultural perspective reflects hitherto unrepresented spaces, it revises and 
innovates literary canons. This study investigates aspects of transculturalism in texts 
dealing with travel by the Canadian writer Janice Kulyk Keefer. It also explores how 
these aspects might alter our view of Canadian literature. The transcultural perspectives 
between mainstream Canada and Ukraine, Europe and Acadie have been analysed 
through three tropes of travel: departure, passage and arrival.

Keefer's texts have been read in accordance with Mikhail Bakhtin's dialogic theories 
to chart transcultural encounters and clashes. This thesis argues that a historic conscious
ness of their ethnic group gives the young generation a transcultural position that enables 
them to profit from their dual cultural competence. Although Imagined Communities are 
affirmed as receptacles of the cultural heritage, the impending environmental catastrophe 
demands that the national interests that they represent be abandoned for international co
operation. In Keefer's European texts the transcultural aspects reflect how travel becomes 
synonymous with quests and epiphanies. Travelling is described as a learning process in 
Rest Harrow where the protagonist's increasing cultural competence changes her from a 
tourist to a real traveller.

The transcultural aspects also unmask prejudices, collisions and failed transitions. In 
this context Imagined Communities are criticized as agents of the colonial discourse, 
chauvinism, and intolerance. The transcultural perspective also reveals that patriarchal 
paradigms and the silencing of persecutions victimize the young generation. Furthermore, 
their ignorance of the mother tongue works as a linguistic barrier shutting them out from 
their ethnic group. Keefer's Acadian texts support Bakhtin's contention that isolated 
groups become intolerant to strangers and deviants. While the transcultural perspective 
unmasks tourists' perception of other countries as idiosyncratic, also the travellers' own 
ironic postmodernist view of themselves as tourists and of the artificiality of tourism is 
featured.

The cultural assumptions of literary discourse are challenged by border blurring phe
nomena such as story-telling, the camivalesque, intertextuality and historiographic 
metafiction. Thus the morality of Keefer's transcultural approach lies also in her literary 
technique. The alternative perspective inherent in transculturalism makes individuals 
break away from their given cultural context to embrace a new transcultural ethos.

Keywords: transculturalism, ethnicity, the postcolonial discourse, travels, tourism, 
imagology, Imagined Communities, environment, Bakhtin's dialogic theories, cultural 
studies.
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Introduction

The twentieth century has been marked by giant migrations all over the globe. 
Worldwide news covering multinational companies and information systems 
linked through electronic communication nets threaten to homogenize the cul
tural expressions of the world, thus dissolving old loyalties. The same communi
cation nets, however, are a means of maintaining contact between migrants scat
tered all over the world and their heritage culture, thus keeping difference alive.

Given the mixture of peoples globally, it is no coincidence that the revival of 
travel writing in the 1970s is contemporary with the rise of cultural studies in the 
universities. In consonance with cultural studies, travel is today a means of com
paring how culture, nation, race, class, gender and ethnicity are understood in 
different parts of the world.1 Travel becomes an instrument for exploring the rep
resentation of cultural encounters in contemporary hybrid societies.2

Transcultural fiction reflects the tension of the migration and the accultura
tion processes, caused by journeys undertaken long ago and from far away 
places. In Canada in particular, a multicultural state with two official languages 
and a population of immigrants, transcultural fiction is rapidly increasing in sig
nificance and quantity. The Canadian scholar Mari Peepre-Bordessa claims that 
transcultural fiction in the future will bring about a revision of Canadian culture 
and literature:

It does seem to me that a major cultural transformation has taken place in 
Canada. A reading of recent Canadian literature reveals a diversity and 
richness of cultural production which I would suggest few other countries 
can equal at this point. It seems clear that the creative friction produced by 
migration and the acculturation process have sparked a re-writing of their 
world, a kind of Bakhtinian camivalesque effect, perhaps, or a subversive 
overturning of existing authority and a rewriting of history. Furthermore, a 
reading of just a few examples of these migrant fictions will uncover an in
novative and radical counter-discourse which speaks against many of the 
stereotyping tendencies of the canon even as it reveals much about 
Canadian society.3

1 In this study, 'travel' is shorthand for travel as trope, narrative, motif, discourse and frame.
2 Hybridity is the opposite of European cultural 'purity.' It refers to "the continual and mu

tual development" of the parallel cultural traditions in post-colonial countries. See Bill 
Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths and Helen Tiffin, Introduction, "Part VI. Hybridity," The Post- 
Colonial Studies Reader (London: Routledge, 1995) 184.

3 Mari Peepre-Bordessa, "Beyond Multiculture: Canadian Literature in Transition," 
Transcultural Travels: Essays in Canadian Literature and Society, ed. Mari Peepre-Bordessa, 
Vol. 11 of The Nordic Association for Canadian Studies Text Series (Lund, 1994) 48. 11 vols.
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The quotation generates questions as to how the literary discourse is being al
tered and from what perspective recent Canadian fiction is being written to bring 
about this radical change of Canadian literature. Implicitly or explicitly any revi
sion of Canadian literature must start by reconsidering the European image of 
Canada. Just as the European explorers, whose travelogues are regarded as 
Canada’s first written literature, once used narration to present Canada to Europe, 
Canadian writers now use narrative fiction to revise the European image of them
selves and re-present their own identity.4 In consequence, any study of trans- 
cultural fiction must begin with readings of the texts by an individual writer.

The purpose of this study is to investigate what "new truths, new realities and 
new spaces" that can be attributed to the transcultural aspects in the texts dealing 
with travel by the Canadian writer Janice Kulyk Keefer (Peepre 2). Another 
purpose is to see whether the new insights conveyed by the transcultural aspects 
challenge, revise and innovate the literary discourse in Keefer’s texts. These find
ings might then indicate the way in which transculturalism is changing Canadian 
literature. Of the great number of transcultural writers, I have chosen to study the 
texts by Janice Kulyk Keefer. My decision to use her texts is based on her state
ment that she has learnt "to discover ways of using difference, of exploring, un
derstanding, and creating" from her dual heritage.5 To recreate artistically the 
experience of living at the crossroads of many cultures presupposes that she uses 
the transcultural perspective, which reflects how several discourses simultane
ously meet in the minds of an individual or a group. I will, however, limit my 
analysis to texts by Keefer dealing with travel, since their dual perspective be
tween home and abroad lends itself well to comparisons. Before presenting my 
aim and method, I will discuss transculturalism, present Keefer and her works 
and define how travel, multiculturalism, culture, identity and ethnicity are under
stood in this study.

Hereafter abbreviated as Peepre; for "discourse" and "counter-discourse," see Bill Ashcroft, 
Gareth Griffiths and Helen Tiffin, The Empire Writes Back: Theory and Practice in Post- 
Colonial Literatures (London: Routledge, 1989). Since discourse refers both the way an indi
vidual speaks and from what position in society he/she speaks, discourse or culturally encoded 
language epitomizes the link between the individual and society. As counter-discourse indi
cates, it signals resistance to another discourse, usually the hegemonic one.

4 Edward W. Said, Culture and Imperialism (1993; London: Vintage, 1994) xiii.
5 Janice Kulyk Keefer, "Arks and Tunnels," More Than Words Can Say: Personal 

Perspectives on Literacy (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1990) 116.
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Transcultural Aspects

Transculturalism is only one of three categories of the new genre of Canadian 
immigrant fiction presented by Peepre in her article "Beyond Multiculture: 
Canadian Literature in Transition." 6 She divides the most recent immigrant fic
tion into three parts: multicultural, transcultural and intercultural texts. Multi
cultural fiction reflects how immigrants isolate themselves from the mainstream. 
As illustrated by Peepre's subcategories—ghetto and heritage narratives—the 
multicultural perspective is directed inwards to the immigrant community and to 
the past focusing on hardship and alienation. Since multicultural fiction mainly 
mirrors the experience of first-generation immigrants, it only indirectly applies to 
Keefer’s texts. This is because most of her texts are written from the perspective 
of the immigrants’ descendants, and convey a greater degree of transition into 
and affirmation of Canada. Therefore they rather belong to the transcultural 
category which "singularizes the experience of crossing cultural barriers between 
national, ethnic and racial groupings and expresses the actual experience of mi
gration" (Peepre 3). Intercultural fiction, finally, conveys a vision of polycultural 
integration as a valuable development. Since Keefer's texts do not describe how 
cultural discourses merge, the intercultural aspect will not be discussed in this 
study.

The origin of transcultural fiction is immigrant writing. This explains why its 
narrative perspective is situated in the space between the heritage culture and 
Canadian discourse:

The writer can now express both Here and There simultaneously and can 
involve both ex-centric minorities as well as the mainstream majority in a 
narrative of expanding diversity. A kind of ’ethnicity school' of writing has 
evolved which not only fictionalizes the immigrant experience but also tries 
to internalize and come to terms with the dual cultural worlds from which it 
derives" (Peepre 52).

Keefer, who has also written scholarly articles on transculturalism, claims that 
just as "Janus presides over doors, thresholds, and gateways, his two heads

6 See Peepre 47-58. When Peepre defines transcultural writing in the introduction as 
"crossing cultural barriers between national, ethnic and racial groupings" I object to the choice 
of the word crossing, which implies that you that you move to the other side (3). 
Transculturalism as defined in this study indicates that cultures meet and transcultural barriers 
are transcended. The latter word means that a person is not limited but elevated above the two 
cultures. Cross-culturalism which originated in social and cultural anthropology implies "to 
compare whatever your particular object of study might be with perspectives from other 
cultures." (bold original). See "Cross-cultural," John Hartley and Danny Saunders, Key 
Concepts in Communication & Cultural Studies, Tim O'Sullivan et al., eds. (New York: 
Routledge, 1994) 122.
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looking out in opposite directions," transcultural fiction looks back to the old 
country and forward to the new one.7 When the Québécois critic Antonio 
D’Alfonso points to the "bicultural sensitivity" of immigrant texts, and to the 
chameleon as a metaphor for the shift between their two worlds, he foregrounds 
essential transcultural characteristics—the simultaneity and interaction of two 
distinct discourses.8

Transculturalism implies transcending borders between cultures. To be able 
to do so one must first know one’s own cultural identity. Since it is only possible 
to know the self by its difference to the Other, a prerequisite of transcultural 
fiction is that the discourses that the transcultural perspective straddles remain 
distinct. However, it not only bridges ethnic or national discourses but also many 
others. This is demonstrated by Peepre’s anthology, Transcultural Travels: 
Essays in Canadian Literature and Society, where the following transcultural 
pairs are discussed: centre and margin, the present and the past, written history 
and oral stories, realism and fantasy, the literary canon and ex-centric fiction, 
patriarchy and female culture. When the Australian critic Coral Ann Howells 
claims that Keefer’s fiction expresses "the transcultural condition" by using 
realism, fantasy and dream to construct individual subject positions, Howells 
indicates that the transcultural perspective does not straddle ethnic or national 
discourses only.9 In contrast to the nostalgia typical of the old immigrant genre, 
transcultural fiction affirms both its cultural discourses. It is, however, worth 
emphasizing that transcultural fiction does not hide its less admirable legacies. 
Typical of transcultural fiction is that prejudices held by one's own group are 
brought into the open and interrogated.

The revolutionary impetus of transcultural fiction can be explained by the 
fact that the transcultural perspective describes neither the centre nor the margin 
but a hitherto un-represented interface between them. Because no literary con

7 See Keefer, ”From Mosaic to Kaleidoscope: Out of the Multicultural Past Comes a Vision 
of a Transcultural Future," Books in Canada 20.6 (September 1991): 15. Hereafter abbreviated 
"From Mosaic to Kaleidoscope."

8 Antonio D'Alfonso, "The Road Between: Essentialism. For an Italian Culture in Quebec 
and Canada," Contrasts: Comparative Essays on Italian-Canadian Writing, ed. Joseph Pivato 
(Montréal: Guernica, 1985) 226 and 215. D'Alfonso claims that no writer can write transcuU 
turai texts that transcend cultures before he/she has identified his/her own ethnicity (226). 
Keefer has also drawn this conclusion.

9 Coral Ann Howells, '"Parables of the Times': Canadian Women's Transcultural Fictions," 
Australian-Canadian Studies: A Journal for the Humanities and the Social Sciences 23 
(Summer 1992): 16; For transcultural discourses, see Donna Palmanteer Pennee, "Canadian 
Women's Literary Discourse in English, 1982-1992," Kunapipi 16.1 (1994): 632-634. 
Palmanteer claims that Fuse, one of Canada's oldest magazines, is "devoted to the transcultural 
discourse, and keenly aware of the intersections of gender, colonialism, and other constituents 
of reading and writing."
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ventions can be imposed on a gap, the interface offers a possibility to redefine 
established concepts or introduce new dimensions. An analysis of transcultural- 
ism should therefore investigate whether the interaction of transcultural dis
courses in the interface leads to innovations and revisions. Although interface is 
my term for the space between the discourses, it is also called liminality, the 
Janus-faced boundary, the hiatus, or the third option. When Linda Hutcheon 
claims that innovations of Canadian literature emerge in the space "between 
social tension and cultural richness," she describes the transcultural interface.10

Transcultural fiction exists all over the world. By enumerating Canadian 
writers together with Salman Rushdie, Timothy Mo and Kazuo Ishiguro, whose 
fiction draws equally from the Third World and from Europe, Keefer shows that 
transculturalism is a widespread, indeed ubiquitous, phenomenon. The terms 
transcultural, transculturation and transculturalism were coined by Cuban sociol
ogists in the 1940s, but were soon established in ethnography and medicine. 
Transcultural was first applied to literature in Latin America in the 1970s. Since 
Latin American transculturalism refers to how local cultures "rearticulate, or in 
this sense, ’transculturate' the exotic cultural dominant," it is not compatible with 
the definition of Canadian transculturalism which will be used here.11 In Latin 
American literature transcultural strategies are instead found in border writing.12 
Like Canadian transcultural fiction, Latin American border writing is situated on 
the border where many discourses intersect. Its perspective is multidimensional, 
its characters have divided loyalties which makes it is possible to describe how 
cultural barriers are transcended.

On a global level, transcultural fiction seems to coincide with "cosmopolitan" 
migrant literature, which, according to Edward W. Said, expresses "a new cul-

10 See Linda Hutcheon, introduction, Other Solitudes: Canadian Multicultural Fictions, 
eds. Linda Hutcheon and Marion Richmond (Toronto: Oxford UP, 1990) 3; Victor Turner uses 
the anthropological term 'liminality' or the space between cultures, "whence novel configura
tions of ideas and relations may arise," The Forest of Symbols: Aspects of Ndembu Ritual 
(Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1967) 97. For "the Janus-faced boundary," see Homi K. Bhabha, Nation 
and Narration (London: Routledge, 1990) 4 ; for the 'hiatus,' see D'Alfonso 215. For the 'third 
option,' see Said (1993) xxviii-xxxi.

11 For transculturation in ethnography, see Mary Louise Pratt, Imperial Eyes: Travel 
Writing and Transculturation (London: Routledge, 1992) 6, 228 n 4, and the Canadian critic 
Diana Brydon, "Criticism (Overview)," Encyclopedia of Post-Colonial Literatures in English, 
eds. Eugene Benson and L.W. Conolly (London: Routledge, 1994) vol.l, 282-284. Brydon 
refers to how Barbara Harlow equates transculturalism with resistance literature, whose object 
it is "to focus attention away from the colonial discourse back to the literary productions of the 
colonized." Thus resistance literature is not identical with transcultural fiction as defined by 
Peepre. See above, page 3.

12 For Latin American transculturalism, see D. Emily Hicks, Border Writing: The 
Multidimensional Text (Minneapolis: Minnesota UP, 1991) with a foreword by Neil Larsen, 
xxiii.
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turai configuration."13 Salman Rushdie, Kazuo Ishiguro and Buchi Emecheta, 
who write in English, represent this new international immigrant writing or 
transcultural fiction. They have migrated to the West, where they publish their 
works, in which they affirm their dual cultural heritage. Rushdie describes him
self as a "translated man" who bears cultures across the borders of Britain and 
India.14 He claims to be the heir of Europe’s oppressed peoples, of Britain’s im
migrants and of an anti-nationalist like Tagore:

"We can quite legitimately claim as our ancestors the Huguenots, the Irish, 
the Jews; the past to which we belong is an English past, the history of 
immigrant Britain. Swift, Conrad, Marx are as much our literary forebears 
as Tagore or Ram Mohan Roy. America, a nation of immigrants, has cre
ated great literature out of the phenomenon of cultural transplantation, out 
of examining the ways in which people cope with a new world.’’15

Rushdie’s contention that the energy that emigration to America released led to 
the creation of the great American literature can also be applied to Canada, along 
with the claim that transcultural fiction is transforming its literature.16 In a set- 
tler-colony like Canada, many writers situate their texts in the transcultural space 
between the Empire and the disappearing civilization of the aborigines whose 
land they now inhabit, thus problematizing the Canadians’ ambiguous role as 
both colonized and colonizers.17

In this study, transcultural fiction refers to writing that is situated in the inter
face between at least two distinctive discourses, drawing from both, affirming 
both. Since the transcultural perspective simultaneously reflects the two, the text 
transcends the cultural barriers between them. In this interface the critique or re
visions of individual and societal concepts occur. Since these insights and recon
siderations epitomize the transcultural condition, explorations of how they are 
represented in Keefer's texts might indicate why the transcultural process has

13 Said (1993) 373. Apart from the works mentioned I have based my account of the new 
international immigrant fiction on the following sources: Pico Iyer, ”The Empire Writes Back: 
The New Makers of 'World Fiction' Are Reinventing English Literature—and the English 
Language—from within," Time 8 Feb. 1993: 50-55; Rosemary Marangoly George, "Traveling 
Light: Of Immigration, Invisible Suitcases, and Gunny Sacks," Differences: A Journal of 
Feminist Cultural Studies 4.2 (1992): 72-99.

14 Salman Rushdie, Shame (London: Jonathan Cape, 1983) 29.
15 Salman Rushdie, Imaginary Homelands: Essays and Criticism 1981-1991 (1991; 

London: Granta Books, 1992) 20.
16 See also a similar statement by the Caribbean writer Wilson Harris, quoted by Diana 

Brydon and Helen Tiffin, Decolonising Fictions (Sydney: Dangaroo Press, 1993) 33.
17 For the Second World, i.e. the settler-colonies, see Stephen Slemon, "Unsettling the 

Empire: Resistance Theory for the Second World," Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin (1995) 104- 
110.
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such a revolutionary impact. Having defined transculturalism, I will now turn to 
Janice Kulyk Keefer's production for possible transcultural approaches.

Janice Kulyk Keefer, 
Her Texts and Their Place in Canadian Literature

Janice Kulyk Keefer has, indeed, led a multicultural life. She was bom in 
Toronto in 1952 as the daughter of Ukrainian-Polish immigrants.18 When she re
alized as a student that some members of the Ukrainian congregation in Toronto 
were religious and political extremists, she distanced herself from it. At first 
Keefer presented herself as a Canadian writer only, since she was afraid that crit
ics would otherwise reduce her texts to mere ethnic expression. There is, how
ever, a gradual shift in her choice of topics: "I have written initially on ' interna
tional' themes—travellers and exiles. My present interests lie in exploring my 
own Eastern European background and its implications for my sense of self as a 
Canadian and as a writer."19 Her statement reveals that she has come to the con
clusion that she must first define her Ukrainian identity before she can pinpoint 
her Canadian self. Her texts thus inhabit a transcultural or ex-centric position 
between her Canadian heritage and her Ukrainian one. Since texts with ex-cen- 
tric perspectives form an important part of Canadian literature, I will explain 
their relation to the transcultural perspective.

Ex-centric texts are written from the perspective of "class, race, gender, sex
ual orientation or ethnicity."20 Immigrants, or their descendants such as Keefer, 
are ex-centrics. Their Canadian citizenship makes them insiders while their non- 
Canadian roots keep them as outsiders of Canadian society. Their ex-centric per
spective neither describes the centre nor the margin but the space between the

18 This survey of Keefer is based on the following sources: Interview, "Divided Loyalties," 
with Paul Stuewe, Books in Canada 19.6 (Aug./Sept. 1990): 18-21; Interview, with Anna 
Rutherford, "Introducing the Writers," Multiple Voices: Recent Canadian Fiction, ed. Jeanne 
Delbaere (Sydney: Dangaroo Press, 1990) 33-40; "Interview and Story" with Jars Balan, 
Hutcheon and Richmond 290-296; Tara Kainer, "Janice Kulyk Keefer: Fictions of 
Contentment," ßwtf/77 42.1 (1993 ): 85-94.

I have also used die following articles by Janice Kulyk Keefer herself: "Arks and Tunnels," 
115-121; "Gender, Genre, Language," Language in Her Eye: Views on Writing and Gender by 
Canadian Women Writing in English, eds. Libby Scheier, Sarah Sheard and Eleanor Wachtel 
(Toronto: Coach House Press, 1990) 164-172. "Why I write," Kunapipi 16.1 (1994): 440-442.

19 "Keefer, Janice Kulyk," Contemporary Authors: A Bio-Bibliographical Guide to Current 
Writers in Fiction, General Nonfiction, Poetry, Journalism, Drama, Motion Pictures, 
Television, and Other Fields, ed. Susan M Trotsky, vol. 127 (Detroit: Gale, 1989) 261.

20 Hutcheon, A Poetics of Postmodernism: History, Theory, Fiction (New York: Routledge, 
1988) 12. See also 57-73.



two where many different discourses intersect. Barbara Babcock expresses the 
important function of ex-centric/transcultural perspectives thus: "What is socially 
peripheral is often symbolically central."21 In other words, the image the centre 
has of itself is revised when described from an ex-centric point of view. When 
the transcultural perspective straddles the ex-centric categories enumerated 
above, it is both transcultural and ex-centric. The difference between the two is 
that the transcultural perspective has a wider scope, straddling realistic or fantas
tic genres, for instance. In order to differentiate transculturalism from postmod
ernism it is important to foreground Hutcheon's statement that ex-cen
tric/transcultural texts are evaluative by necessity. Either they must defend their 
particular discourse or be assimilated into the mainstream.

One way to promote an ex-centric world view is to make ex-centric persons 
protagonists, since readers tend to identify with them. In Keefer’s texts there are 
three prominent ex-centric groups: immigrants, women, and the Acadians, a 
largely French-speaking, Catholic minority of Nova Scotia. Most of Keefer's 
immigrant texts describe second-generation Ukrainians, but there are also texts 
that reflect Latin American and British immigrants. The majority of Keefer's 
characters are women, whose perspective is ex-centric when set against the de
mands of patriarchy in the Ukrainian and Acadian communities or the academic 
world. Keefer's scholarly books, articles and her novel Rest Harrow reflect her 
engagement in women's literary discourse and in feminine issues. Her first novel 
Constellations is written from the perspective of the Acadians, in whose region, 
Acadie, she lived for nine years.

When immigrant writers in the 1960s used the ex-centric perspective to ex
plore the boundaries of Canadian identity, they vitalized the short story genre 
from within.22 Thus in short stories with an international scope, British and 
American ideologies are contested from a Canadian perspective. When the short 
stories are set in Canada, the image that official Canada has of itself is interro
gated from an ethnic or regional point of view. Finally, in short stories focusing 
on individuals, the official line of history is posited against the private memories 
and oral tradition of ex-centrics. Since Keefer has published short stories with

21 Barbara Babcock, introduction, The Reversible World: Symbolic Inversion in Art and 
Society, ed. Barbara Babcock (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1972) 32.

22 This survey of the short story is based on the following sources: George Woodcock, 
"Short Fiction (Canada)," Benson and Conolly 1462-1463 ; Stephan Regan, "'The Presence of 
the Past': Modernism and Postmodernism in Canadian Short Fiction," Narrative Strategies in 
Canadian Literature: Feminism and Postcolonialism, eds. Coral Ann Howells and Lynette 
Hunter (Milton Keynes: Open University Press, 1991) 108-133.
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these three ex-centric perspectives, she belongs to this group of ex-centric writ
ers.

On the linguistic level, heteroglossia, Mikhail Bakhtin’s umbrella term for all 
sociolects within one language, can be said to reflect the ex-centric space.23 By 
letting individuals be represented by language, the tensions within complex soci
eties can be mirrored. In the following statement Keefer combines heteroglossia 
with the camivalesque to show how the many voices interrogate the centre:

Carnivals, as Bakhtin has taught us, have a great deal to do with the coming 
into powerful articulation of a variety of voices silenced or misheard by the 
powers that be. Carnival inverts the dominant hierarchies and refuses to re
spect the ruling pieties-nothing is sacred and no one is sacred: everything is 
open to interrogation, however playful or relentless. Carnival is a matter of 
voices, not voice, of different and diverging voices making themselves 
heard and responded to.24

Keefer’s statement illustrates the struggle between different discourses that might 
eventually lead to a revision of Canadian culture and literature.

In the 1960s, Anglophone critics led by Northrop Frye tried to construct a 
national literature. Since nationalism could not be predicated on ethnicity, lan
guage or culture in a settler-state like Canada, Frye's project built on the assump
tion that the harsh climate created a specific Canadian ethos, reflected in litera
ture as unifying wilderness metaphors such as The True North, Wolf in the Snow 
and The Bush Garden.25 Voices that diverged from the pattern were silenced or 
homogenized to the centre. When the ex-centric voices represented one third of 
Canada's writers, the nationalist project was subverted from within. Keefer’s de
scription of Canadian literature as ’’literature in a pluralist sense—not as the off
shoot of one homogeneous mythos but as a variety of ways of experiencing and 
articulating a shared world” reveals that she rejects the Anglophone project.26

23 For heteroglossia, see Mikhail Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination: Four Essays, trans. 
Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist, ed. Michael Holquist (1981; Austin: Texas UP, 1985). 
That Bakhtin sees language as a dialogic phenomenon is evident from his statement that lan
guage is "overpopulated—with the intentions of others." 294. For heteroglossia, see Gary Saul 
Morson and Caryl Emerson, Mikhail Bakhtin: Creation of a Prosaics (Stanford: Stanford UP,
1990) 146-147, 306-329.

24 Keefer, "Canada: A Carnival of Crisis," Canadian Dilemmas: Environment and 
Constitution: Canada Cahiers No 6, eds. H.F.L. Offens and F.J. Toppen. Association for 
Canadian Studies in the Netherlands (Amsterdam: 's-Gravenhage, 1993) 101-110.

25 This survey of Canadian literature is based on Literary History of Canada: Canadian 
Literature in English, ed. W.H. New, 2nd ed., vol. 4 (Toronto: Toronto UP, 1990) 4 vols.; 
Hutcheon, The Canadian Postmodern: A Study of Contemporary English-Canadian Fiction 
(Toronto: Oxford UP, 1988).

26 Keefer, Under Eastern Eyes: A Critical Reading of Maritime Fiction (Toronto: Toronto 
UP, 1987) 31; for a summary of the critique of thematic criticism see E. D. Blodgett, 
"'Distinctively Canadian': Thematic Criticism of English-Canadian Literature," 100 Years of
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Her stance is reflected in the present controversy in English departments whether 
the canon or ex-centric writing represents Canada's literary heritage. Keefer, who 
among other things teaches transcultural literature at Guelph University, pro
motes the ex-centric side.27

Keefer mirrors the typical second-generation approach to its roots when she 
claims that her imperfect knowledge of Ukrainian explains her early commit
ment to the English language and to Britain. After majoring in American and 
British literature at the University of Toronto, she completed her master's degree 
on Virginia Woolf and her PhD on Joseph Conrad and Henry James at Sussex 
University, Britain. Her marriage outside her ethnic group to Michael Keefer, a 
Shakespeare scholar, offered her an Anglo surname and entry into the Canadian 
mainstream. One of the themes of Rest Harrow is the approach of a Canadian 
academic to British myths.

The titles of two of Keefer's collections of short stories, Travelling Ladies 
and The Paris-Napoli Express, allude to travels. Like the ex-centric perspective, 
travel shuttles between home and abroad, the past and the present, change and 
stasis. Keefer's use of travel is part of a marked trend beginning in the 1960s 
when international travel was introduced as a new topic in Canadian fiction.28 
Margaret Laurence, Michael Ondaatje and Margaret Atwood, among others, 
used exotic settings to criticize Canada. The representation of travel has changed 
considerably in one generation, however. In a comparison of two travel narra
tives, describing the borders between Western and non-Western cultures, 
Margaret Laurence's The Prophet's Camel Bell (1963) conveys a Eurocentric 
view of Africa, while Rohinton Mistry's Tales from Firozsha Baag (1987) avoids 
any cultural hegemony by using polyphonic, metafictional and oral narrative 
modes.29 Since critics representing the Afro-American community caution

Critical Solitudes: Canadian and Québécois Criticism from the 1880s to the 1980s, ed. 
Caroline Bayard (Toronto: ECW Press, 1992) 136-154.

27 For the controversy in the Canadian universities, see Richard C. Davis, "Cultural 
Ventriloquism: Speaking Truth with a Forked Tongue," Peepre 9-10.

28 This survey is based on the following articles about Canadian travel writing: Michael 
Thorpe, "The Uses of Diversity: The Internationalization of English-Canadian Literature," 
Ariel: A Review of International English Literature 23.2 (April 1992): 109-125; William Butt, 
"Canada’s Mental Travellers Abroad," World Literature Written in English 28.2 (1988): 287- 
307; Patrick Holland, "Travel Literature (Overview)," and Edward Parkinson, "Travel 
(Canada)," Benson and Conolly 1586-1589 and 1589-1591; In Francophone-Canadian literature 
there is an old tradition of travel writing which describes the quest for wholeness in life as a 
journey to the North or to the wild. See George E. Gingras, "Travel," Dictionary of Literary 
Themes and Motifs, L -Z, ed. Jean-Chârles Seigneuret, vol. 2 (New York: Greenwood Press, 
1992) 1324. 2 vols.

29 W. H. New, "A Shaping of Connections," A Shaping of Connections: Commonwealth 
Literature Studies—Then and Now, eds. Hena Maes-Jelinek, Kirsten Holst Petersen and Anna 
Rutherford (Sydney: Dangaroo Press, 1989 ) 154-163. As a corollary of the colonial discourse,
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against the repressive tolerance of Laurence’s texts their observation suggests 
that travel in fiction unmasks tension-filled borders in Canada.

Keefer's interest in the link between language, culture and society is mirrored 
in the topics of her published works, which fall into four groups: fiction, poetry, 
scholarly works and journalism. Her fiction consists of three volumes of short 
stories The Paris-Napoli Express (1986), Transfigurations (1987), Travelling 
Ladies (1990), and two novels Constellations (1988) and Rest Harrow (1992). In 
1996 she will publish a novel with a Ukrainian setting called The Green Library, 
which will not be included in this study. She has published two collections of 
poetry, White of the Lesser Angels (1986) and Fields (1989). Apart from these 
volumes, Keefer has published several short stories and poems separately. She 
has also produced a large number of scholarly articles and two works of criti
cism: Under Eastern Eyes: A Critical Reading of Maritime Fiction (1987) and 
Reading Mavis Gallant (1989).

Keefer has been widely reviewed, interviewed and referred to in Canadian 
and international magazines.30 In 1992 the two longest articles on her so far ap
peared.31 In "Grain of the Actual: Janice Kulyk Keefer and Her Writing," Colin 
Nicholson published an interview with Keefer interspersed with discussions of 
her first two collections of short stories and her novel Constellations. Coral Ann 
Howells links Keefer's article "From Mosaic to Kaleidoscope" with the structure 
of the short stories in Travelling Ladies. The following passage shows Howell's 
emphasis on the transcultural strategies in Keefer's text: "To live across cultures 
like Keefer and her lady travellers is to live inside a perpetual border blur, 'an 
interpenetration, a collision of worlds,’ to be always in dialogue with another 
cultural discourse which is frequently coded in another language. It is within 
such transcultural situations that Keefer constructs her own position as a writing 
subject."32 Apart from demonstrating the transcultural approach of Keefer's texts, 
Howell’s statement could also be used as a definition of transculturalism.

Eurocentrism refers to the European pretensions that European civilization as the summit of 
human progress and European culture alone is capable of expressing the human condition by 
universal ideas.

30 A polemical attitude to Keefer is found in Jennifer Henderson, "Gender in the Discourse 
of English-Canadian Literary Criticism," Open Letter 8. 3 (Spring 1992): 54-57. Keefer's 
statement that the split between the Ukrainian and English languages in her childhood has 
marked her more than her gender makes Henderson accuse Keefer of seeing gender as a given 
rather than as a cultural construct.

31 Colin Nicholson, " Grain of the Actual: Janice Kulyk Keefer and Her Writing," and 
Coral Ann Howells, "Janice Kulyk Keefer's Travelling Ladies (For Simone Vauthier)," The 
British Journal of Canadian Studies 7.2 (1992): 397-414 and 415-425 respectively.

32 Howells, "Janice Kulyk Keefer's Travelling L a d ie s 416. Howells discusses four stories 
in Travelling Ladies: "Bella Rabinovich/Arabella Rose," "The Amores," "The Grey Valise,"
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Travel as a Frame

In my title travels is as an umbrella term for the many ways in which travel is 
used in Keefer's texts. Given that the transcultural aspects can be seen as a 
metaphor for cultural exploration, the cultural context is the tenor and travel is 
the vehicle or frame. Just as a frame separates a picture from the wall, a literary 
frame helps the readers focus on certain elements of the text.33 Like the ex-cen- 
tric insider/outsider perspective travel incites comparisons between the traveller’s 
country and those he visits.34 Because travel is used as a frame, only formal ap
plications of travel such as perspective, discourse, trope, and the specific forms 
of representation that travel incites need to be discussed.

Descriptions of actual journeys are almost exclusively found in Keefer's texts 
describing travels in Europe. Here the transcultural perspective incites not only 
comparisons between Canada and Europe but also questions about Canadian 
problems. Keefer's Acadian and Ukrainian texts, which are set in the present 
continuum, are preceded by journeys undertaken long ago. In consequence, these 
figurative journeys allow the young protagonists to use the transcultural perspec
tive, placed between now and then, to assess the lasting effects of cultural change 
on their lives.

Travel is one of the oldest tropes in world literature. Like maps, journeys are 
interchangeable metaphors for time, space, life and the artistic text. The joumey- 
of-life trope describing a person travelling along a road is surely a metaphor of 
how one leads one's life, and the crossroads are metaphors for one's decisions. 
Here travel could be said to be a metaphor of process. In this study Bakhtin's 
version of the-joumey-of-life trope will be applied since he combines it with the 
concept the third person.35 Since travellers are seldom invited into homes in the

"Prodigals." Because of the limited space Howells is unable to go into detailed analyses of the 
transcultural perspective.

33 For "frame," see Jeremy Hawthorn, A Concise Glossary of Contemporary Literary 
Theory (London: Edward Arnold, 1992) 93. Hawthorn quotes Jonathan Culler: Framing the 
Sign: "the frame is determining, setting off the object or event as art". For frame in combination 
with travel narratives, see Janis P. Stout, The Journey Narrative in American Literature: 
Patterns and Departures (Westport: Greenwood Press, 1983) ix-xi and 6.

34 My discussion of travel is based on the following works: Gingras, "Travel," Seigneuret 
1293-1331, a chronological survey of travel as theme, motif and narrative in a global perspec
tive; Eric J. Leed, The Mind of the Traveler: From Gilgamesh to Global Tourism (New York: 
Basic Books, 1991), a historic survey of thematic approaches; Sara Mills, Discourses of 
Difference: An Analysis of Women's Travel Writing and Colonialism (London: Routledge,
1991), a Foucauldian approach, discussing women travellers in the nineteenth century.

35 For the third person see, Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination 243-45; see also Percy G. 
Adams, Travel Literature and the Evolution of the Novel (Lexington: Kentucky UP, 1983) 148- 
158.
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foreign country they are traversing, they know nothing of its domestic problems. 
Exceptionally, third persons—a child, a servant, an actor—are admitted to the 
private spheres. Writers therefore use third persons to describe or criticize the 
foreign country from within.

The paradigms of journey motifs such as the picaresque, the wandering, the 
quest, the rite of passage, the pilgrimage, the immigrant journey and the return 
are easily identified and therefore reiterated in world literature.36 In this study the 
term, the "non sense journey," denotes an inward, circular journey of the mind, a 
journey without end. The outside world, whose horrors the travellers cannot con
trol, seems like a nightmare. To escape their fear these travellers, usually former 
labour camp prisoners or children, indulge in work addiction or consciously cre
ated daydreams of the impossible, the desirable, the forbidden. But because they 
cannot prevent their suppressed memories or nightmares from erupting, they still 
cannot avoid the ominous world.37 Since there is no communication between the 
non sense travellers and the outside world, their negative interpretation of the 
cultural codes of the outside world is never contested.

In cultural contexts translation designates how travel writers describe the cul
ture-specific phenomena of a foreign country to their fellow-countrymen by re
ferring to concepts well-known to them. The explorer Jacques Cartier did not de
scribe the real Canada in his travelogue but translated it for his French readers as 
"the land God allotted to Cain."38 Since translation turns the two cultures into 
mirrors of one another, this indicates that it is a transcultural strategy.

The tension inherent in representation is also apparent in the cultural assump
tions of monologic and dialogic travel discourses. 39 From Antiquity onwards 
philosophers were said to travel since they believed that the experience of the 
journey transformed them intellectually. Learning when travelling presupposes 
interaction with the indigenous population. Most European nineteenth-century

Bakhtin calls the joumey-of-life trope "the chronotope of the road." For a definition of a 
chronotope, see Morson and Emerson, 374-375. According to Morson, chronotopes are either 
motifs, "congealed events" like the Gothic chronotope which conjures up the setting of Gothic 
fiction, or whole genres: "a whole complex of concepts, an integrated way of understanding ex
perience, and a ground for visualizing and representing human life."

36 See article on "motif’ Gerald Prince, A Dictionary of Narratolo gy (Lincoln: Nebraska 
UP, 1987) 55. Prince here defines 'motif as "a minimal thematic unit" See also "motif:" "a more 
concrete and specific unit." 97.

37 Stout, 71-82, 91-101. What Stout calls a Night Journey is rather the journey to the un
derground by a hero like Ulysses.

38 E.G. Blodgett, "In Search of a Canadian Literature," Ambivalence: Studies in Canadian 
Literature, eds. Om P. Juneja and Chandra Mohan (New Delhi: Allied Publishers, 1990) 5.

39 James Buzard, The Beaten Track: European Tourism, Literature, and the Ways to 
’Culture' 1800-1918 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993) 1-17.Monologic and dialogic travel dis
courses are my terms.
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women travellers relied on communication with the indigenous population when 
writing their travelogues.40 This communicative approach which henceforth will 
be called the ”dialogic travel discourse" led not only to new insights of the visit
ed countries but also to a subversion of "Imperial Eyes," the "monologic travel 
discourse" upheld by most male explorers. It was the ethnographer Mary Louise 
Pratt who coined this term to designate how the European travelogues about the 
newly discovered continents rely solely on visual observations and preconceived 
Eurocentric ideas. Because the visited country and its population are represented 
as objects Imperial Eyes is a monologic travel discourse. Crucial to any explora
tion of the transcultural perspective in travel is thus cultural representation. Since 
I assume that the cultural codes in Keefer's texts correspond to historical reali
ties, it is necessary to define how multiculturalism, culture, identity, and ethnic
ity are used there.

Definitions of Multiculturalism, Culture, Identity, and Ethnicity

The interpretation of multiculturalism in Canada is indistinct. Although "the 
importance of preserving and enhancing the multicultural heritage of the 
Canadians" is granted by the Canadian Multiculturalism Act of 1988, the imple
mentation of this act causes division.41 Some praise Canada for promoting multi
cultural diversity, in contrast to the USA, where multiculturalism refers to 
marginal "non-Westem, non-white cultures" that resist the American melting pot 
ideal.42 Others criticize Canadian multiculturalism for compartmentalization, 
since it reduces minorities to static folklore, earmarking modernization and polit
ical power for the Anglophone hierarchy. In this study it will suffice to define 
multiculturalism as it is written into Canadian fiction. Such a definition is offered 
by Hutcheon when she claims that "an entire 'discourse' about multiculturalism—

40 For women travellers, see Mills 81-87. For the monologic travel discourse see Pratt, 7. It 
is ”the European male subject . . . whose imperial eyes passively look out and possess." 
Imperial Eyes is thus one element of the colonial discourse and of Eurocentrism; see also 59-85, 
102-107. For newly arrived European immigrants who looked at Canada with "Imperial Eyes," 
see Marni L. Stanley, "Travelers' Tales: Showing and Telling, Slamming and Questing," A 
Mazing Space: Writing Canadian Women Writing, eds. Shirley Neuman and Smaro Kamboureli 
(Edmonton: Longspoon Press, 1986) 51-60. For a definition of Eurocentrism, see Said (1993) 
Eurocentrism "subordinated [other peoples] by banishing their identities, except as a lower or
der of being, from the culture and indeed the very idea of white Christian Europe" 265-266.

41 "Canadian Multiculturalism Act, R.S.C. 1985, Chap. 24," is quoted in Hutcheon and 
Richmond 369.

42 The American definition of multiculturalism is different from the Canadian one. See 
Arthur M. Schlesinger Jr., The Disuniting of America: Reflections on a Multicultural Society 
(London: W. W. Norton, 1992 ) 74.
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a way of thinking and talking about ethnicity and race—is gradually working to 
change how Canadians define themselves."43 In this study, only transculturalism, 
one aspect of the literary expression of multiculturalism, will be analysed.

Since Culture as a unifying concept is synonymous with the core values of a 
nation state, it cannot be applied to multicultural Canada. Instead Canadian cul
ture is an umbrella term for all cultural discourses within its territory.44 In this 
study, culture is seen as a web of cultures, whose most striking characteristic is 
the interaction of the cultural discourses. This view is implied by Keefer when 
she suggests that the kaleidoscope should replace the mosaic as Canada's icon. 
This is because the kaleidoscope better represents the "interconnection, mobility, 
and transformation" of Canada's many cultural discourses. While the cylinder of 
the kaleidoscope stands for "Canada itself," each piece, representing a specific 
cultural discourse, remains unaltered no matter how the patterns change and how 
many constellations it is engaged in ("From Mosaic to Kaleidoscope" 16). The 
meaning of culture is thus recreated in the communication between different dis
courses. However, Keefer's definition does not account for the long cultural 
hegemony of the two founding nations, of Europe and the USA in Canada. To 
reflect Canada's subordinate position vis à vis those larger entities, the following 
distinction between culture and ideology needs to be made: "when the subordi
nate culture experiences itself in terms prescribed by the dominant culture, then 
the dominant culture has also become the basis of a dominant ideology."45 Two 
metaphors, the bridge and the chasm, are used to describe the relationship be
tween the individual and society.46 While the bridge stands for an enlarged un
derstanding, the chasm represents the right to oppose assimilation in order to 
preserve cultural difference. In Keefer’s texts these tropes occur in connection 
with the Acadians and young Ukrainian descendants.

When Said describes culture as "new alignments made across borders, types, 
nations, and essences . . .  [that] challenge the fundamentally static notion of 
identity that has been the core of cultural thought during the era of imperialism,"

43 Hutcheon and Richmond 14.
44 My discussion of culture is based on the following sources: Robert Con Davis and 

Ronald Schleifer, Criticism and Culture: The Role of Critique in Modem Literary Theory 
(Singapore: Longman, 1991) 218-235; Vincent B. Leitch, Cultural Criticism, Literary Theory, 
Poststructuralism (New York: Columbia UP, 1992) 169-170.

45 Patrick Brantlinger, Crusoe's Footprints: Cultural Studies in Britain and America (New 
York: Routledge, 1990) 119, quotes Resistance through Rituals: Youth Subcultures in Britain 
(1976) published by the Birmingham Centre, which initiated cultural studies in Britain after the 
Second World War.

46 Keefer, "Bridges and Chasms: Multiculturalism and Mavis Gallant's 'Virus X,"' World 
Literature Written in English 31.2 (Autumn 1993): 100-111.
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he equates culture not only with cultural interchange but also with identity, un
derstood as an umbrella term for the many affiliations a person or a group has.47 
This is illustrated in the poem ”What's in a Name?" in which Marlene Nourbese 
Philip calls her Caribbean-African-Canadian identity "a chameleon of labels."48 
Accordingly, in this study, identity might at times be a fragmented concept. 
However, the fact that the house recurs as a symbol of cultural identity in 
Keefer’s texts indicates that her texts also might be based on the humanistic defi
nition of identity. With identity deriving from the Latin idem, or the same, hu
manists presuppose that a person’s identity is undivided and consistent through
out life. This approach to identity is especially frequent in descriptions of immi
grants reflecting their ambition to uphold their ethnic identity. My readings of 
Keefer’s texts will therefore explore, in particular, how identity is perceived by 
second generation Ukrainians in Canada.

The etymology of ethnic is either nation, people or pagan, heathen, foreign.49 
In Canada, ethnic is stigmatized since it never refers to its founding nations, the 
French and the English. The official Canadian practice is therefore to replace 
ethnic by multicultural. However, since this usage only occurs in Canada, this 
study will use Stuart Hall’s definition of ethnicity as a cultural construct, appli
cable to all groups, open to interrogation and change: "We all speak from a par
ticular place, out of a particular history, out of a particular experience, a particu
lar culture . . .  we are all ethnically located and . . .  our ethnic identities are cru
cial to our subjective sense of who we are."50 Thus all peoples are ethnic and de
fine themselves by means of their ethnic identity. An important qualification 
needs to be made, however. Although members of an ethnic group are united by 
their common regional origin, differences in life style, world view, gender, age- 
group, education and class explain why the cultural allegiances within the same 
ethnic group differ considerably.

Given Hall’s contention that people define themselves by means of their eth
nicity, a need for symbols arises. This is how the creation of an Imagined 
Community should be seen.51 It is imagined, according to Benedict Anderson,

47 Said (1993) xxviiii.
48 Marlene Nourbese Philip, Salmon Courage (Toronto: Williams-Wallace, 1983) 28.
49 Hutcheon and Richmond 2. Ethnic criteria such as one language, one history and blood- 

relation are the criteria of a nation state to admit members. In multicultural states like the USA 
and Canada people acquire citizenship in accordance with the principles of human equality of 
the French Revolution of 1789.

50 See Stuart Hall, ”New Ethnicities," Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin (1995) 227.
51 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of 

Nationalism (1983; London: Verso, 1991) 4-7.
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because it only exists in the minds of the members of a community who do not 
know each other. It is a community because its members are united by common 
symbols such as the national anthem, national literature, the legendary past and 
their national history. The Nation and the People become symbols of a collective 
memory that survives the individual. The Imagined Community also presupposes 
a contrasting community that it rejects or looks down upon. The method of using 
unifying national symbols to create an Imagined Community was first practised 
by the European nation states in the 19th century, but has since been applied by 
other peoples. Frye’s aim to create a national Canadian literature could be said to 
have launched Canada as an Imagined Community. In this study I will explore 
representations of the Imagined Communities of Ukraine, Acadie, Britain and 
France.

Inversely, a means of signalling the normality of one's own ethnicity is 
through negative representations of foreignness.52 In the discipline of imagology, 
a country's literary images of another community is one of its objects of study. 
Since no representation is neutral but constituted by the observer’s cultural con
text, the study of images of other peoples can be used to pinpoint prejudices. 
Since prejudgements are based on too little knowledge, people revise them when 
confronted with new facts. Prejudice is instead "antipathy based upon faulty and 
inflexible generalization" and therefore not discarded for emotional reasons re
gardless of new information.53

My exploration of Keefer’s texts balances on the border between cultural 
studies and literary criticism. This implies that the meaning of the text depends 
on its dialogue with its context. As a support for assessing Keefer’s texts in their 
cultural context, I refer to Bakhtin's contention that literary discourse is but one 
variant of heteroglossia reflecting the ideas of its time and the meaning-making 
within that culture.54 It is, in other words, time and culture-bound. Certain as
pects of the cultural context that are precluded from sociological and historical 
discourses can be transmitted by the literary discourse because of the "informa-

52 Orientalism refers to how the Orient "was constructed in the European mind," See 
Edward W. Said, Orientalism (1978; London: Penguin, 1985) 3. For imagology see Manfred S. 
von Fischer, Nationale Images als Gegenstand Vergleichender Literaturgeschichte: 
Untersuchungen zur Entstehung der Komparatistischen Imagologie (Bonn: Bouvier Verlag, 
1981) 16, 24, 165.

53 Gordon W. Allport, The Nature of Prejudice. Abridged (1954; Garden City: Anchor 
Books, 1958) 6.

54 For cultural studies, see Brantlinger. See also Jerome G. McGunn, Social Values and 
Poetic Texts: The Historical Judgement of Literary Work (Cambridge: Harvard UP 1988). For 
the literary discourse, see Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination 300.
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tion implied by poetics, rhetoric, and literary history."55 It thus makes it possible 
to describe "the process by which meaning is made, the grounds for interpreta
tion," and becomes a means of unmasking the cultural assumptions inherent in a 
genre and in its transgression.56

Aims and Methods

As indicated above, the principal objective of this study is to investigate what 
new insights, and revisions of cultural discourses in Keefer's texts that can be 
attributed to the transcultural perspective.57 Since the transcultural perspective 
reflects what happens when different cultural discourses make contact, my hy
pothesis is that cultural clashes are expressed by monologic structures/discourses 
and cultural interactions by dialogic structures/dialogism. By identifying these 
structures/discourses it will be possible to explain why individuals reject certain 
elements of their dual cultural heritage and affirm other parts of it. The mono
logic and dialogic structures or discourses occur on the levels of form and also of 
content.

On the level of form, monologic structures manifest the reductive voice of a 
single, non-reflexive subject.58 Just as a photographer's gaze at his object through 
his camera lens is a one-way-communication, monologic structures eliminate 
competing aspects or communication with the Other. Examples of monologic 
structures are: omniscient narrators, representation based on visual impressions 
such as the monologic travel discourse, Imperial Eyes, binaries, and the scientific 
discourse that suppresses the narrator and competing views in the name of objec
tivity.

On the level of content, monologic discourses are vehicles of authoritarian 
ideologies, prejudices, ready-made truths, clichés, silencing or any structure that 
excludes communication with the Other. By studying cultural critique directed

55 For a cultural approach to literature, see Peter Brooks, "Must We Apologize? 
"Comparative Literature in the Age of Multiculturalism, ed. Charles Bemheimer (Baltimore: 
John Hopkins UP, 1995) 101.

56 Brooks 101.
57 See above pp 1-2. Janice Kulyk Keefer has made a statement about transcultural fiction 

similar to Peepre’s: "Transcultural writing has become well-established and perhaps a premiere 
literary tradition in Canada. . . .  I believe that our transcultural writers, in the next few years, 
will make a crucial contribution to the remaking of this country. "From Mosaic to 
Kaleidosocpe," 16.

58 See Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination, where the dialogical principle and its counter
part, the monologue are elaborated. For recent and complete comments on the Bakhtinian dia
logue, see Morson & Emerson.
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against monologic discourses their ideological underpinnings can be assessed.59 
Since cultural critique presupposes that the causes of conflicts can be revealed, it 
is consciousness-raising and based on a vision of hope.

The most essential feature of the dialogic structure is its addressivity. In con
sequence, the dialogic structure presupposes spoken language, that is, language 
"conceived as utterances of speaking subjects, that is, it is presented as 
'discourse' (not impersonal, prevocal signifiers, tropes, grammar, etc.)."60 The 
addressee can be a second subject, the implied listener, an antagonist in hidden 
polemic, but it need not be a physical person. It might be any rhetorical position 
outside the text. What matters is that the dialogic structure is directed towards 
the different. This explains why the tone of the dialogic structure is coloured by 
the anticipated reaction of the addressee.61

On the content level the dialogic structure is termed dialogism.62 It should 
neither be mistaken for polite conversation nor for psychological understanding. 
Dialogism is a solely alter-oriented construct, based on the difference between 
addresser and addressee. A prerequisite for a genuine consciousness of the Other 
to arise is that the two discourses remain independent of each other as underlined 
by Bakhtin in his description of a person travelling to a foreign country:

It [the Self] does not renounce itself, its own place in time, its own culture; 
and it forgets nothing. In order to understand, it is immensely important for 
the person who understands to be located outside the object of his or her 
creative understanding—in time, in space, in culture. For one cannot even 
really see one's own exterior and comprehend it as a whole, and no mirrors 
or photographs can help; our real exterior can be seen and understood only

59 For cultural critique, see Giles Gunn, The Culture of Criticism and the Criticism of 
Culture (New York: Oxford UP, 1987) 55. Criticism evaluates the finished product, critique fo
cuses on the cultural process. In consequence, cultural critique is situated in the cultural context 
to interrogate the underpinnings of ideas and norms.
See also Leitch 2-9. Leitch points out that poststructuralist cultural critique, which is inspired 
by ethnic and feminist discourses, looks for "degrees of inclusion and exclusion."

60 For language as a social phenomenon, see Leitch 55-56; See also Sherrill Grace, "’Listen 
to the Voice,' Dialogism and the Canadian Novel," Future Indicative: Literary Theory and 
Canadian Literature, ed. John Moss (Ottawa: Ottawa UP, 1987) 118-136. Grace classifies 
Canadian novels along a line drawn between monologic and polyphonic discourses. Polyphonic 
is today used as a synonym of dialogic; See also Hutcheon, Splitting Images: Contemporary 
Canadian Ironies (Toronto: Oxford UP, 1991) 17-45. Hutcheon's account of deconstructive and 
constructive ironies seems to correspond to cultural critique and dialogism.

61 See Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination 293, his statement that "the word in language is 
half someone else's," clearly illustrates that the meaning of a word is influenced by the speaker's 
anticipation of the answer.

62 See Michael Holquist, Dialogism: Bakhtin and His World (London: Routledge, 1990); 
see also Morson & Emerson 131-139.
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by other people, because they are located outside us in space and because 
they are others.63

Thus, according to Bakhtin, only the Other can have a holistic view of the an
other person or a group because of her/his outsideness. His interrogations of the 
norms of the in-group create a dialogic situation.64 What is negotiated is both 
more and different from what the addresser and addressee could produce indi
vidually.65 This shows that the relation is the crucial element in dialogism since 
it is synonymous with new knowledge and new aspects which in turn incite revi
sions of old concepts.66

An all-inclusive method for representing the complexity of multicultural so
cieties is to dialogize heteroglossia:67 This is inherent in Bakhtin’s statement: 
"Languages of heteroglossia . . .  force us to guess at and grasp for a world behind 
their mutually reflecting aspects that is broader, more multi-levelled, containing 
more and varied horizons than would be available to a single language or a sin
gle mirror."68 Because of its socio-linguistic, structural and semiotic implemen
tations, my method of tracing monologic and dialogic structures and discourses 
might offer a viable means of mapping the effect of transcultural aspects in 
Keefer's texts.

My selection of texts has been governed by my ambition to study how the multi
cultural experience is represented in Keefer's texts dealing with travel and to ac
count for possible revisions and innovations caused by the transcultural perspec
tive. The main elements of a journey—departure, passage and arrival—have 
been used to divide Keefer's texts into three parts.69 To avoid the predictable so
lutions inherent in thematic approaches such as travel, I will look for gaps, con

63 Mikhail Bakhtin, "Responses to a Question for the Novyi Mir," Speech Genres and 
Other Late Essays, eds. Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist, trans. V.W. McGee (Austin: 
Texas UP, 1986) 25.

64 Grace shows the force inherent in breaking up monologues into three-dimensional dia
logues. See 132; for the same emphasis on the shift from monologues to dialogues, see Hall 17.

65 For the surplus effect, see Lynne Pearce, Reading Dialogics (London: Edward Arnold, 
1994) 2.

66 Brantlinger 182-198. Brantlinger accounts for the theories of communication proposed 
by Jürgen Habermas and Raymond Williams. They stress that communication is a new theory 
of knowledge which leads to social change, cf. transculturalism and dialogism.

67 Holquist, "dialogized," glossary in Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination 426-427. See also 
Holquist's definition of dialogization: "A word, discourse, language or culture undergoes 
'dialogization' when it becomes relativized, de-privileged, aware of competing definitions for 
the same things."

68 Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination 414-415.
69 This division occurs in Leed 3. He refers to Victor Turner's division (1974), who in turn 

refers to Van Gennep.
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tradictions and ambiguous endings in Keefer's texts To this end the texts will 
also be assessed in their cultural contexts.

Texts have been selected which interrogate the Imagined Communities of 
Ukraine, Britain, France and Acadie. In these texts heteroglossia or foreign lan
guages are analysed to see whether they represent both cultural encounters and 
loss of the heritage language as a sign of assimilation.70 In addition, protagonists 
representing the second or third generation, bom in Canada, belonging to the 
Canadian mainstream have been chosen to ensure a transcultural perspective 
over time. My study consists of the following three parts:

Part 1. The Departure: The Immigrant Journey. Here the literary expressions 
of Canadian-Ukrainians' attitudes to Ukraine and to Canada will be explored. In 
the first section, "Life-writing," the descendants' reconstruction of the history of 
their Ukrainian family, written as historiographic metafiction will be analysed. In 
the second section, "Third-Person Narratives with Fictitious Characters," from 
the perspective of young Ukrainians, efforts will be made to trace evaluations of 
Ukrainian culture in Canada.

Part 2. The Passage: The European Journey. Since the European journey is a 
reversal of emigration, the representations of the Canadian attitude to Europe and 
Canada will be studied. Tourism and the act of travelling as a transcultural ap
proach to the world will also be explored.

Part 3. The Arrival: The Prodigals' Homecoming. Here descriptions stretch
ing over a long period of time will be studied to see how the prodigals adapt to 
their home community and how the indigenous population receive them. In par
ticular, expressions of the prodigals' divided loyalties to the great world and to 
Acadie, their French-speaking Catholic home community, will be sought.

70 In this study no definite article will be used for Ukraine. See Keefer, ”Non-Fiction," 
Books in Canada 23.2 (March 1994): 41, who claims that while Ukraine refers to the indepen
dent state, the Ukraine reinforces the image of it as "a mere province of Russia."





Part I. 
Departure: The Immigrant Journey

Departure

It is the fate of emigrants or refugees to leave home for ever or for a long time. 
Since most of them experience their departure as a banishment from their world, 
their home, their country, their mother-tongue, the essence of departure is separa
tion, nostalgia and alienation. In this study departure refers to the separation of 
"the individual from a defining social and cultural matrix."1 When departure is 
followed by immigration, the descendants can assess the cost of departure from 
their heritage country to Canada over a long space of time.2 After a generation or 
two in the adopted country, the descendants might be eager to recover knowl
edge about the old country before everything is forgotten.

The main objective in this part of my study is to explore transcultural aspects 
of the young generation’s Janus-faced position between their Canadian and 
Ukrainian identities, when possible in comparison with the attitudes of the first 
generation. In consequence, the texts selected for analysis here are situated in 
contemporary Canada, have young, Canada-born protagonists of Ukrainian de
scent, problematize their attitude to their Ukrainian roots, and contain at least 
one word in Ukrainian.3

I have divided my analysis into two sections: Life-Writing and Third-Person 
Narratives with Fictitious Characters. In "Life-Writing," the short stories in
cluded are "Another Country," "The Country of the Dead," "Nach Unten," and

1 Eric J. Leed, The Mind of the Traveler: From Gilgamesh to Global Tourism (New York: 
Basic Books, 1991) 26.

2 My discussion of Canadian immigrant fiction is based on the following sources: Arnold 
Harrichand Itwaru, The Invention of Canada: Literary Text and the Immigrant Imaginary 
(Toronto: Tsar, 1990); Linda Hutcheon, Splitting Images: Contemporary Canadian Ironies 
(Toronto: Oxford UP, Ì991) 47-68; Terrance Craigh, "The Literature of Immigrants," Essays in 
Canadian Literature, eds. J0m Carlsen and Bengt Streijffert, The Nordic Association for 
Canadian Studies Text Series, vol. 3 (Lund, 1989 ) 43-50.

3 The selection has been made by me, rather than Keefer. I have included "Bella 
Rabinovich/Arabella Rose," Travelling Ladies (Toronto: Random House, 1990)1-29, although 
Bella fs origin can only be said to be Eastern European; I have excluded the following texts by 
Janice Kulyk Keefer because they are written from the perspective of the first generation: "Mrs 
Mucharski & the Princess," The Paris-Napoli Express (1986; Ottawa: Oberon, 1988) 89-105; 
"The Amores," Travelling Ladies 65-83; "September Eleventh," The Malahat Review 76 (Sept 
1986) 96-111; in White of the Lesser Angels (Charlottetown: Ragweed, 1986), the following 
pages contain poems with a Ukrainian connection: 12-16, 55, 59, 61; another cycle of 
Ukrainian poems is found in Fields, Event, 18.3 (Fall 1989): 28-37.
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"Kiev, November 1993." These short stories are first-person narratives, which 
Keefer elsewhere refers to as her own family history.4 In "Third-Person 
Narratives with Fictitious Characters" the short stories discussed are "Prodigals," 
"Unseen, the Cuckoo Sings at Dawn," "Red River Cruise," and "Bella 
Rabinovich/Arabella Rose."5 I assume that the distancing from Keefer's person 
implied in the choice of the third-person and of fictitious characters allows for 
more critical representation of Ukrainians in Canada. While the transcultural per
spective in the Life-Writing texts balances between Ukraine in the past and 
Canada in the present continuum, in the Third-person Narratives it straddles ex
pressions of mainstream and Ukrainian culture in contemporary Canada. Before 
presenting my analyses I will insert Keefer's texts into their cultural context.

Canadian writers such as Martha Ostenso, Frederick Philip Grove, Adele 
Wiseman, A.M. Klein, Robert Marlyn and Henry Kreisel have reflected the im
migrant experience in the past. In Canada as well as in the USA critics have 
tended to read these texts as "stereotypical in plot and characterization, assimil- 
iationist in drive, contestable even as social evidence, and of interest only to 
group members and historians."6 Werner Sollors has shown, however, that critics 
have failed to see what immigrant novels apply the same, established rhetorical 
and narrative structures as Anglophone fiction. In addition, transculturalism in
troduces a new approach to the acculturation process.

Keefer's texts mirror the fate of the Ukrainians and in particular her 
Ukrainian family from the time before their emigration to the present time.7 As a 
sign that the memory of Ukraine's old and proud history is still alive, two of 
Keefer's short stories use as intertexts two medieval Ukrainian documents, The

4 Janice Kulyk Keefer, "Another Country," Canadian Literature 120 (Spring 1989): 6-11; 
"The Country of the Dead," Books in Canada 21.1 (April 1992): 22-25; "Nach Unten," Border 
Lines: Stories of Exile and Home, ed. Kate Pullinger (London: Serpent's Tail, 1993) 190-198; 
"Kiev, November 1993," Writing Away: The PEN Canada Travel Anthology, ed. Constance 
Rooke (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1994) 123-146; for the oral family stories, see above, 
page 6, note 18.

5 Keefer, "Prodigals," Travelling Ladies (Toronto: Random House, 1990) 237-258; "Un
seen, the Cuckoo Sing at Dawn," Jars Balan and Yuri Klynovy eds., Yarmarok: Ukrainian 
Writing in Canada since the Second World War, Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies 
(Edmonton: Alberta UP, 1987) 96-105; "Red River Cruise," The Paris-Napoli Express (1986; 
Ottawa: Oberon Press, 1988) 73-88.

6 Thomas J. Ferraro, Ethnic Passages: Literary Passages in Twentieth-Century America 
(Chicago: Chicago UP, 1993) 1. See also Werner Sollors, ed, The Invention of Ethnicity (New 
York: Oxford UP, 1989).

7 This survey of Ukrainian culture is based on the following sources: "Canada," 
Encyclopedia of Ukraine, vol. 1 ed. Volodymyr Kubijovyc (1984; Toronto: Tomto UP, 1985) 
344-360; Robert F. Harney, preface, Polyphony: Bulletin of the Multicultural History Society of 
Ontario 10 (1988), Special Issue on Ukrainians in Ontario: 1-3; Myma Kostash, All of Baba’s 
Children (1977; Edmonton: NeWest, 1987) 5-12.
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Tale o f Thor's Campaign and the history of Kiev Rus.8 The fact that Ukraine of
ten was occupied by its neighbours because of its precarious geopolitical position 
explains why Keefer's paternal grandparents, who were Ukrainians from Galicia, 
were Austrian subjects. When her grandfather feared that he would be ordered to 
fight for Austria in World War One, he escaped to Canada with his pregnant 
wife. In 1936, three years before Hitler invaded Poland, economic reasons made 
Keefer's maternal grandparents, too, emigrate to Canada. As a sign of the 
hybridity of Eastern Europe, her grandfather was Polish, and her grandmother 
Ukrainian. Keefer's mother, who was fourteen at the time of the emigration, 
spoke Ukrainian, Polish and Russian.

The Canadian stereotype of the Ukrainians as illiterate bohunks living in sod- 
houses on the prairie corresponds in time to the first wave of Ukrainian immi
grants, from 1890 to 1914.9 This image of the Ukrainians has survived, although 
Russian aristocrats arrived in Canada after the Russian Civil War and professors 
from vanished European universities after 1945. Today, only 20 per cent of the 
Ukrainians in Canada were bom in Ukraine. Since they now are dying off, the 
preservation of Ukrainian culture in Canada is threatened.

As the first Ukrainian literature in Canada was written in the mother tongue, 
it was not until 1947 that Canadian readers first met insider descriptions of 
Ukrainians, when Vera Lysenko published Men in Sheepskin Coats: A Study in 
Assimilation.10 Her idealization of the Ukrainian characters to correct the degrad
ing picture of her people illustrates that one of the connotations of ethnicity is the 
celebration of one's origins. These days English is the medium for most writers 
of Ukrainian descent. As a reminder of their origins they insert a few, but signif
icant, Ukrainian words in their English texts.11 Such untranslated words are 
metaphors for the gap between cultures. For Ukrainians, these words signal that

8 Keefer, "Unseen the Cuckoo sings at Dawn," Balan and Klynovy, 96-105.
9 Terrance Craigh, Racial Attitudes in English-Canadian Fiction 1905-1980 (Waterloo: 

Wilfrid Laurier UP, 1987) 74-77. Craigh shows how Charles W. Gordon in his novel The 
Foreigner (Toronto: Westminster, 1909) suggests that the backward Slavs were to be civilized 
by being assimilated into Canadian society (32).

10 For Ukrainian literature in Canada, see Balan, "Introduction: One Anthology—Two 
Literatures," Balan and Klynovy xviii-xix; see also Balan, ed., Identifications: Ethnicity and the 
Writer in Canada., Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies (Edmonton: Alberta UP, 1982).

11 For the use of untranslated foreign words in literary texts, see Robert B. Klymasz, "Art 
of Intrusion: Macaronicism in Ukrainian-Canadian Literature," Literatures of Lesser Diffusion: 
Towards a History of the Literary Institution in Canada. 4th Conference, ed. Joseph Pivato 
(Edmonton: Alberta UP, 1990) 209-211; see also Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths and Helen 
Tiffin, The Empire Writes Back: Theory and Practice in Post-Colonial Literatures (London: 
Routledge, 1989) 51-57; in "Language Issues Facing Commonwealth Writers: A reply to 
D'Costa," Journal of Commonwealth Literature 1.4 (1987): 115, W.D. Ashcroft states that the 
foreign language "represents metonymically the vast world of difference which is the culture, 
but it is not itself that difference."
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they belong to the Imagined Community of Ukraine. For non-Ukrainians they 
are metonyms for a totally different cultural sphere.

My analysis of Keefer's Ukrainian texts will focus on how the descendants' 
attitude to their roots is presented. Most descendants neither know the heritage 
language nor long for the old country, which they view as the Other. To those 
descendants whose ethnicity is only a biological link, I will apply Werner 
Sollors' term ethnics by descent, while those who consciously recreate their eth
nic identity I will call ethnics by consent.12 The latter term I will complement 
with Michael J. M. Fischer's definition of second-generation ethnicity as "inter
references to dual or multiple cultural traditions."13 As indicated by the phrase 
inter-references, a transcultural position can be postulated. Above all, Fischer 
claims that the understanding of ethnicity differs from one generation to another, 
since each generation has to create its own definition of it. An important element 
in ethnicity by consent is thus the deliberate and conscious recapture of the eth
nic identity. A further characteristic of the second generation is code switching 
or the way the descendants communicate with the older generation by shifting 
between the few words they know in the heritage language and English. Their 
practice of code-switching shows that they hold a transcultural position.

1. Life-Writing

I have classified Keefer's four first-person narratives under the heading life- 
writing.14 In contrast to autobiography and biography, life-writing is overtly 
subjective, self-reflexive and based on different discourses of life, such as letters, 
diaries, documents and travel-writing. While autobiography normally presup
poses that the narrator has an undivided identity, the self is fragmented in life-

12 Werner Sollors, Beyond Ethnicity: Consent and Descent in American Culture (New 
York: Oxford UP, 1986) 6-7. In '"Coming Across Bones': Historiographic Ethnofiction," Essays 
on Canadian Writing, Special issue on Ethnicity, ed. Winfried Siemerling, forthcoming, Keefer 
criticizes Sollors' sociological approach for lacking "the imaginative exploration and inscription 
of ethnic experience" typical of literary ethnicity. The latter examines "current events and 
socio-cultural developments." It is future-oriented, according to Keefer. Nevertheless, since 
representations of some descendants reveal that only their biology links them to their ethnic 
identity, I will apply Sollors' term.

13 Michael J.M. Fischer, "Ethnicity and the Post-Modem Arts of Memory," Writing 
Culture: The Poetics and Politics of Ethnography, eds. James Clifford and George E. Marcus 
(Berkeley: California UP, 1986) 232.

14 For life-writing see Marlene Kadar, ed., Essays on Life-Writing: From Genre to Critical 
Practice (Toronto: Toronto UP, 1992); see also Shirley Neuman, "Autobiography: From 
Different Poetics to a Poetics of Differences," Kadar 213-230, and Neuman, "Life-Writing," 
Literary History of Canada: Canadian Literature in English, ed. W. H. New, vol. 4. (Toronto: 
Toronto UP, 1990) 333-370.
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writing because of the discourses of life used there. Also the interpretation of the 
past differs. While history is seen as a product in auto/biography, it is a process 
in life-writing. In the latter, self-reflexivity is used to contest the meaning-mak
ing of the historical discourse by interrogating how and by whom the past has 
been interpreted.15 As a consequence of the use of self-reflexivity, silenced as
pects of the past may be reconstructed and the official line of history revised.

Keefer's transcultural ambition to link her ancestors' lives in Ukraine to her 
present situation in Canada is contained in the following statement: "I feel a 
sense of great urgency to travel to Ukraine in my mother's company and see my 
'other country,’ to write down my parents' and grandparents' stories as well as my 
own stories of that archetypally Canadian, back-and-forth and never-ending 
journey: from old world to new, familiar to foreign language and landscape."16 
The quotation shows that she has a processual approach to history and that she 
dialogizes her identity. As a statement by Keefer elsewhere indicates her travel
ling to Europe is tantamount to "wilfully reversing family history."17 This im
plies that she sees her European journey as a return journey and that her perspec
tive on identity and history is transcultural. My assumption is therefore that the 
same transcultural perspective is applied in Keefer's life-writing texts.

”Another Country”: The Reconstruction of Family History

In "Another Country," a Canadian woman, possibly Keefer herself, reconstructs 
the lives of her relatives in Eastern Europe before their emigration. The family 
tradition has it that by marrying the handsome soldier Thomas for love Helena 
obstructed her parents' plans to marry her off to the neighbouring farmer for 
money and land.

The aim of my analysis of "Another Country" is to see whether the narrator's 
transcultural perspective revises her image of her relatives' lives in Europe and

15 For the relation between self-reflexivity and history, see Linda Hutcheon, The Politics of 
Postmodernism (London: Routledge, 1989) 2. Self-reflexive is "inward directed and belongs to 
the world of art (such as parody) and that which is outward-directed belongs to 'real life' (such 
as history)."; cf. Salman Rushdie, who claims that he fictionalizes "imaginary homelands, 
Indias in the mind," since it is impossible to recreate the India he left. See Imaginary 
Homelands: Essays and Criticism 1981-1991 (1991; London: Granta Books, 1992) 10; for di- 
alogization, see above, page 20 note 67.

16 Keefer, "On Being a Canadian Writer Today," Multiculturalism and the Canon of 
American Culture, ed. Hans Bak (Amsterdam: VU UP, 1993) 271.

17 Keefer, "Aboard the Alexander Pushkin," Worst Journeys: The Picador Book of Travel, 
ed. Keath Fraser (1991; London: Picador, 1993) 71.
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their first impressions of Canada. I also want to discover if the narrator's recon
struction of her family's history works as a dialogic structure that breaks open 
monologues such as the language barrier, ignorance, oblivion and silencing of 
sinister facts that have prevented the transmission of the family history to the de
scendants.

The point of departure of "Another Country" is that the narrator can no 
longer use personal transmission to learn about the history of her Ukrainian fam
ily after her grandmother's death. To trace the cause of her family's metamorpho
sis from Ukrainians to Canadians the narrator therefore tries to find alternative 
sources of information to fill in the gaps in what she knows about her family 
history. One such source consists of documents:

One evening, not long ago, I came into the possession of an envelope— 
plain, brown, 8 x 12—on which two words were marked, in my dead 
grandmother’s handwriting. A foreign language, a different alphabet. Yet 
however much of my Saturday-school Ukrainian I'd forgotten, I couldn't 
fail to know these words by heart. They were the reason translation was 
necessary in the first place—translation from one country, language, future 
into another. 'Moyèh pòleh: my fields'" ("Another Country" 6).

In this quotation a recurring theme in Keefer's texts is advanced. It is the second 
generation's experience of the ethnic mother-tongue as a barrier against the 
transmission of the cultural heritage from the Ukraine-born generation to them. 
For the narrator the Cyrillic alphabet and the foreign language on the envelope 
become metonyms for the unknown Ukrainian culture. That the Ukrainian taught 
at the Saturday-school does not suffice for her to read her grandmother's docu
ments confirms Fischer’s contention that code-switching is the ethnic marker of 
the descendants due to imperfect knowledge of the mother tongue. Second, the 
narrator's claim that her family has replaced the Ukrainian language, cultural 
context, social system and world view with Canadian equivalents shows that 
translation is a transcultural process describing how her family over three 
generations gradually became Canadians.

The ignorance of the past works as a monologic discourse. This is inherent in 
the narrator's statement that her family history is "as much a web of gaps and si
lences as words"("Another Country" 6). It is also illustrated by the description of 
how she tries to extract information from the documents in her grandmother's 
envelope:

Confirmation in paper, ink, official stamps of a world I know only as mem
ories and stories: a country as different from my own as 'Rzeczpospolita 
Polska' and the crowned eagle is from Canada and its scarlet maple leaf.
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The land with which I've been obsessed ever since I was old enough to 
know how to remember" ("Another Country" 6).

Although Ukraine represents the unknown Other to the narrator, her obsession 
shows that she has an emotional link with it. The fact that her knowledge of 
Ukraine so far has been based on oral texts indicates that the written documents 
might incite a dialogization of her family history. The contents of the envelope— 
Polish passports, a marriage certificate, a map of her grandparents' Polish fields, 
tickets from the Polish Transatlantic Shipping Company and the Certificate of 
Canadian Citizenship—mirror her grandparents' emigration from Poland to 
Canada. The gap between her two cultural worlds, epitomized by the Polish ea
gle and the Canadian maple leaf on the one hand, the language barrier on the 
other, works as a monologic discourse, shutting the narrator out. The fact the 
documents are written in Polish, French and Latin confirms the statements of 
history books and of the family tradition that "Ukrainians living in Poland 
weren’t allowed to speak or read their mother tongue, that the language had to 
survive underground, in the fields and in the home" ("Another Country" 6). This 
prohibition is proof of another monologic discourse. The states that subjugated 
the Ukrainians suppressed the Ukrainian language.

Since moyèh pòleh are the only Ukrainian words in "Another Country," they 
are important. In this text they epitomize the conflict between landlessness and 
arranged marriages. Since, according to the family tradition, the narrator's 
grandparents "spat in Death's face" by marrying for love against their parents’ 
wishes, they were disowned ("Another Country" 7). Landlessness forced 
Thomasz to go to Canada to earn money in order to buy land in Poland. As proof 
of the veracity of the oral stories the envelope contains tissue papers document
ing that her grandparents owned Polish fields. However, after the death of their 
twins, also Helena and their two daughters, emigrated to Canada. The fact that 
the narrator knows from family tradition that the two Ukrainian words mean "my 
fields" illustrates how the grandparents' oral stories bridge the linguistic barriers 
between the generations.

The phrase death's face refers to the tragic stories about young couples who 
committed suicide when their parents tried to force them to marry for land and 
not for love. It was scarcity of land that made Ukrainian parents insist on ar
ranged marriages, This is the background to the stories of villagers parading in 
front of the open coffins of dead young couples, whose thick braids and rich 
embroidery concealed the appalling signs of hanging. In Keefer's texts the 
Ukrainians' strict implementation of patriarchy, a monologic discourse, is repeat
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edly criticized. However, the narrator's statement that these events happened 
"then" and "there" in the Ukrainian past reveals that she initially does not link 
her relatives' stories to herself in contemporary Canada. As I will show below, 
she will have to abandon this stance and acquire a historical consciousness of 
what it means to be a Ukrainian, before she can acknowledge her Ukrainian iden
tity fully and become a Ukrainian by consent.

Memory as a reliable, historical source is contested in "Another Country" as 
illustrated by the narrator's discovery that her grandparents were three years 
older when they married according to their marriage certificate than what she 
remembers. Statements like "I know," and "I have been told" rely on her mem
ory, while a phrase like" I have embroidered, misheard," contest it ("Another 
Country" 6-7). In the absence of knowledge the narrator recreates her grandpar
ents’ lives by addressing the reader: "would there have been flower gardens in a 
Polish village? Never mind, I want a garden here, a river, nightingales and pear 
blossom . . ."  ("Another Country" 7). It is worth observing that by asking ques
tions, making selections, choosing points of view in order to create a linear story 
the narrator uses the same methods as historians when they structure their ac
counts.18 If this parallel between writing history and fiction is admitted, the claim 
that historians can offer objective representations of the extra-textual world is 
subverted. Consequently, the narrator's subjective interpretation of the past is as 
valid as the official line of history. The description of the narrator's efforts shows 
that history is seen as a process, not a product. Texts which, like Keefer's short 
story, combine historical facts, fictionalization and self-reflexivity to reconstruct 
history are called historiographic metafiction. Both in Keefer's European and 
Acadian texts, this dialogic, alternative approach to history recurs as a critique of 
the monologic, official line of history.19

In her effort to reconstruct the past, the narrator also subverts the alleged 
documentary transparency of photos by interpreting an anonymous portrait of a 
forbidding woman dressed in black.20 The narrator links the woman’s bleak ap

18 The need to create a linear story lies in the fact that haphazard events can only be under
stood if they are inserted in a coherent context. For the similarity between the methods of his
torians and writers, see Hayden White, ’The Value of Narrativity in the Representation of 
Reality,” Critical Inquiry 7.1-2 (1980): 5-26.

19 For a definition of historiographic metafiction, see Hutcheon, A Poetics o f  
Postmodernism: History, Theory, Fiction (New York: Routledge, 1988) 5: "theoretical self- 
awareness of history and fiction as human constructs (historiographic metafiction) is made the 
grounds for its rethinking and reworking of the forms and contents of the past.” See also 87-123 
and Hutcheon, The Canadian Postmodern: A Study of Contemporary English-Canadian Fiction 
(Toronto: Oxford UP, 1988) 84-93.

20 For the interpretation of photographs, see Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida: Reflections 
on Photography, trans. Richard Howard (1982; London: Vintage, 1993) 87.
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pearance in the photo to the story of how her great-grandmother listened to her 
daughter's screams at the birth of her first child without helping her. This was the 
revenge for her daughter's refusal to marry the farmer whose land was next to 
theirs. The narrator's description of the great-grandmother's behaviour is a cri
tique of patriarchy and its the monologic approach to women and children.21 
Patriarchy, the world view that governed the European Ukrainians, was brought 
across the Atlantic. In some of Keefer’s texts, for instance "The Country of the 
Dead," and "Bella Rabinovich/Arabella Rose" there is a severe critique of patri
archy.

One reason for the narrator's reconstructing her family history is to learn 
about the sinister consequences of being a Ukrainian. In a radio speech the narra
tor brands the old generation's silencing of the continued persecutions of 
Ukrainians in Europe, since it prevents the young generation from identifying as 
Ukrainians. Implied in the radio speech is also the assumption that insight into 
the persecutions of their ethnic group has a universal appeal, teaching the de
scendants to resist oppression wherever it appears in the world. As a conse
quence of the narrator's reconstruction of her Ukrainian family history she ac
quires a transcultural position between Ukraine and Canada. In the short story 
the transcultural perspective illustrates not only how monologic discourses such 
as cultural gaps and language barriers are transcended but also persecutions of 
Ukrainians in Europe and abuses of patriarchy are rejected. It also complies with 
Fischer's contention that a conscious knowledge of their ethnic group is the eth
nic marker of the second generation.

"Another Country" also contains a critique of the "invention' of Canada, " or 
the gap between the cliché of Canada as the immigrants' haven, promoted by the 
Canadian authorities, and the sordid reality that the immigrants found on their 
arrival.22 Keefer's text thus presents "another story," that is, Canada seen from a 
Ukrainian perspective ("Another Country" 8). It reveals that the official 
Canadian health control humiliated the emigrants by depriving them of their per
sonal integrity. Her grandfather's story of how a farmer in Saskatoon treated him 
worse than his cattle also illustrates that the invention of Canada is fallible. How 
tension-filled the ex-centric perspective of Canada might be is illustrated by the 
fact that some Canadians accuse the narrator of having made up this story

21 For a definition of patriarchy, see Tim O’Sullivan, "patriarchy,” O'Sullivan et al., eds., 
Key Concepts in Communication and Cultural Studies, 2nd ed. (London: Routledge, 1994) 219: 
"the total social organization of gender relations, institutions and social processes which pro
duce and reproduce women as socially, politically and sexually subordinate to men."

22 For the use of invention in connection with immigrant fiction, see Itwaru,! 1-13.
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("Another Country" 8). Nevertheless, the narrator's transcultural position allows 
her both to criticize the unpalatable sides of Canada and to affirm its advantages.

Yet a further ex-centric critique of Canada for posing as better than Europe is 
the story of how her grandmother cried when she compared the food in Canadian 
stores to her Ukrainian "orchard filled with pear trees, the cows and geese and 
chickens, fields of wheat and rye, root cellars stocked with potatoes, onions, 
beets" ("Another Country" 9).23 In Keefer's Ukrainian texts the garden recurs a 
symbol of the affirmative aspects of Ukrainian cultural identity. The etymology 
of culture is cultivation. The cultivation of one's garden might thus imply 
metaphorically that one tries to preserve one's culture for the future. When 
therefore the grandmother reacts to the narrator's question as to whether she re
grets her emigration "as if my question were not only meaningless, but lunatic, 
like asking if you wished to be unborn," the conclusion is that she did not see 
any future for her family in Ukraine ("Another Country" 9). Her grandmother's 
reaction also shows that one generation cannot translate another generation's ex
perience, because their frames of reference are mutually exclusive. Here Keefer’s 
short story complies with Fischer's contention that each generation has to create 
its own ethnic definition.

In the short story the gap between the Ukrainian and Canadian frames of 
reference is illustrated by a number of funny stories. Thus, since Canada was "no 
more than a foreign word" for the Ukrainian immigrants, the first Negro they 
saw scared them stiff, since the village priest had preached that the devil was 
black ("Another Country" 8). The advertisement for Coca Cola escaped them, 
since the Cyrillic alphabet made them read "Sosa Sola" ("Another Country" 9). 
Because the Canadian landscape whirling past the train window was so different 
from Ukraine, they found it as "indecipherable as the language of its people" 
("Another Country" 9). It is a well-known fact that when travellers fail to iden
tify features in a strange landscape, they react by seeing nothing and being 
frightened. 24 These glimpses demonstrate how the cultural transplantation from 
one continent to another initially meant that the Ukrainians had a monologic ap

23 Keefer, "Rooming House," Fields, Event 18.3. (Fall 1989) 28-37: "I thought there would 
never be time enough/to tell you. How emptying our house was like/peeling my skin away. 
When everything had been sold/I thought I could feel my heart scrape/against my blouse. The 
orchard,/the walnut trees, the storks on our roof/belong to other people now."

24 Keefer, "Voyage," Fields: "In the train from Halifax to Toronto/we sit up through a day 
and a night. The countryside spills/like rain off the windows. One strangeness/after an
other/Land without hedges or fences/trees that have no names." For the reaction to the land
scape, see, Flemming Brahms, "Entering our Own Ignorance: Subject-Object Relations in 
Commonwealth Literature," World Literature Written in English 2.21 (Summer 1982): 218- 
225.
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proach to Canada. In Keefer’s European and Acadian texts Canadian tourists in 
Europe or European visitors to Canada demonstrate the same monologic ap
proach to the countries they visit.

The last paragraph paraphrases the opening sentence of "Another Country" in 
such a way that the sequel brings the narrator back to the starting-point—her re
construction of the past:

I have in my possession a plain brown envelope stuffed with tissue paper 
documents the colour of dead leaves. I have, too, a set of stories, memories 
of other people’s memories. And an obsession with a vanished country, a 
landscape of differences and mirrors, prodding me to link scraps and pieces 
into something durable, before silence undoes all the strings. ("Another 
Country " 10)

It is obvious that the narrator is obsessed with the idea of interpreting the echoes 
of her heritage country before time erases the memory of it. By presenting dif
ferent discourses of life in "Another Country," Ukraine, Ukrainian ethnicity, 
history, the emigration from Ukraine and the Canadian immigration are dialo- 
gized. The importance of her grandparents' tales lies in the fact that they contain 
the norms, idiosyncrasies and world view, that is, the elements for defining the 
Ukrainian cultural identity. Inherent in her phrase "something durable" is an al
lusion to Horace's well-known poem of how art survives time. This suggests that 
it is as a writer the narrator has rescued her Ukrainian heritage by writing 
"Another Country" in the form of historiographic metafiction. While this short 
story focuses on written documents, the next short story instead problematizes 
the role of the oral stories for the transmission of the Ukrainian family history.

"The Country of the Dead": A Child’s Reception of Ukrainian Stories

This short story is set in a cemetery in Toronto in the 1980s. A Ukrainian de
scendant, again someone very much like Keefer, visits her grandparents' graves 
after a long time abroad. The visit triggers memories of how she came here in 
her childhood with her relatives to tend the family graves. The transcultural per
spective is therefore situated between the narrator as a child and as a grown-up, 
between the girl’s naive voice and the narrator's explanatory voice. While the 
singular I refers to the child's secret feelings and to the narrator, the plural we 
signals the girl when she is a part of her large Ukrainian family. The aim of this 
analysis is to see how the girl's reception of her relatives' Ukrainian stories is 
linked to the concept of 'the country of the dead.'
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As suggested in the title, "The Country of the Dead," the girl associates the 
Ukraine of her relatives’ stories with death. Her marked focus on the cruel details 
of these stories reveals that they have made her obsessed with death. In "The 
Country of the Dead" the transcultural perspective is therefore situated between 
different versions of the country of the dead and her present life.

The country of the dead is above all Ukraine, which the girl links to stories 
"full of deaths" ("The Country of the Dead" 24). As in "Another Country," it is 
the old generation's well-meaning silencing of the reason for the cruel deaths in 
Ukraine that works as a monologic discourse by unilaterally cancelling out the 
girl’s questions. While in Canada a sign in the cemetery: '"Trespassers Will Be 
Prosecuted"’ forbids people to walk on the lawn, in Ukraine it once meant that 
young men were shot at the Polish-Russian border ("The Country of the Dead" 
23). Since the girl applies her Canadian frame of reference to her mother’s 
Ukrainian village, she cannot understand why trespassers were killed in Ukraine 
and that it was at the funerals of these young trespassers that the Ukrainian chil
dren played mourners. As in "Another Country" the descendants' failure to trans
late between their two cultural discourses illustrates the information gap between 
the old and the young generations. In this short story poverty, unemployment, 
war, tensions along the Russian border and patriarchy are monologic discourses 
that victimize the Ukrainian population. In spite of the fact that no one explains 
the reasons for the many violent deaths of the Ukrainian stories, the girl’s con
sciousness of her protected situation in Canada reveals that she has acquired a 
transcultural insight.

The country of the dead is also Ukraine on the eve of the First World War. 
When her paternal grandmother anticipated that her husband would be "forced 
into an Austrian uniform, sent off to fight in a language he did not speak, to die 
in a trench in a foreign country," she decided to abandon their children, dying of 
diphtheria at a neighbour's, and to flee to Canada ("The Country of the Dead" 
25). The description of her grandparents' appalling choice is a critique of the 
structural violence that left them as members of the Ukrainian minority in 
Austria with the options of death by starvation, fatal illness or war. There is, 
however, indirectly a critique of the grandparents' rushed emigration. Twelve 
years after their immigration "an astonishingly lovely girl" arrived in Toronto. 
Although slightly disturbed, she is the only child to survive the diphtheria in 
Ukraine ("The Country of the Dead" 25). Many years later as an ageing woman 
she tries to jump into her mother's open grave. The narrator compares her aunt's
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impulse to Alice's fall into the rabbit hole and interprets it as her unconscious 
wish to return to her childhood and reclaim her mother. The parodie difference 
between her aunt's naive reaction to being abandoned as a child and her grand
mother's rational decision to desert her dying children highlights the Ukrainians' 
extreme living conditions that led to such cruel and monologic solutions.

In the English translation of the only Ukrainian phrase in this short story, 
"We màyesh shtihdu'—Have you no Shame," the S of shame is capitalised to 
foreground its importance. The phrase is a recurring reproach to the girl by her 
relatives to make her behave ("The Country of the Dead" 24). Thus the transcul- 
tural perspective refutes the bohunk stereotype of Canadian literature. More im
portantly, the narrator claims that the Ukrainian culture of shame is a mixture of 
pride, of the cult of property and of death, characterizing it thus: "I don't know if 
my family was peculiarly obsessed with death as property, as plots of earth in 
which life’s plots were silenced"("The Country of the Dead" 24). Her puns on the 
word plot refer to land as the prerequisite to support oneself in Ukraine, to the fa
tal marriages that parents forced their children into, to her grandparents’ foolhar
diness, and to their hope of shaping a new life in Canada. Lastly, the narrator al
ludes to her grandparents' graves in the Toronto cemetery at the end of their 
lives' journeys. As in Keefer's other Ukrainian stories, "The Country of the 
Dead" describes how the European Ukrainians were both oppressed by the states 
that subjugated them and by patriarchy upheld by the Ukrainians themselves.

However, the girl’s appalling discovery is that the country of the dead is not 
only situated then and there in Ukraine, but also now and here in Canada. The 
short story shows that she knows that Mount Pleasant is a euphemism for the 
cemetery, the Canadian version of the country of the dead. The narrator remem
bers how as a girl she associated headstones designed as open books with her 
father’s amateur movie "'Our Living Album,”' about herself, her sister and 
brother as babies. His movie began by opening a book, turning the pages, and 
finishing with closing the book on the words "The End"("The Country of the 
Dead" 23). Although the girl thought that the phrase referred to the end of the 
roll of film, the description of the duress with which the book closes suggests 
that the end is also synonymous with death. The narrator's observation on her 
return as an adult to the cemetery that even in death the immigrants are buried 
ghetto by ghetto is a critique of how they are treated in Canada. In the cemetery 
the transcultural perspective balances between the discourses of life and death, 
between old and young, immigrants and native-born Canadians.
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As a sign that death is the end of all journeys, the transcultural perspective 
balances between the bustling streets of Toronto and the peaceful timelessness of 
the cemetery. It is the terminal of all hopes that emigration incited. Here the 
narrator realizes that the survival of her family's Ukrainian stories depends on 
her memory. She compares the process of remembering to how Ancient Rome 
was mended and completed from "broken pillars, toppled columns" by folding 
down transparencies once in her Latin class ("The Country of the Dead" 23). It 
emphasizes that her transcultural task is to create a linear story based on her 
grandparents' stories to preserve the cultural identity inherent in them. The fact 
that she sees it as her duty to transmit the oral tales with their testimony of the 
plight of her Ukrainian ancestors to the next generation shows that she believes 
that a consciousness of Ukrainian ethnicity must be upheld for the future. The 
necessity for the young generation to be aware also of the most brutal persecu
tions directed against the Ukrainians as an ethnic group is also the theme of the 
next short story.

”Nach Unten”: 
The Linguistic Barrier and Ukrainian Holocaust Victims

"Nach Unten" starts with a bus ride on Bloor Street in the Ukrainian district of 
Toronto. A Canadian-Ukrainian student who is leaving to study in Europe, and 
Annie, her mother's friend, are on their way to Annie's house. To Annie and her 
husband Mike, who came to Canada as refugees, it is close to betrayal to leave 
Canada, the safe haven, to go to the treacherous old continent. At the time of this 
story, old age has made them exchange their house with a small yard in central 
Toronto for a minute one with a small swimming-pool. The aim of this analysis 
is to explore whether the young narrator's circumvention of the monologic si
lencing of the most traumatic elements of being a Ukrainian leads to a revision 
of her ethnic identity.

Like the preceding stories, the narrator, possibly Keefer, takes command of the 
text, addressing the reader by speaking in the first person. The special emphasis 
of this short story is on the language barrier as an impediment to communication. 
Annie, who has been a prisoner in a Nazi labour camp, speaks only a few words 
of broken English, while the narrator has a poor knowledge of Ukrainian. Like 
the theme of translation, mentioned in the preceding stories, their proficiency in 
Ukrainian and English is interchangeable. In the quotation below, the narrator
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contrasts her wish to hear Annie talk about her life with the silence enforced by 
the language barrier:

I want us to talk to one another, I want to hear their stories, but we sit in a 
silence loud as any shouting. If only they could speak to me in their own 
language and not in an English that breaks in their mouths, falling in awk
ward pieces that I gather stealthily, so as not to embarrass them. If only I 
could feel at home in their language, if to speak it were not to feel a stump 
instead of a tongue in my mouth. And I feel before them the shame I knew 
as a child who could not understand more than a smattering of what my 
school teachers, who in Kiew and Lviv had been doctors and professors and 
who, in Toronto, were janitors and factory workers, called mova réedna, 
my true and native tongue"("Nach Unten" 193, my ital.).

In three if-clauses, the narrator exemplifies the monologic effect of the language 
barrier which prevents any complicated communication. Her metaphors of how 
English breaks in Annie's mouth and how Ukrainian feels like a stump in hers 
illustrate their difficulty to communicate in spite of good will. In keeping with 
Fischer, this short story demonstrates that the mother tongue is the ethnic marker 
of the first generation, code-switching typical of the descendants. Just as Annie's 
body language and Ukrainian words: Berih:; ' . . .  Yeest'" invited the narrator as a 
child to eat the fruit of her garden, so Annie's messages to her now are equally 
simplistic ("Nach Unten" 192). The repeated descriptions of her English mono
syllables and physical touch indirectly demonstrate that the linguistic barrier 
prevents Annie from transmitting her Ukrainian experience to the narrator. It is a 
recurring argument in Keefer's texts that fragmented language is insufficient for 
real communication.

While the narrator’s calling Ukrainian their language shows that she identifies 
as Canadian, her attitude to Ukrainian is burdened with guilt. This is evident 
from her equating ignorance of Ukrainian with disloyalty to those Ukrainians 
who were sent to labour camps during World War Two such as Mike, Annie and 
her Ukrainian teachers. The social degradation of the latter illustrates that in spite 
of the Invention of Canada, that is, the image of Canada as the immigrants' 
haven, refugees are treated as a labour pool regardless of earlier education or 
reasons for emigrating.

"Nach Unten" illustrates that linguistic variants such as standard English and 
broken English reflect power positions between the native population and the 
immigrants. This is illustrated by Mike's story of how he was called a rat and 
chased out of a shop in Leeds because he spoke broken English. It is from her 
Ukrainian ex-centric perspective that the narrator criticizes Canadians who com
plain that some immigrants cannot speak English after fifty years in the country:
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English people, you understand, are not necessarily from Britain: they are 
simply those who are bom with the language like a silver spoon inside their 
mouths, who say Winnipeg instead of Veenipeg, Thunder and not Toonder 
Bay. They are the ones who have never been anywhere but home; who are 
disobliged when people who have lost everything but their lives go on car
rying the one thing that will never abandon them"("Nach Unten” 190).

From a Ukrainian perspective those Canadians who have never been forced to 
spend "years and years of labour in a foreign country and foreign tongue" are 
criticized for being parochial and narrow-minded ("Nach Unten" 191). Also in 
"Another Country," unimaginative Canadians are criticized from an ex-centric 
perspective for their petty xenophobia. Inversely, given the fact that Annie was 
deprived of everything including her mother-tongue, her broken English might 
be her way to force Canadians to define her as different, thereby confirming her 
Ukrainian identity. In transcultural texts the chasm is a metaphor for the right of 
minorities to defend their ethnic independence. Annie’s broken English might be 
such a chasm. Ethnic identity presupposes that the same person will continue 
through successive stages in life. When this continuity is broken, there is a 
breach in the individual's identification. This is Annie's fate.

The house is an often-used metaphor for cultural identity. The narrator's 
comparison of Annie's house to "an overstocked ark, bearing icons instead of 
animals" points to Annie’s need to rescue her Ukrainian identity from being in
undated by Canadian culture ("Nach Unten" 192). Annie's home mirrors the nos
talgic approach to the heritage culture, typical of first generation immigrants. 
The narrator's claim that her parents would never approve of Annie's and Mike's 
patriotic interpretation of Ukrainian culture indicates that there are many 
Ukrainian cultures depending on social class and age group.

Nevertheless, as a sign of their adaptation to Canada, Annie and Mike have 
anglicized their Ukrainian names. The narrator's rhetorical question, "were I to 
call out Mihâhsh, Hânyu, who would answer me?" suggests that there is a rift 
between them and their old Ukrainian selves ("Nach Unten" 193). As refugees, 
Annie and Mike have two mutually exclusive perspectives, two identities, two 
languages and two sets of cultural codes. To illustrate how the individual relates 
to society Ferdinand Tönnies uses two concepts.25 A person who lives in a com
munity whose values he shares experiences Gemeinschaft, while formal contacts 
with the authorities are called Gesellschaft* Immigrant fiction often describes 
how the Gemeinschaft at home has been replaced by Gesellschaft abroad.

25 Ferdinand Tönnies, Community & Society, trans, and ed. by Charles P Loomis (East 
Lansing: Michigan State UP, 1964).
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Keefer’s short story adapts this pattern in the representation of Annie and 
Mike.The description of the hard work, nostalgia and isolation of these first- 
generation immigrants also exemplifies a ghetto narrative, one of Peepre’s sub
divisions of multicultural fiction.

During the bus ride to Annie's house, a child is singing the refrain of a 
German song, ”nach unten geh'n" (”Nach Unten" 191). The narrator guesses 
from Annie’s broken English that she had to say these German words to go to the 
latrines in the labour camp. However, the language barrier prevents Annie from 
transmitting her labour camp experience to the narrator. One price paid for im
migration is the breach in communication between the generations. In "Another 
Country" as well as in this story, the Ukrainian language is described as a 
monologic discourse which prevents the refugees from conveying to the young 
Canada-born descendants the sinister aspects of what it means to be a Ukrainian.

As a dialogic solution to the monologic silencing of Annie’s past the narrator 
goes to archives in London in order to find facts about the Ukrainians in the 
labour camps. There she learns that young Ukrainian women in the German 
labour camps were sterilized to ensure "the purity of the future owner's 
race"("Nach Unten" 197). During World War Two their ethnicity was thus a rea
son for the persecution of Ukrainians in Europe. The narrator concludes that 
Annie's childlessness was caused by sterilization. This has affected both Annie's 
and Mike's lives. Because they had no children they sold their first house with its 
garden, the symbol of growth and the cyclical repetition of generations. Instead 
the blue colour of their swimming pool might be interpreted as their longing for 
a child that only death can end. Literally, nach unten geh'n means to go down, to 
go under, to drown. The story suggests that this is how Annie ends her life. 
Death was thus the ultimate price Annie had to pay for her Ukrainian ethnicity.

"Nach Unten" is told when the narrator visits England, situated in a transcul- 
tural position between "the country in which I was bom and the country I have 
known only through other people’s memories and stories"("Nach Unten" 197). 
Her insight into the victimization of the European Ukrainians during World War 
Two convinces her that her Canadian citizenship is the prerequisite of "who and 
how I am"("Nach Unten" 193). Her transcultural perspective not only helps her 
see Canada’s importance to her personally but also makes her wary of the con
tinued persecutions directed against Ukrainians today. In this short story the ar
gument recurs that an awareness of the plight of the European Ukrainians in the 
past leads to a consciousness both of her ethnic identity and of persecutions 
wherever it appears in the world.
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"Kiev, November 1993": 
The Imagined Community of Ukraine and the real Kiev

"Kiev, November 1993" is also a piece of life-writing, the narrator of which 
seems to be Keefer, and which describes her visit to Kiev one week in 1993. The 
aim of this analysis is to explore the narrator's comparisons of the lived 
Ukrainian experience in Kiev in contrast to the Ukrainian culture created in 
Canada by the concept of the Imagined Community of Ukraine and by her rela
tives.

The narrator starts with the paradoxical statement that, although she has never 
been to Kiev, she feels that she returns there as a "genetic prodigal" ("Kiev" 
124). Her phrase implies that the journey away that her grandparents began some 
eighty years ago has now come full circle with her return. Her additional claim 
that Ukraine is "a part of how I have defined myself, part of the slash or hyphen 
between the two parts of my identity: Ukrainian-Canadian" pinpoints her tran- 
scultural position between Canada and Ukraine ("Kiev, November 1993" 124). 
Apart from her relatives' influence, she explains her identification with Ukraine 
by her participation as a child in the Ukrainian Saturday-moming school in 
Toronto. Judging from the subjects taught there, the legends of Kiev Rus, 
Ukraine's heroic history, medieval dramas and Ukrainian nationalistic poems, the 
Sunday-school seems have put into practice the ideal of how an Imagined 
Community of Ukraine in Canada should work. However, as will be demon
strated in my analysis of "Unseen, the Cuckoo Sings at Dawn," the immersion of 
the young generation in the heritage culture by means of nationalistic teaching is 
at times met with indifference or even resistance.

The narrator's description of how she prepares herself for the visit to Kiev is 
revealing. As in the preceding Ukrainian texts, her knowledge of Ukraine is 
based on other texts. In contrast to the emphasis on historic knowledge in 
"Another Country," in the quotation below the importance of the oral Ukrainian 
stories to create art is stressed:

You do not simply pick up and go. You pick up, and pick up till your arms 
become so full it seems you'll never manage even one step towards that 
place your family fled more than fifty years ago, that you have heard about 
through all the stories of your childhood. What has been a rich private fold 
in your imagination has suddenly been shaken out, become a country you 
can travel to like any other, and you are afraid . . . .  ("Kiev, November 
1993," 123)
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Unlike the girl in ”The Country of the Dead," her relatives' stories do not incite a 
fear of death but rather apprehension that a visit to Kiev might destroy their 
power to inspire her creative work.

On her arrival in Kiev the first correction by reality of what she has learnt in 
Canada concerns the Ukrainian language. When her own statement, "You are 
what and how you speak," is applied to her Ukrainian, it is revealed that it is ar
chaic, reflecting the language at the time of her grandparents' emigration ("Kiev, 
November 1993," 127). Inherent in her comment that the Cyrillic alphabet re
mains as difficult for her in Kiev as in her childhood is the fact that English not 
Ukrainian is her mother tongue. The fact that only the context makes it clear to 
her that "Zoloti Kupoly" means golden domes illustrates Fischer's contention that 
due to imperfect knowledge of the mother tongue code-switching is the ethnic 
marker of the descendants ("Kiev, November 1993," 128). As in the preceding 
texts the transcultural perspective reveals that the Ukrainian language prevents 
the descendants from coming into contact with their heritage culture.

The only thing in Kiev that corresponds to the image conveyed by the 
Imagined Community of Ukraine in Canada is the Opera and Ballet Theatre with 
"its gilded names of the great composers, its marble hallways" ("Kiev, 
November 1993," 141). Otherwise her transcultural position allows her to com
pare Ukrainian culture as conveyed by the Imagined Community of Ukraine in 
Canada and the reality encountered in Kiev. Instead of the solemn Orthodox 
mass she had often experienced in Canada, she finds a museum in the cathedral 
of Saint Sophia. There is an ironic difference between Nestor's mummy in the 
spooky catacomb of Pecherska Lavra and the heroic stories read in Nestor's 
Chronicle during the Saturday school classes in Canada ("Kiev, November 
1993," 137). In the place of barges filled with "gold or fur or honey" on the 
Dniepr, described in her history book in Canada, she discovers a huge star
shaped monument in the middle of the river, celebrating "the eternal friendship 
that has always linked Russia and its little brother, Ukraine"("Kiev, November 
1993," 131). The fact that this monument presents the Ukraine as a Soviet satel
lite parodically differs from the nationalistic teachings of the Imagined 
Community of Ukraine. The narrator criticizes not only this hideous monument 
but also Stalin's "sugar-cube" building with its five-pointed stars ("Kiev, 
November 1993," 135). In the Soviet rhetoric surviving on banners and leaflets 
in Kiev she traces either threats or assumptions that people cannot think for 
themselves. The transcultural perspective here works as a critique of the ugly or
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provoking reminiscences of the Soviet era in Kiev and of the present expressions 
of Ukrainian culture in Kiev.

However, as in the preceding texts, also this story shows how a Ukrainian 
descendant creates a transcultural bridge between the history of her ethnic group 
and her life in Canada in order to interpret the present expressions of her ethnic
ity. This is how the narrator's twice-repeated phrase should be seen: "I am look
ing for traces of the city that has been invaded and sacked and ruined so many 
times,f(f,Kiev, November 1993," 139). Her exploration shows that from the 
Mongolian hordes to the radioactive winds from Chernobyl, the Ukrainians have 
been oppressed from the outside. Inversely, the narrator describes her visits to 
Babyn Yar, the ravine where most Jews of Kiev and Ukrainian resistance men 
were executed during the Second World War. In her description of how month 
after month, thousands of Jews were marched to Babyn Yar past silent shops and 
apartments, the passivity of the Ukrainians is striking. By quoting the first, now 
rejected, Soviet-Ukrainian text of the monument at Babyn Yar, "To the victims 
of fascism," its silencing of the ethnic cleansing of the Jews becomes a sign of 
anti-Semitism("Kiev, November 1993," 140). The narrator then describes the 
three plaques in Hebrew, Ukrainian, and Russian that now are found at Babyn 
Yar and which invalidate the anti-Semitism of the Soviet text. However, the text 
of the largest Soviet-Ukrainian monument to World War Two, which the narra
tor also visits, is still anti-Semitic since only the heroic deeds of Russians and 
Ukrainians are celebrated. Thus, in accordance with one of the prerequisites of 
transcultural fiction not to hide prejudices of one’s heritage culture, the 
Ukrainians are described in this short story both as oppressed and oppressors.

In "Kiev, November 1993," the transcultural perspective also straddles con
temporary Canada and Ukraine. By claiming that the Ukrainians spend as much 
time queuing for food as Canadians spend in the pursuit of leisure, the narrator 
concludes that the Ukrainians are now oppressed by social chaos. To resist this 
chaos the Ukrainian guide claims that the Ukrainians are optimists, not realists, 
as a survival strategy. This is why the narrator suggests that it is in "the terrible 
hope of happy endings" that in the Ballet and Opera Theatre in Kiev Swan Lake 
has a new, sentimental ending ("Kiev, November 1993," 141). Escapism is thus a 
means of the Ukrainian people to criticize the sordid reality of Kiev by pointing 
to alternative ways of life.

The short story ends by the narrator's comparing her relationship to Ukraine 
to "the twitchings in an amputated limb" ("Kiev, November 1993," 142). As her 
archaic Ukrainian and her search for signs of the legendary Kiev show, she ar
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rived in Kiev looking for the Ukraine conveyed by the Imagined Community of 
Ukraine. As a result of her journey to Kiev her Ukrainian ethnicity has become 
transcultural, straddling Ukrainian culture as represented by the Imagined 
Community of Ukraine, the real Kiev and as a relation between the two, a con
sciousness that her Canadian citizenship offers her such wide opportunities in 
life that the cost of her grandparents' departure was worth paying. Her transcul
tural position, however, also allows her to draw from both in her creative work, 
resulting in alternative aspects of society that possibly might revise the image it 
has of itself and how it is described in fiction.

Conclusion

As the addressee the reader becomes involved in the process of resurrecting the 
rapidly evaporating history of Ukrainian immigrants. Only then will the 
Ukrainian discourse survive and enrich culture in Canada. This is the common 
theme of the four life-writing texts.

The discourses of life presented in Keefer's texts represent different aspects 
of the narrator's Ukrainian identity. "Another Country" focuses on recreating a 
linear history from the time before the emigration in order to be able to under
stand the causes of the emigration. When the transcultural perspective balances 
between the immigrants' stories and the official papers, documents, photos and 
history-books, the suppression of the Ukrainians by the states that subjugated 
them is illuminated. To bridge the gaps between the historic facts that remain 
metafiction is used. Thereby an alternative interpretation of the past is created 
which contests the official line of history. The reconstruction of her Ukrainian 
family history enables the narrator to inhabit a transcultural position between the 
Ukrainian past and contemporary Canada. This position ultimately results in a 
responsibility to try to stop oppression globally, a possibility to use the tension 
between the dual cultural worlds to create art and an awareness of what it means 
to be a Canadian citizen. "Another Country" also shows that a conscious histori
cal knowledge of their cultural heritage is the ethnic marker of the young genera
tion.

"The Country of the Dead" focuses both on the harm done to a child by si
lencing the cruel details of the Ukrainian stories and on the importance of pre
serving the first generation's oral transmission of life in Ukraine. Since these 
stories reflect the values, norms and world views of the Ukrainian community in 
Europe, they become a means of reconstructing a Ukrainian ethnic identity. By
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positing the transcultural perspective between the narrator as a child and as an 
adult it becomes a means of explaining and condemning those monologic dis
courses that appear in the oral stories and that once oppressed the Ukrainians 
such as their subjugation by other nations and or their own unflinching imple
mentation of patriarchy.

Failure to communicate and thus to transmit the Ukrainian experience in 
Europe to the next generation is the main theme of "Nach Unten." This is why 
the narrator turns to the archives of London to find the accounts of the steriliza
tion of young Ukrainians during World War Two. Another important topic is the 
link between the Ukrainian language as an ethnic marker in Europe and the per
secutions of Ukrainians there. It is from this perspective that those Canadians are 
criticized who complain about the refugees’ broken English. The untranslated 
Ukrainian phrases of each short story embody the unknown Ukrainian culture 
that prevents the young generation from having access to their heritage culture. 
In consequence the mother tongue is a linguistic barrier not an ethnic marker for 
them.

In "Kiev, November 1993" the main theme is the comparison between the 
expressions of the Imagined Community of Ukraine in Canada and those of the 
real Kiev. As a dialogic bridge between these two images of Ukraine there is a 
historic consciousness both of the sufferings and anti-Semitism of the 
Ukrainians. Since the narrator draws both on Ukrainian culture as it has devel
oped in Canada and on the Ukrainian experience in Europe, the narrator's 
Ukrainian identity is relational and fluid, not authentic and stable. In addition the 
slippage between her Canadian and Ukrainian discourses makes her identity 
transcultural.

The transcultural perspective also leads to a revision of her image of Canada. 
When assessed from a Ukrainian perspective, it stands not only for freedom, op
portunity and safety but also for xenophobia and the exploitation of the immi
grants as a labour pool. However, since each story ends with the conclusion that 
it was right to leave the appalling circumstances of Ukraine behind, it shows that 
the reconstruction of Ukrainian family history is consciousness-raising. Since it 
calls for a responsibility to resist oppression wherever it appears in the world, it 
represents a universal transcultural ethos.
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2. Third-Person Narratives with Fictitious Characters

Unlike the first-person narratives analysed above, "Prodigals,” "Unseen, the 
Cuckoo Sings at Dawn," "Red River Cruise" and "Bella Rabinovich/Arabella 
Rose" are third-person narratives with fictitious characters. My aim is, therefore, 
to see whether the distance from Keefer’s personal life is used in these texts to 
foreground other aspects of Ukrainian culture in Canada than in her life-writing 
texts. Since the protagonists are young persons, teenagers or children who were 
bom in Canada, my assumption is that their attitudes to their Ukrainian and 
Canadian heritage might be divided.

I have arranged the texts in relation to the protagonists' familiarity with their 
Eastern European heritage, starting with Anna in "Prodigals," a young woman 
who as a child had a warm relationship with her Ukrainian grandparents and 
ending with Bella, in "Bella Rabinovich/Arabella Rose," a girl who knows prac
tically nothing about her father’s Eastern European roots.

”Prodigals”: Aspects of a Ukrainian-Canadian Childhood

Twenty-six-year-old Anna, who grew up in a stable, affectionate, Ukrainian 
home in Canada, has cut off all contacts with her family and is leading the life of 
a globetrotter. She has not heard from her family for six years, when a telegram 
about grandmother Nana's illness reaches her in Munich. Since her grandmother 
means the world to her, she immediately flies home in the vain hope of finding 
her alive.

"Prodigals" is divided into three parts: Anna’s desperate flight home, her ar
rival when she finds out that Nana is dead, and the night in her grandmother’s 
house, when Anna relives her childhood in a dream and has a vision of a meeting 
with her grandmother. The aim of this analysis is to explore the border between 
the demands of the closely knit Ukrainian family and the right of the individual 
to make a personal choice in life.

On her flight home, Anna enumerates as a charm against Nana's death the dan
gers that her grandmother have survived in Ukraine: diphtheria, invasion by 
Russian soldiers and emigration. As further proof that Nana cannot die, Anna 
compares her grandmother to the solid, sturdy pillars of her house. In this text, as 
often in Canadian literature, a large, vertical house is a sign of progress in the
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world.26 Such a symbol is her grandmother's large brick house with a veranda 
and columns.27 The house proves that her grandmother’s emigration has meant 
that her life had changed from hardship in the Old World to success in the New 
World. Apart from the house as a symbol of success, Nana's house, like Annie's 
in "Nach Unten," stands for her cultural identity, epitomized by the fact that in 
Nana's house everyone spoke Ukrainian. By housing Ukrainian tenants, Nana 
impersonates ethnic solidarity. However, Nana does not comply with the tradi
tional image of the first-generation immigrant woman, who is isolated from the 
larger Canadian community because of language difficulties and her heritage 
culture. Since Nana has managed to negotiate between her old and new worlds 
and profit from both, she inhabits a transcultural position.

Immigrant groups are stereotypically identified by their traditional food and 
clothes. Since "Prodigals" instead emphasizes how people spent time together 
doing everyday chores in the house or working in the garden, Keefer's text does 
not support the notion of exotic food or customs as ethnic markers. Instead 
Nana's working in the garden is underlined. Descriptions of orchards laden with 
fruits and vegetables recur in Keefer’s Ukrainian texts such as "Another Country" 
and "Nach Unten." Since cultivating might be seen as a wish to preserve one’s 
cultural identity to posterity, Nana's garden might metaphorically be interpreted 
thus. By contrast the car and the movie camera that belong to Anna's father make 
him a typical representative of the second generation who express their ambition 
to assimilate by embracing tokens of technological advance. In the description of 
the second generation Keefer's short story reiterates the standard view of the ac
culturation process.

The main theme of "Prodigals," however, is the devastating effects of her 
parents' decision not to make Ukrainian Anna's mother tongue. Since fluency in 
Ukrainian is a prerequisite for a genuine communication with her relatives, the 
language barrier makes Anna an outsider in her home. Ukrainian phrases in the 
text forces the non-Ukrainian reader just like Anna to guess the meaning of the 
words from their context : "'Hóchish pitih?' Anna nods . . .  Nana has made 
strawberry juice for her" ("Prodigals" 248). Later on: "'Dobreh?' her Nana asks.

26 Russell McDougall, "Sprawl and the Vertical," Australian/Canadian Literatures in 
English: Comparative Perspectives, eds. Russell McDougall and Gillian Whitlock (Melbourne: 
Methuen Australia, 1987) 224-232; for the house in postcolonial literature, see Marc Delrez, 
"From Metastasis to Metamorphosis: The House of Self in the Novels of Randolph Stow," 
Kunapipi 12.1 (1990): 32-47.

27 See "Terminal Ward," White of the Lesser Angels 14. From the dying grandmother's 
perspective Keefer describes her reaction to leaving her earthly possessions: "I have learned 
that even a house/paid for with grief and pride /will open its doors as they/carry you out."
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Is it good? ’Tahk. Düzhe dóbreh!"("Prodigals" 249). Apart from these monosyl
lables in Ukrainian, her grandparents also communicate across the language bar
rier by means of physical endearments. Their pet name Dónyu for Anna shows 
that the mother tongue is the medium through which emotions are communi
cated. Thus Anna's ignorance of Ukrainian also prevents her from expressing her 
emotions in depth ("Prodigals" 253).

Especially problematic is the fact that her sister Jenny knows enough 
Ukrainian to understand the family gossip. The grown-ups’ inability to discover 
how Jenny outwits her little sister because of her ignorance is one cause of 
Anna's vulnerability in life. She is alienated in her family and in the long run her 
self-reliance is shattered. Although the theme of the inadequacy of fragmented 
language as a means of communicating recurs in Keefer's texts, this short story 
particularly foregrounds the harm done to a second-generation child by denying 
her alone the possibility of learning the ethnic language. Anna's experience of 
the mother-tongue as a monologic discourse and a linguistic barrier coincides 
with that of the narrator in "Nach Unten."

On the flight home to Toronto, Anna’s grievances against her parents are so 
strong that she decides not to tell them about her return to "a place they called 
home"("Prodigals" 238, my ital.). Therefore she goes directly to her grandmoth
er’s house, but meets her parents there by chance. Only then does she learn that 
her grandmother is dead and buried. Anna's reaction to her father's casual greet
ing, as if it was not "six years and an ocean away" that they had last met, and to 
her mother's not touching her, reveals that they are uncertain how to approach 
each other ("Prodigals" 241). Inherent in Anna's questions about "the proper eti
quette for a prodigal" and the corollary "Where's the fatted calf?" are both a con
cession that she once left home in opposition to their demands and a hope that on 
her return she will be welcomed back ("Prodigals" 241 and 243). The allusion to 
the prodigal son conjures up Anna's protest six years earlier against becoming a 
suburban wife, as her parents wanted. She even believes that the charm bracelet 
from Europe that her parents have once given her epitomizes their hope that it 
would replace travelling for her. That she has not heeded her mother's tears, her 
plea not to tell Nana and her reference to Anna's "empty place" at the dinner- 
table suggests that Anna left home in revolt ("Prodigals" 239). Contrary to the 
praise of the closely knit family typical of immigrant fiction, the family pattern is 
inhibiting and authoritarian when seen from Anna's perspective. Her wanderings 
show that she had to create a chasm between herself and them to be able to shape 
her own life. From their perspective her breach with them and the Ukrainian her
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itage is a price for emigration that they do not want to pay. It might indicate that 
Ukrainian culture in Canada is disappearing.

On her return home, she still exists in between cultures: as a Ukrainian de
scendant in Canada, as an English-speaking rebel in her Ukrainian family, as a 
Canadian expatriate, and as a childless, unmarried woman. Therefore Anna sub
dues her impulse to ask her mother to give her Nana’s cream jug as a keepsake, 
"knowing she can make no room in her life for things that take up too much 
space, that could easily break when moved about" ("Prodigals" 256). Although 
the jug stands for Anna's affirmation of her Ukrainian ethnicity, she is not 
through with her search for her self. Therefore she cannot approach her 
Ukrainian heritage without breaking it.

On first arriving at Nana's house, Anna lets herself in with the key that her 
grandmother has given her. Although Anna recognizes the lace curtains and the 
spotless cleanliness, mirroring the capability of her grandmother, there is an un
canny difference. There is no smell of baked bread and no sound of her canary 
bird Yorko. This is, of course, because her grandmother is dead and the house is 
deprived of life. Thus the house becomes in Keefer's text a metaphor of Nana's 
soul.

The short story ends by Anna's sleeping in Nana's house for the night. Then 
in a dream she has a vision of how, after a long time abroad, she comes back to 
her grandmother's house, "picked clean as a bone" ("Prodigals" 257). There is no 
front door. All the rooms are unlocked. Here, as often in post-colonial literature, 
a house in ruins signals the need for cultural change by going "beyond compla
cent, self-asserting epistemologies." 28 Although the interconnection of women, 
the hearth and home lies at the heart of the Romantic notion of ethnic identity, 
her family's demand to run her life for her had oppressed Anna. In consequence, 
in order to assert her self she had to break away from it.

In her dream vision Anna hears someone calling from the cellar, which 
"yawns, dark and cool and deeper than she's ever imagined ("Prodigals" 257). 
From there, presumably a metaphor for the unconscious, her grandmother offers 
Anna "a basket of food, gathered from her garden; food she has baked and pre
served. And everything will be neatly, carefully packed; prepared for travelling" 
("Prodigals" 258). Given that Nana's devotion to the garden is a metaphor for 
how she transfers the ethnic heritage to the next generation, the fact that she has 
prepared food for Anna’s travels might indicate both that she supports Anna in

28 Delrez 37.
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her quest for self-assertion and that Anna while travelling can profit from her 
cultural heritage. It is a transcultural gift.

As suggested by the title of the short story there are two prodigals. One is 
Anna who has returned to make good her rash departure six years earlier. The 
other is Nana who has returned from the dead to welcome Anna. Although 
Nana’s basket stands for the fatted calf, in parodie difference to the parable, her 
gesture might be interpreted as a transcultural bridge between Anna's wish to re
turn to her family and her demand to be respected for the life she now leads. In 
"Prodigals” the transcultural perspective has uncovered critique of one of the 
most sacrosanct fields within any Imagined Community, the demands on its 
members to subordinate their own needs to those of their ethnic group.

"Unseen, the Cuckoo Sings at Dawn": 
The Dialogization of the Imagined Community of Ukraine in Canada

The aim of this analysis is to explore insider descriptions of the Imagined 
Community of Ukraine and different attitudes to Ukrainian culture. Keefer's 
short story "Unseen, the Cuckoo Sings at Dawn" is set in Bathurst Street 
Cathedral, Toronto, where Ukrainians meet, regardless of social position or polit
ical affiliation. By describing the rehearsals for a Gala Spring Concert, also the 
tensions within the Ukrainian congregation are revealed. One such conflict is the 
pressure on the Cultural Committee to include eight teenager girls in the patriotic 
programme, since the girls' wealthy fathers sponsor the church. Neither the song 
leader nor the dance master wants to include the girls in their groups, who, they 
claim, are untalented and insolent. After Pani Lishtera, an aristocratic prewar 
émigré, has failed as the girls' recital coach, Zozoolya is appointed as her succes
sor. Since Zozoolya has suddenly appeared out of nowhere, no one can refute her 
claim that she is the famous Kiev actress Zozoolya, who has survived the Nazi 
occupation. Her heavy make-up and prima donna manners support her claim to 
be an actress, while her husband's absence gives cause for slander about her 
morals.

In "Unseen, the Cuckoo Sings at Dawn" the ironic, gossipy voice of the omni
scient but unreliable narrator unmasks the idiosyncrasies of the Ukrainian con
gregation from within. Initially the narrator comments on diverging attitudes to 
the interior decoration of the Bathurst Street Cathedral which reveal the socio
cultural tensions within the congregation. The academics of the second genera-
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tion or refugees from vanished European universities ridicule the taste of the 
peasants who have built the cathedral with its "technicolour icon screen" and 
"faked-marble columns" ("The Cuckoo" 96). Also the diverging interpretations 
of a mosaic placed above the cathedral doors can be explained by generational 
and socio-cultural differences. While the mosaic was meant to depict Christ ex
tending blessings it could one generation later also be seen as his hailing a taxi 
cab. These descriptions of the academics' contempt for the vulgar taste of the 
peasants comply with Pierre Bourdieu's contention that those who have a high 
level of education use their cultural capital, that is, the ability to judge art and 
their refined taste to distinguish themselves from the uneducated crowd.29 For 
the same reason the academics condemn the peasants' presenting "Ukrainian Art 
through the muck of hop-hop folk dancing and take-away ’perogy'-parlours"(The 
Cuckoo 96-97). In this story Ukrainian folklore is tied to the old peasants. This 
tallies with the contention that folklore could be said to represent frozen time— 
in this case the specific historical situation of the peasants before emigration. 
Also the backdrop of the cathedral's theatre with its whitewashed cottages, sun
flowers, and onion-shaped church dome reflects the Ukrainian country-side with 
which the peasant generation have identified themselves in their youth. Ultimate
ly, the disagreement among the members of the Bathurst Street Cathedral reveals 
that there are many Ukrainian cultures, not one.

However, the most serious disparity within the congregation is not a matter 
of taste but the fact that the young generation are not interested in Ukrainian cul
ture. For them the pull of Canadian society, represented by the shops on Bathurst 
Street, is much stronger than the push to rehearse Ukrainian poems for the Gala 
Spring Concert in the dilapidated basement of the cathedral. In the text their in
difference to Ukrainian culture is contrasted to the nationalistic, but diverging 
attitudes of the first and the second generations. Since, according to the second 
generation who dominate the Cultural Committee, it is a prejudice that Ukrainian 
culture is synonymous with Ukrainian folklore, they challange this view by pre
senting "the most sentimentally patriotic passages from the national poets" at the 
Gala Spring Concert ("The Cuckoo" 97). That is, they equate Ukrainian culture 
with nationalism, the most essential element of what constitutes an Imagined 
Community.

The hope of the Cultural Committee that Zozoolya will transform the eight 
girls from "overgrown ducks . . .  into eight elocutionary swans" reveals their éli-

29 Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste, trans. Richard 
Nice (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1984) 68.
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tist attitude to the girls and doubt that as in H.C Andersen’s fairy tale a metamor
phosis is possible (”The Cuckoo" 97). Their overbearing attitude to the young 
generation may be one explanation of why they fail to persuade the young to en
gage themselves in their cultural heritage. When Zozoolya is presented as the 
new recital coach to the girls, their question what "hunk of patriotic baloney 
[they] were supposed to bite off and chew” shows that the girls expect all adults 
to hold the same authoritarian and nationalistic views ("The Cuckoo" 99). Their 
rejection of the old generation’s authoritarian ways and their nationalism is in
herent in the girls' ironic comparison of Pani Lishtera in her embroidered 
Ukrainian blouse to "Nikita Khrushchev in ethnic drag" ("The Cuckoo" 97). She 
is, however, so reactionary that even the Cultural Committee want her "purged" 
from their ranks ("The Cuckoo" 97). As a whole, the description of Pani Lishtera 
is a caricature—a device used by ex-centric writers to signal their dissidence 
from those in power. In this case the critique is directed against the élitism, 
chauvinism and authoritarianism that Pani Lishtera and some members of the 
Cultural Committee embrace.

The generation gap is most tension-filled when it comes to the very core of 
the Imagined Community, Ukraine itself. For the immigrants it is the beloved 
country, but an abstraction for the girls. The pioneers interpret the young genera
tion's indifference as a sign of degeneration and claim that the staunch Ukrainian 
character has deteriorated because of the comfortable life in Canada. The irony is 
that the pioneers now idealize the unbearable situation in Europe that once made 
them emigrate, while they deplore the blessings in Canada that they have once 
dreamt of achieving.

A further generational conflict concerns the attitude to "mova ridna, ” the 
mother-tongue, which for the immigrants is tantamount to their Ukrainian iden
tity ("The Cuckoo" 97). Pani Lishtera's condemnation of the girls as "sluts and 
traitors" for lacking in respect for the mother-tongue highlights her own chauvin
ist attitude to it ("The Cuckoo" 97). The words describing Pani Lishtera's task to 
"prod her pupils through verbal bogs" reveal both the girls' inability to read 
Ukrainian and their resistance to nationalistic poetry ("The Cuckoo" 97). That 
the girls do not understand spoken Ukrainian is also implied in the order to 
Zozoolya to speak English so as to include them. Thus in Keefer's third-person 
narratives, unlike her life-writing texts, the young generation's indifference or 
resistance to the nationalistic message to the Imagined Community of Ukraine is 
foregrounded. Although the ambition of an Imagined Community is to unify its
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members, my analysis of "Unseen, the Cuckoo Sings at Dawn" shows explicitly 
that there are many fractions within the Ukrainian congregation.

Heteroglossia is the technique used to represent social, cultural and genera
tional tensions and interactions among the wide variety of individuals who be
long to the Ukrainian congregation. A slangy teenager idiom shows that Canada 
is the girls' ideal, while formal expressions characterize the strict academic ap
proach of the chairman of the Cultural Committee. Pani Lishtera has pretensions 
to represent the upper class as signalled by her aristocratic title Pani. When she 
therefore transcends decorum by using an obscene phrase such as "you baniak, 
you elephant's arsehole" the degree of her indignation is signalled ("The 
Cuckoo" 103). The fact that the girls compare Zozoolya's broken English to 
Hottentot suggests that she sounds so strange that they do not identify her as 
their compatriot. However, her body language, epitomized by her hands as an 
"entire dictionary of gestures," compensates somewhat for what she cannot say 
("The Cuckoo" 98).

Zozoolya's position in this short story as a "third person" is used to criticize 
the Ukrainian congregation from within. A third person might be an actor who is 
invited into the most private spheres of a foreign country and thus in a position 
to spy there. One day Zozoolya hears Pani Lishtera screaming at some tired 
black women who are sitting on the steps of the Bathurst Street Cathedral while 
waiting for the bus: "You devils, get your dirty black bums off those steps . . . "  
("The Cuckoo" 101). To Pani Lishtera the black women are neither human nor 
her equals. Since her condemnation is based on a faulty assumption of a corre
spondence between biology and personal qualities, her statement is racist. Exiles 
like Pani Lishtera experience each day abroad as a postponement of their home
coming.30 In consequence, they often transform their fear that their ethnic iden
tity might disappear into the mainstream by exaggerating their own superiority 
and others' inferiority. However, Pani Lishtera's racist address is countered by 
Zozoolya: "Is this not the House of God . . .  Did not our Father make us, black 
and white alike . . .  ?" ("The Cuckoo" 101). The irony is that, although Zozoolya 
voices the Christian creed of the equality of all peoples and races, her declaration 
is lost on the black women, since she speaks in Ukrainian. As a further irony the 
text underscores the fact that most members of the Ukrainian congregation sup
port Pani Lishtera's racism. Although Ukrainian anti-Semitism was suggested in

30 A social category of people who are suposedly distinguished by inherited and invariable 
characteristics." See Saunders, O'Sullivan 255. Jews are erroneously categorized as race 
although they form an ethnic group.
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"Kiev, November 1993," in this short story racism within the Ukrainian group is 
both admitted and severely criticized.

On her first encounter with the girls Zozoolya calls them: "My doves, my di
amonds, pyooo-pills of Zozoolya" ("The Cuckoo" 98). It is striking how her pos
itive attitude to them subverts the monologic condemnation of the choir-leader, 
the song-master and Pani Lishtera. As a dialogic surplus effect the girls change 
their attitudes to the rehearsals. Zozoolya's promise to make them "wahn-der-fol 
pair formers" is taken at face value by the girls ("The Cuckoo" 98). They will
ingly come to the rehearsals. When she tells them about the theatre in Kiev and 
the Nazi occupation, they ask questions. By describing the feeling of swimming 
along a foggy Ukrainian river on an April morning listening to the cuckoo, 
Zozoolya gives them a picture of the Ukrainian countryside. She transmits to the 
girls the Ukrainian tradition that you can learn how old you will be by counting 
its calls:

But that ees—what you say, syuper-steeshun, no? But gerrrls, listen; I be 
telling you, even when war come, and everything be only ashes, ashes, 
still,—cuckoo be cry in spring. You know, eeez so good to heer, you no be 
counting then how many times cuckoo be cry—you be so heppy for to be 
alive just then, to heeer such singing . . . "  ("The Cuckoo" 99).

Storytelling is a means of securing identity especially in minority literatures, 
since the oral performer links the archaic tales to the present time.31 By using 
oral tales as instruction Zozoolya perpetuates the Ukrainian cultural tradition. 
This is what she does when she transmits the Ukrainian stories about the cuckoo. 
Since there are no cuckoos in Ontario, the girls are at first reluctant to listen. As 
a genuine storyteller Zozoolya conquers this reluctance. Beginning with the 
cuckoo as a pass-word, she adds realistic details, symbolic properties, which lead 
over to the Ukrainian landscape. A whole cultural sphere is remade backwards. 
Zozoolya has created a transcultural bridge between Ukraine and Canada.

The Ukrainian word for cuckoo is 'zozulia,' and the cuckoo is the theme of 
the text, personified by Zozoolya. The description of her looks, movements, 
voice and habit of exploiting others’ nests associates her with the bird. The 
cuckoo appears in the title of the story and in the song: "Unseen, the Cuckoo 
sings at Dawn," taken from The Tale of Thor's Campaign. This work, perhaps 
Ukraine's foremost national poem, written in medieval Ukrainian, is the text 
Zozoolya has chosen for recital. To make the girls understand the story she tells

31 For the role of the story-teller, see Jay Clayton, "The Narrative Turn in Recent Minority 
Fiction," American Literary History 2. 3 (Fall 1990): 375-393.
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them in English. The English language is thus used as a bridge which subverts 
the language barrier that the Ukrainian language represents to the young genera
tion.

The Tale of lhor's Campaign is the story about how brave prince Ihor was 
defeated by the barbarians and how his young queen Yaroslavna, mourning him, 
sings "Unseen, the Cuckoo Sings at Dawn" on the battlements of Kiev. This song 
expresses her grief but also her hope that Ihor, like the cuckoo, will return. By 
comparing the threat but also the hope voiced in The Tale o f lhor's Campaign to 
her feelings during the war, Zozoolya connects the ideas of the Tale to the pre
sent. Zozoolya helps the girls retrieve a lost part of their Ukrainian heritage.

The Tale o f lhor's Campaign conjures up the legendary heroes, the specific 
world view, the particular experience and rhetoric of the Ukrainian medieval 
tales. It is precisely texts like these that form the nationalistic basis of an 
Imagined Community. Bakhtin's term 'chronotope' may be applied to the Tale of 
lhor's Campaign, since time and space, form and content are fused into an entity 
that is independent of the main plot line.32 A dialogue arises in Keefer's short 
story between the ideals of contemporary Canada, conveyed by the plot, and the 
ideals of the medieval Ukrainian chronotope. As a result the girls reach a tran- 
scultural understanding both of their Ukrainian and Canadian heritage. What is 
more, Zozoolya makes the girls conscious of their cultural heritage by linking the 
Ukrainian past to their present lives in Canada in the same way as the narrators 
of the life-writing texts used the reconstruction of history to identify as 
Ukrainians.

Zozoolya's recital of The Tale o f lhor's Campaign is unorthodox. While she 
recites Yaroslavna's lament, the girls, dressed in white, as "pear-blossoms in 
Spring" three times repeat "Unseen, the Cuckoo sings at dawn" ("The Cuckoo" 
99). Since Zozoolya is crowned, sitting on a tinfoil throne in royal garb, her 
recital can be seen as a camivalesque which subverts the orthodox way of recit
ing The Tale o f lhor's Campaign ("The Cuckoo" 99).33 Authoritarian regimes

32 For the definition of a chronotope, see Mikhail Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination: Four 
Essays, trans. Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist, ed. Michael Holquist (1981; Austin: Texas 
UP, 1985) 243, "A literary work's artistic unity in relationship to an actual reality is defined by 
its chronotope." see also 151-158, 84-258; see also Gary Saul Morson and Caryl Emerson, 
Mikhail Bakhtin: Creation of a Prosaics (Stanford: Stanford UP, 1990) 369. They underline 
that a chronotope is a paradoxical mixture between poetics as recurring patterns (or genres ) and 
history as change (my ital.). For the dialogic and transcultural character of chronotopes, see 
Michael Holquist, Dialogism: Bakhtin and His World (London: Routledge, 1990) 38, 113, 152.

33 For the carnival, see Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination 90, 99-110, 146-151, 394-398. 
See also Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World, trans. Hélène Iswolsky (1965; Cambridge, Mass: 
MIT P, 1968).
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habitually check that the poems of the national canon are recited in the received 
way to ensure a correct interpretation of the nation’s golden age. It is only to be 
expected that Pani Lishtera, who represents the received way of reciting The 
Tale, is the one who executes the decrowning of Zozoolya. The girls find her one 
day crying on the throne, her crown askew. A witness testifies that she is not the 
dead actress but the former wardrobe mistress at the Kiev Theatre, who was 
good at acting. Although Zozoolya has appropriated the dead actress’s name in 
the same way as the cuckoo exploits another's nest, the witness pleads that 
Zozoolya should be appreciated for her present achievement. The witness him
self has been ostracized by the Ukrainian congregation for not condemning the 
Communists as "even more evil than the Nazis," for not writing patriotic poetry, 
and for writing "Angliik—for the Angliiky" ("The Cuckoo" 103). Here the 
Ukrainian words reflect the barrier that some Ukrainians put up between them
selves and the larger Canadian community. The description of how the Ukrainian 
congregation has treated the witness is a severe critique of the xenophobia and 
intolerance that some Ukrainians express. Keefer has thus used the distance from 
her own person that this third-person narrative affords in order to bring preju
dices within the Ukrainian group into the open in accordance with the practice in 
transcultural fiction.

The lasting effect of the camivalesque is that Zozolya shows the girls alter
native approaches to life: her foregrounding of the humanistic ethos of The Tale 
of Thor's Campaign, her defence of human equality and her dialogic attitude to 
them. On her departure Zozoolya reminds the girls of the cuckoo as a symbol of 
hope: "Remember cuckoo bird singing, singing, even when you no be seeing her 
. . . "  ("The Cuckoo" 105). Zozoolya herself is a cuckoo who has given the girls 
hope.

The transcultural perspective in this short story conveys an outsider critique 
of monologic discourses such as chauvinism and racism within the Ukrainian 
congregation. Heteroglossia is used to represent the tensions within the 
Ukrainian congregation, demonstrating that there is a whole range of Ukrainian 
cultural discourses depending on age-group, class, gender and cultural compe
tence. Another transcultural aspect is the dialogization of Ukrainian culture— 
from Zozoolya's personal experiences in Ukraine, to folklore and the teachings 
of the Imagined Community of Ukraine. While Keefer's Life-Writing texts 
foreground the assets of the Imagined Community of Ukraine, in "Unseen, the 
Cuckoo Sings at Dawn" the drawbacks of the Ukrainian congregation such as 
xenophobia, chauvinism, racism, intolerance and an authoritarian attitude to the
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young generation are brought into the open. The most important transcultural as
pect is that a mediator like Zozoolya is needed to break the young generation's 
indifference to their Ukrainian heritage by showing how the values of Ukrainian 
culture feed into their situation in contemporary Canada.

"Red River Cruise": 
The Divided Loyalties of Ukrainian-Canadian Teenagers

Keefer's short story "Red River Cruise" describes a boat journey on a dark river 
in moonlight. The excursion is the finale of a six-week summer camp for some 
forty teenagers of Ukrainian descent. Three of the boys, Stefan, Boris and the 
Weasel, are students at a seminary, which is very prestigious. While the leading 
girl, Olga, succeeds in getting engaged to Stefan, Sophie is told by Boris that he 
has a girl-friend at home. The third seminary student is a hunchback who is ev
erybody's whipping boy. He is called the Weasel, which means "a sly and sneaky 
person."34 The protagonist of the story, Laura Martyn, is so self-effacing that, 
when she is courted by a popular student called the Beast, she thinks it is a joke. 
Annie, the successful physician's pretty daughter, who pretends to be Laura's 
friend, is the bully of the group. The aim of this analysis is to explore what as
pects of the teenagers' position between their ethnic group and the mainstream 
that the transcultural perspective reveals.

Only the last dance on the boat, the hopak, a traditional Ukrainian dance, reveals 
that the teenagers are of Ukrainian descent. Otherwise the music that they play 
during the evening and the food they eat are typical of Canadian teenagers. A 
sign that Ukrainian traditions are no longer familiar to the Ukrainian youths is 
that Olga has taught them to dance the hopak at the summer-camp. Taken jointly, 
the descriptions of the young people at the summer camp illustrate that, apart 
from their fluency in Ukrainian, they do not have a homogeneous approach to 
life or share specific customs.

The fact that it is the parents who send their sons and daughters to the sum
mer camp and pay for them signals that it is the parental generation that upholds 
the Ukrainian heritage in Canada.35 The proper names of their children reflect in

34 "Weasel," Walter S. Avis et a l., eds. Gage Canadian Dictionary (1979; Toronto: Gage 
Educational Publishing Company, 1983) 1274.

35 In her poem "Late Show," Keefer describes the conflict between the generations in up
holding a Ukrainian way of life: "For playing hockey instead of violin/he has been beaten;
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various degrees the parents’ wish to affiliate with Canada or Ukraine. Some have 
Slavic names like Stefan, Andrei, Olga and Lyuba. Others have anglicized forms 
like Sophie and Annie. Laura Martyn's first name and her mother-tongue are 
English, while the anglicized form of Martiniuk mirrors her father's ambition to 
assimilate. Her claim that she is forced to "wheel about from one identity, one 
language, to another and be at home in neither" illustrates that she is dispos
sessed of her cultural roots ("Red River Cruise" 79). Laura can neither identify 
as a Canadian nor as a Ukrainian. The theme of the unhappy second-generation 
child or teenager who exists in limbo between cultures, victimised by the parents' 
decisions, also recurs in "Bella Rabinovich/Arabella Rose," in "The Grandes 
Platièrs" and Constellations.

Like Anna in "Prodigals" Laura's poor command of the Ukrainian language 
makes her feel like an outsider in the camp where everyone else is fluent. Her 
surprise at hearing how soft the Ukrainian language sounds indicates that she has 
never heard her father speak it. Particularly devastating to her is that the Beast, 
whom Laura thinks is stupid, speaks Ukrainian to perfection. Although she 
knows that she will never be able to pronounce, speak or understand Ukrainian 
properly, her ambition to get a diploma for her father's sake reveals that 
Ukrainian has an emotional dimension for her.

Laura's alienation leads to a depreciation of herself. It is significant that she 
does not believe the Beast's claim that she has "pretty yellow hair and big, blue 
eyes," but sees herself as a mouse with muddled eyes ("Red River Cruise" 85). 
Her aversion to him as animal-like and revolting is suggestive of the heroine's 
reaction in "Beauty and the Beast," the subtext of which is said to reflect how, as 
a consequence of the control of female sexuality in patriarchal societies, women 
regard men as beasts.36 Since patriarchy is typical of Ukrainian communities, 
Laura’s father may have transmitted it to his daughter. In Keefer’s texts critique 
of patriarchy is a recurring theme and particularly so in the Ukrainian texts. To 
prevent the Beast from touching her, Laura tells him about a dream where she is 
"not even a Ukrainian—nor Canadian—but an orphan, a bareback rider from a 
wandering circus, a star, a bird under a bad enchantment" ("Red River Cruise" 
85). These are all images of deracination, which is Laura's situation.

locked/in his room, his bow carving scales/up and down his arm/as his sisters grate beets/in the 
cellar," (White of the Lesser Angels) 15.

36 For the interpretation of "Beauty and the Beast," see Marina Warner, "Beautiful Beasts: 
The Call of the Wild," Managing Monsters: Six Myths of Our Time, 1994 Reith Lectures 
(London: Vintage, 1994) 49-63.
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Because of her alienation Laura, like Zozoolya, becomes a third person. Thus 
it is from Laura's perspective that the tensions within the Ukrainian summer- 
camp are perceived. She sees that Annie, dressed in pink-and-purple, is a blatant 
representative of a culturally disinherited Ukrainian. Annie's evaluation of 
riches, beauty, competition and social position reveals that she endorses a vulgar 
version of the American Dream. Her very opposite is Olga with her traditional 
hair-do, familiarity with Ukrainian dances and ambition to become the wife of an 
Orthodox priest. Laura witnesses how on her arrival Olga walks the three flights 
to her room in high heels, while her mother follows "bowed like a barrel," carry
ing her suitcase ("Red River Cruise" 81). This scene illustrates that the 
Ukrainians have brought the servile female gender role across the Atlantic. 
Within patriarchy, strong women oppress other women. Such oppressors are the 
narrator’s great grandmother in "Another Country," Pani Lishtera, in "Unseen, 
the Cuckoo Sings at Dawn" and Olga. Laura interprets Olga's oblique gaze at her 
mother as a sign that she does not want to acknowledge her. Laura herself asso
ciates Olga's mother with the Ukrainian "babas you sometimes saw downtown, 
bandaged in kerchiefs and aprons, sitting toothless in stockinged feet on small 
verandahs, peeling potatoes or beets or just shaking their heads and grimacing" 
("Red River Cruise" 82). Just as the teenagers reject Ukrainian art and folklore in 
"Unseen, the Cuckoo Sings at Dawn," the babas and the world view they repre
sent are no ideals for Ukrainian teenagers in Canada.

Since Laura feels so alienated in the Ukrainian group she escapes to the boat 
deck, where she recites the Litany to keep up her courage: "We who mystically 
represent the Cherubim, let us throw all worldly cares away" ("Red River 
Cruise" 84). Here Keefer's text uses the rhetoric of the sacred language to raise 
Laura's personal worries to a higher spiritual level. The French linguist Henri 
Gobard has devised a method of tracing an individual's affiliation by his/her 
choice of linguistic variant. Although the basic opposition is between using the 
mother-tongue and the official language, Gobard's third variant is the sacred lan
guage, which he believes is static and linked to religion and not to a specific ter
ritory.37 Still, Laura's prayer, like Sophie's and the Weasel's, which are also 
quoted in this short story, suggests that these stylized expressions reflecting the 
Orthodox religion are living elements of their Ukrainian heritage.

37 Henri Gobard, L'Aliénation linguistique: analyse tétraglossique (Paris: Flammarion, 
1976) 38, 52, 78, 86, 92-93. The third category is sacred language such as Latin, used by 
priests. The fourth category is cultural language used in the canon, in Shakespeare’s plays for 
instance; for the language usage of immigrants, see Barbara Godard, "The Discourse of the 
Other: Canadian Literature and the Question of Ethnicity," The Massachusetts Review: A 
Quarterly of Literature, the Arts and Public Affairs 31.1-2 (Spring-Summer 1990): 156.
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Another reminder of the Orthodox church is its strict view on sexuality that 
clashes with the liberal Canadian norms. To uphold the Orthodox norm the 
headmaster has appointed Stefan and Boris as chaperones on the boat. Ironically, 
the "blessing” Boris jokingly chants, "’Do as I say, not as I do,'" is confirmed by 
Sophie, who has let him take sexual liberties with her in the hope of becoming 
his wife ("Red River Cruise" 79). Boris' deceit as well as Sophie’s design illus
trate that the Orthodox church here is exploited as a hierarchic institution for pri
vate ends. This careerist approach to the church is contained in Laura's critique 
of those women to whom it is "almost as good as being God’s mother" to become 
a priest's wife ("Red River Cruise" 82). This is why Laura sees Olga's Ukrainian 
hair-do as a sham to get Stefan interested in her. Also Sophie's prayer to God is 
revealing: "Angel of God, my holy guardian, appointed by God for my protec
tion, I beseech thee: enlighten me this day and protect me from evil; help me to 
do good and show me the road to salvation and please, please, please make him 
give me the ring like he promised, please . . . " ("Red River Cruise" 80). Here the 
solemn style and elevated goals at the beginning and the trivial words and real 
reason for the prayer at the end highlight the parodie difference between turning 
to the church for religious and for egoistic reasons. However, when Boris even
tually tells her that he has a girl-friend, she makes the Weasel, whom she knows 
secretly loves her, the scapegoat: "Oh God, God, how could you? You liar, you 
filthy, rotten liar, you louse—oh my God I hate you, I hate you—you, you, you" 
("Red River Cruise" 88). By reducing the hunchbacked youth to a vermin she re
veals that she finds him below her in kind. Also Olga counts the Weasel out as a 
priest because of his hunchback. This is inherent in her declaration that a "bun- 
yak ," like him "disgraces his calling" ("Red River Cruise" 78). Since bunyak is 
the only Ukrainian word in the text, it is important. A Ukrainian reader knows 
that it means bastard. To equate biology with mental ability is a racist approach. 
Olga’s and Sophie's prejudices as well as the many depreciating comments made 
by the others about the Weasel indicate that the youths at the summer-camp 
monologically expel those with bodily shortcomings. Apart from a passing re
mark by Sophie on how the Russian bishop lost an eye while escaping from a 
labour camp, these youths do not seem to have a conscious knowledge of 
Ukrainian history. Therefore they are not vigilant regarding persecutions and 
racism, phenomena that once were directed against their ancestors in Europe. 
Just as before Zozoolya’s arrival the eight girls were indifferent to their heritage 
culture, the youths at the summer camp seem unaware of what their Ukrainian
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origin implies. Therefore they run the risk of committing those crimes against 
others from which their Ukrainian ancestors suffered in the past.

The content of the story, however, counteracts Olga’s pejorative view of the 
Weasel. Since a silver robe hides his crippled body whenever he is a choir-boy 
he is then on a par with Stefan and Boris. As is apparent from his prayer, his 
faith helps him see his handicap in a different light:

Have mercy, O Lord, upon us sinners devoid of all defence. Be not wroth 
with us, neither remember our iniquities, but look down on us in mercy as 
thou art our God and we are thy people; we are all the work of thy hand and 
we call upon thy Name11 (”Red River Cruise" 88).

Here the words of the prayer give relief to the Weasel’s difficult situation. Thus 
the hunchbacked boy talks of himself as "the work of thy hand." Strengthened by 
the prayer and in response to its words "we call upon thy Name," the Weasel re
jects his nickname and resumes his own identity by answering, "My name is 
Andrei" ("Red River Cruise" 88). In the Weasel's and Laura's lives the transcul- 
tural perspective balances between their alienation in the world and sense of be
longing to God because of their faith which, as a living element of their cultural 
heritage, mediates between their two poles.

"Red River Cruise" makes it plausible that Ukrainian culture in Canada will 
crumble by the next generation. In this story the ethnic language and the 
Orthodox church represent its living elements. Given Gobard's contention that 
the sacred language is deterritorialized, the importance of the Orthodox church 
as an expression of Ukrainian culture is uncertain. In addition, although the so
cial prestige of the Orthodox church still attracts some young people at the sum
mer camp, as demonstrated by Olga's old-fashioned hair-do, the church as insti
tution is backward-directed and reflects a hierarchy of a lost world. The transcul- 
tural perspective reveals that it is not enough for the second generation to speak 
the ethnic language, since the youths cannot resist assimilating into the main
stream. In accordance with Fischer’s contention this short story indirectly shows 
that the Ukrainian youths need a conscious historic knowledge of their ethnic 
group both to avoid repeating intolerance of the kind that their ancestors were 
once exposed to and to want to preserve their heritage culture to posterity.
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"Bella Rabinovich/Arabella Rose": 
A Child’s Reaction to the Suppression of the Holocaust Experience

This story starts by describing the customary voyage to England on the Empress 
of England that Bella and her mother, Sally Rabinovich, undertake every sum
mer. In England they are to stay with Mr Isaac Rose, Sally's deranged father, and 
his house-keeper Minnie. Lying on her berth Bella accounts for events preceding 
this summer by means of flashbacks. As always during these voyages, she also 
transforms herself from Bella Rabinovich to her doppelgänger Arabella Rose. It 
is as Arabella Rose she will enter her grandfather’s house at Number 3, 
Montpelier Mansions, Brighton.

Since in this section of my study the focus is on the Ukrainian Immigrant 
Journey, only Bella's difficulties with her Eastern European father will be dis
cussed and those related to her selfish and immature British mother will be dis
regarded. As the title of this short story signals, the transcultural perspective is 
situated between Bella’s given reality and Arabella's created world. The aim of 
this analysis is to explore why an immigrant child feels compelled to a transcul
tural balance between fantasy and reality.

One reason for Bella's split identity is her father's silencing of his origin. Since 
Bella's only clues to her father's experiences of the Holocaust are his unbalanced 
screams at night and aggression in the daytime, her blood relation to him fright
ens her.38 To ease her mind Sally Rabinovich tells Bella the only story which her 
husband, Mendel Rabinovich, has told her about his life in Eastern Europe. 
According to him, the Nazis came to his village when he was still a boy, and 
forced his family and all Jewish villagers to march to a concentration camp. At a 
hint from their father, however, Mendel and his sister Bella ran for the woods. 
While he reached safety, he saw how his sister was shot down. Bella's trauma is, 
however, that her mother does not tell her what happened in the end to her name
sake. In this story, as in "The Country of the Dead" the adults' monologic silenc
ing of cruel facts is criticized, since the absence of any explanation of why and 
how these things happened victimizes the children.

38 For refugees' suppressed memories, see Keefer's poem "Toronto Amusement Park," 
White o f the Lesser Angels 55. This poem describes how a family with two boys associates the 
'Sunshine' Railway with the train to the concentration camp, the monkey cage with the ghetto, 
and the carousel music with the machine guns. See also Keefer's short story, "September 
Eleventh," where the protagonist's fiancée Anna goes to Europe to find out what her parents 
have refused to tell her.
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Sally's story of the sequel of Mendel Rabinovich's life at first seems to be the 
fulfilment of the American Dream. He survives in the woods, becomes a parti
san, and then a refugee in England. There he meets Sally Rose and elopes with 
her to Canada. She was then a pretty, romantic but spoiled young woman. Their 
marriage is now very unhappy, however. Sally's explanation for their failure is 
that they "came from different worlds" ("Bella Rabinovich" 11). While a village 
for Mendel is a Jewish shtetl, exposed to persecution, for Sally it is a pastoral 
English hamlet ("Bella Rabinovich" 10). Here, as in "Another Country" and "The 
Country of the Dead" the failure to translate between two discourses shows that 
there is no transcultural bridge between them.

Mendel is described as the typical self-made man who in his race from rags 
to riches denies his bad start in life in Eastern Europe and tries to make his sec
ond beginning a success. The narrative voice in "Bella Rabinovich/Arabella 
Rose" is conspicuously neutral, when it accounts for how Mendel plans to add a 
line of dishwashers to the vacuum-cleaners that he produces in his factory. His 
name for his products, New Age Appliances, signals his belief in the American 
Dream. The fact that he spends his summers camping outside his factory shows 
that he is a work addict. This might either indicate that he wants to become rich 
quickly or stop himself from remembering the past. His non-participation in so
cial life, however, damages his family. Bella is aware of Sally's insincerity when 
she extends Mendel's regrets for not coming to England. The narrative voice 
states casually that there is never any company in Mendel's house and that Sally 
talks in "soliloquies" because of her lack of friends ("Bella Rabinovich" 18). The 
fact that her classmates' stories about their Canadian holidays with canoes seem 
like fairy tales to Bella illustrates how isolated the Rabinoviches are. As the child 
of a refugee, she is left outside all communities—the family, the school, the eth
nic group. She has neither religious nor national allegiances. Bella's distrust of 
the outside world is illustrated by her one-sentence-long school essay: "This 
summer I went to visit my maternal grandfather, Mr. Isaac Rose, who lives in 
Montpelier Mansions, Brighton, West Sussex, England" ("Bella Rabinovich" 8). 
Although Bella pretends that Magic Law demands her reticence, she does not 
trust her Canadian teacher enough to give away details about her life with her 
grandfather. The theme of the second-generation child who is dispossessed and 
deracinated because of its parents' social problems also appears in "The Grandes 
Platières."

The omniscient narrator uses Bella's naive voice to convey her fear of her 
father. Her description of how his face is distorted by rage when she disobeys
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him reveals how violent he can be. The only time Mendel refers to his childhood 
is when he upbraids Bella for her childishness: "At her age he was all alone in 
the world, responsible for himself1 ("Bella Rabinovich" 7). It is striking that he 
suppresses the reason for his taking care of himself. Since Bella dreads that she 
somehow is implicated in her father's fate, her life is split between her real life 
and the daydream that she has created to escape her fear:

Bella is Mendel Rabinovich's daughter and she lives in a pink-brick bunga
low in one of the new, bull-dozed developments that once were orchards 
and cornfields. Arabella is the daughter of her grandfather's house, with its 
turrets and lead-paned windows, its oriental rugs and Chinese plates, its 
overgrown rose garden and marble fountain" ("Bella Rabinovich" 2, my 
ital.).

Given the theme of the house as a marker of cultural identity, Mendel's new 
house in a bulldozed suburb stands for uprootedness and a breach with traditions, 
while her grandfather's house represents traditions and organic growth. As in the 
genre of fantasy, the heavy front door of Number 3 Montpelier Mansions shuts 
out the hostile world and encloses Arabella Rose in the fantasy world. For Bella 
her daydream, the fairy tales and nursery rhymes are real, the threats of the out
side world unreal. Therefore Bella is a traveller on a "non sense" journey.

Since her daydream is determined by parallel phenomena in the outside 
world, a dialogic meaning arises between the two, highlighting Bella's situation 
in life. Thus her description of herself as short and dark, the very image of 
Mendel, and of Arabella as Sally's double with blue eyes and auburn hair should 
be linked to her complaint "why, since Bella is her mother’s daughter instead of 
her father's son, she should look so much like Mendel" ("Bella Rabinovich "11). 
Bella’s question shows that she is doubly rejected since she neither complies with 
Sally's British ideal of what a girl should look like nor Mendel's preference for a 
son in accordance with his Eastern European, patriarchal world view.

Arabella is also "wonderfully clever," in contrast to Bella, whom the grown
ups think is retarded because she reads fairy tales ("Bella Rabinovich" 9). 
Against Bella’s "mooning about" Mendel posits hard work and the study of "use
ful things, the solar system and the chief exports of the Americas" ("Bella 
Rabinovich" 7). In his critique of Bella's escapism, Mendel uses the vacuum- 
cleaner as a metaphor to claim that her head needs to be vacuumed out of all 
"fluff and lint and wool" ("Bella Rabinovich" 6).39 Bella ironically wonders 
whether by analogy he will use his dish-washer as another metaphor to demand

39 For the link between a romantic bent and wool, see "Woolgathering," Avis et al. 1296: 
"absorption in thinking or daydreaming; absent-mindedness."
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that her brains ”be scoured, rinsed and dried” ("Bella Rabinovich” 7). In addition, 
Bella's reading her mother's childhood books, The Enchanted Castle, The Secret 
Garden, and A Little Princess, shows that she shares Sally's romantic bent which 
Mendel hates.4o While these books describe alternative worlds, which make 
sense and have happy endings, Bella finds real life incomprehensible and 
frightening. Therefore her compulsive reading of children's literature is a means 
for her, as a traveller on a "non sense” journey of shutting out the real world.

Bella shares her Arabella world with her senile grandfather and his house
keeper Minnie, who reads aloud from stories which the other two enact in dress- 
up clothes with swords and wigs: "Sir Geoffrey . . .  brandishes his sword beneath 
ruined castle walls and wanders through enchanted woods. But from her charger, 
from her tower it is she who looks down and commands: Arabella Rose with 
blazing hair and eyes as cold as stars" ("Bella Rabinovich" 20). The cultural 
assumptions of the quotation are contained within the chronotope of the chivalric 
romance, whose rhetoric describes a golden age with universal values, symbolic 
actions, and characters with allegorical significance and elevated thoughts. Lady 
Arabella has all the qualities that Bella lacks: beauty, coldness and power. Since 
the world view of the chronotope clashes with that of the main plot, a dialogue 
arises between the two about the right of the most despised or silenced in society, 
such as senile persons or children, to be respected for their own sake. The 
Arabella World is a consciously created daydream which by presenting an alter
native to the real world contests its norms.

Nursery rhymes are abruptly inserted in this story without any organic con
nection to the running text, in order to signal a subtext. Since nursery rhymes fail 
to comply with logic they belong to the nonsense genre that transmits uncanny 
feelings, non sense.41 When Sally threatens Bella that Mendel will be cross if a 
lost earring is not retrieved, "He'll rap my head with a teapot lid” is abruptly in
serted. This might be a hint at his using physical violence against her ("Bella 
Rabinovich" 4, ital. original). When on another occasion Sally complains about 
Bella's black hair, Bella not only envisions how her head is covered with auburn 
locks while Sally is bald but the following nursery rhyme also appears: "Naughty 
girl to disobey/Your hair shan't curl and your shoes won't shine/You gypsy girl, 
you shan't be mine" ("Bella Rabinovich," ital. original 4). Here, the anguish of a

40 The Enchanted Castle (1907) was written by Edith Nesbit, while Frances Hodgson 
Burnett wrote both The Secret Garden (1911) and A Little Princess (1887 as Sara Crewe, dra
matized in 1902 as A Little Princess). Keefer’s text mentions The Little Princess (my ital.)

41 Frank Kermode, ”Secrets and Narrative Sequence,” Critical Inquiry 7.1-2 (1980): 92.
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child is revealed for not being good enough, not good-looking enough and for 
being a changeling and a gypsy girl and therefore rejected by her mother.

As in "The Country of the Dead," the theme of the connection between the 
adults' silencing of uncanny details and children's obsession with death recurs. 
Bella's statement "Arabella has no dead," shows that the Arabella world is the 
perfect one, since death is excluded from it ("Bella Rabinovich" 14). Bella, how
ever, is obsessed by fear of death. By assuming an analogy between a name and 
a person's fate, Bella fears that the violent death of Mendel's sister Bella will be
fall also herself. The grown-ups' evasive answers to Bella's questions about the 
fate of her namesake only make her more obsessed with death. Here the perva
sive critique recurs of the harm done to the descendants by silencing violence 
and persecutions directed against their own ethnic group.

Throughout the story Bella asks questions about where her dead Jewish rela
tives have gone after death but is constantly met with well-meaning evasions. 
Not only their photos remind her of death but also the garden of Number 3 
Montpellier Mansions, where her grandmother, Esther Rose, died from a stroke 
on learning that her son had been killed in the war. Although cyclical time sup
posedly is typical of gardens, Bella only sees uncanny signs of death and decay 
there. The roses wilt, the waterlilies and goldfish are gone, the fountain no longer 
plays and the eyes of the marble nymph seem "distant and uncaring as the 
moon's" ("Bella Rabinovich" 3). It cannot see, it cannot hear, it does not care. 
The same uncaring attitude to suffering Bella finds in the faces of saints and mar
tyrs in the church which Bella visits with Minnie. The theme of death is under
scored when Minnie sings about "Death's Dark Vale" and lights a candle "'For 
the Dead’" (Bella Rabinovich 14). As a reflection of her obsession with death 
Bella only sees skulls and cross-bones, hourglasses and other symbols of torture 
and death in the church.

Her grandfather's unexpected death is the peripeteia of the story, since it dis
rupts the whole precondition for Bella's Arabella World and her visits to 
England. When Bella and her mother arrive at Number 3 Montpelier Mansions, 
ignorant of his sudden death, the house is sold, the furniture gone and her grand
father buried. Minnie no longer greets her as Arabella Rose, but as Bella. The 
girl's reaction is violent. Standing at the top of a slippery stair-case, looking 
down at the garden far below, Bella wonders on a sudden impulse:

What would happen if she weren't careful? Why is it important not to fall? 
The woods were dark, the grass was green. Down into the garden, down 
into the roses, down into the fountain she cannot see from where she stands.
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It is blocked by a large grey rock, a rock with arms gesturing slowly, 
steadily up to her” ("Bella Rabinovich,"25, ital. original).

Although the lines of the nursery rhyme are a lure to make Bella jump to her 
death, her self-preservation and Minnie’s pleas prevail. The different stages in 
Bella's crisis can be illustrated by Bakhtin's Threshold Chronotope.42 He com
pares a crisis to the way in which a person, squeezed into a narrow comer sud
denly has to decide whether to step over the threshold or not. Regardless of 
choice, his/her life is irremediably altered. The consequence of Bella's decision 
not to jump is that the given Bella World prevails and her created Arabella 
World is for ever abandoned.

Bella’s observation of the strange way her English aunt pronounces 
Rabinovich suggests anti-Semitism, although the names of Bella's grandparents, 
Isaac and Esther Rose, are Jewish too. When, immediately after the threshold 
scene, Bella asks Minnie whether the souls of her dead Jewish relatives are with 
God, Minnie's evasive answers confirm Bella's suspicion that Jews are not admit
ted into the Christian heaven. Bella therefore declares, "I hate your God" ("Bella 
Rabinovich" 26). When, a year before, Minnie had talked of how "Our Father 
loved His only son" Bella had retorted, "I hate my father" ("Bella Rabinovich" 
15, my ital.). It is no coincidence that the only occasions when Bella refers to 
herself by the pronoun T are when she denounces the Christian God and her fa
ther. Both are patriarchs who exclude her as a Jew and as a daughter from their 
heaven and love. Here, as in Keefer's other Ukrainian texts, patriarchy and 
racism are denounced. As a Jewish female Bella declares that she wants Jehovah, 
the god of the Old Testament, who hated and "smote his enemies," to "take 
away" her father: "Not because he's bad, but because he's my father" ("Bella 
Rabinovich" 15). Her reason seems to be that her biological link to him is dan
gerous since she might be victimized both in this world and the next. The as
tounding result is thus that Bella wholly denies her Eastern European origin. She 
is not even ethnic by descent.

She also denies Canada. When the aeroplane on which she and her mother 
return home is about to land, Bella refers to Canada by two sinister metaphors as 
"the night" and the "unknown place"("Bella Rabinovich" 28). To avert the hor
rors that she expects to happen there, she reads a nursery rhyme as a charm 
against them. Her Arabella World is now replaced by the following prospect:

42 Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination 248.
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I  ran away to sea, no ship to get across;
I paid ten shilling for a blind white horse.
I was up on his back and off in a crack —
Sally, tell my mother I  will never come back 

("Bella Rabinovich" 28, ital. original).

Although the nursery rhyme is nonsensical, it suggests that there will be a des
perate flight with no return. The silenced subtext must be her fear of her father.

In the sentences preceding the nursery rhyme the word "now" signals an 
open-ended closure of the plot::

Just before they reach Gander she remembers the last lines of the nursery 
rhyme that had eluded her on the crossing over. She whispers them now as 
a charm against the night and the unknown place to which their plane is 
gliding" ("Bella Rabinovich" 27-28, my ital.).

"Now" first refers to the specific moment in Bella’s life when she is returning to 
Canada, next to the point in time when the reader comes across the word now 
and finally to the extra-textual world. Thereby now is a dialogized word that 
differentiates Keefer’s textual world from the empirical world, signalling that 
Keefer's short story is a cultural construct that can be contested.43

A new aspect revealed by the transcultural perspective in "Bella Rabinovich/ 
Arabella Rose" is above all the description of the harassed, second-generation 
immigrant child who is victimized because of her parents' shortcomings. Another 
aspect is that anti-Semitism is dialogized and described as it appeared both in 
Eastern Europe in the past and in England at the present time. Bella's fear of 
death is an effect of Mendel's monologic silencing of the Holocaust. Her tran
scultural position between her created world and her given world is a critique of 
the adults who, because of personal problems fail to give Bella the love and un
derstanding she is entitled to. Therefore when the real world annihilates the 
Arabella World, only the nursery rhymes with their grotesque, non sense distor
tions of real life remain.

43 The function of the now is explained thus: "It is simultaneously the ’now* of the narra
tor’s textual world; the 'now' of the reader at the juncture of finishing the reading of the text and 
doing something else; and the 'now' of the empirical, extra-textual world of the reader and 
writer," (Kenneth J. Hughes, Signs of Literature: Language, Ideology and the Literary Text 
(Vancouver: Talonbooks, 1986) 221.)
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Conclusion

Unlike the Life-Writing texts where the Imagined Community of Ukraine in 
Canada and the old generation's oral stories are very central to the narrator’s 
identification as a Ukrainian, they do not seem to influence the young generation 
described in the Third-Person Narratives. In fact, since the young Ukrainians 
themselves do not refer to oral Ukrainian stories, they might not have come into 
contact with them or the Ukrainian world view inherent in them.

The third-person narratives call the survival of Ukrainian culture in Canada 
in question because of the young generation’s fear and ignorance of their 
Ukrainian heritage or resistance to the teachings of the Imagined Community of 
Ukraine. My reading of "Red River Cruise" suggests that the young generation's 
vague knowledge of Ukrainian history might pave the way for their practicing 
the abuses that once oppressed the Ukrainians in Europe. Another consequence 
of their indifference to their Ukrainian heritage is assimilation into the Canadian 
community.

Their cultural assumptions presented in the main plot are dialogically con
tested by the world views of intertexts such as The Tale o f Ihor’s Campaign, 
Orthodox prayers, the chronotope of chivalric romance, the parable of the 
Prodigal Son and nursery rhymes.

My reading of "Unseen, the Cuckoo Sings at Dawn" indicates that the hope 
of survival for the Ukrainian heritage in Canada lies in mediators such as 
Zozoolya. As a traditional story-teller she both transmits the old Ukrainian tales 
to the new generation, but revises them to alert the teenagers to the importance of 
their cultural heritage. Her stories create a transcultural bridge between the 
young Canadian generation in the present time and the rich treasure of the 
Ukrainian stories of the past. The cultural and human loss for the world that the 
disappearance of Ukrainian culture in Canada would be is thus emphasized.

Also the Third-Person Narratives demonstrate that each generation presents a 
different interpretation of Ukrainian culture in accordance with Fischer's con
tention. In addition, the right of the individual to posit her/his personal interest 
before the demands of the ethnic group is advocated in "Prodigals." The 
transcultural perspective shows that concepts like ethnicity, culture and identity 
are not universal or fixed. Ukrainian culture can neither be equated with its 
folklore nor be seen as a single, unified concept.

The transcultural perspective further demonstrates the ambiguous role of the 
mother-tongue for the descendants. To Anna in "Prodigals" and Laura in "Red 
River Cruise" the fact that Ukrainian is not their mother-tongue proves destruc-
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tive to their self-esteem. Inversely, even when the young people master the 
mother-tongue, this skill alone is not enough to incorporate them into it the 
Imagined Community of Ukraine.

A new field illuminated by the transcultural perspective is the victimization 
of the second-generation immigrant child. A pervasive critique concerns the ill- 
advised silencing by the old generation of the persecutions of Ukrainians in 
Europe, since it either prevents the young generation from identifying wholly as 
Ukrainians or makes them want to deny their link with their ethnic heritage, as in 
"Bella Rabinovich/Arabella Rose" and in "The Country of the Dead." The situa
tion for Laura and Bella, children of mixed marriages, is also described as a vul
nerable one. My readings show that the victimized children can be said to be 
travellers of a "non sense journey" who use religion, daydreams and wanderings 
as a means of escaping the threatening outside world.

While the Life-Writing texts criticize persecutions inflicted on the Ukrainians 
from the outside, the Third-Person Narratives focus on intolerance within the 
Ukrainian group in Canada. By means of an ironic or a naive narrative voice, 
monologic discourses such as patriarchy, intolerance, authoritarianism, chauvin
ism, xenophobia, and racism are criticized, while the young generation's rejec
tion of nationalism and the Ukrainian female gender role are supported.

Keefer's Life-Writing texts and Third-Person Narratives offer insider and 
outsider perspectives of the Ukrainian heritage in Canada and Europe. Her 
Ukrainian texts inhabit a transcultural position between the two, affirming the 
rich cultural heritage of Ukrainian culture and rejecting the abuses committed 
against and by Ukrainians. Taken together, Keefer's Ukrainian texts refute the 
criticism of transculturalism for erasing linguistic, racial and cultural difference 
in the name of the multicultural myth.





Partii. 
The Passage: The European Journey

The Passage

In this part I will analyse texts where representations of the European Journey 
coincide with what I here call the passage. To this end, the passage, as it is un
derstood in this study must be defined:

Passage . . .  is an experience of motion across boundaries and through 
space, while departure and arrival are experiences of detachment from and 
attachment to places. In passage, motion becomes the medium of percep
tion . . .  The passenger becomes more conscious of self as a "viewer"or 
"observer" of a world flowing past, a world that becomes a sequence of 
continuously unrolling pictures.1

The passage is thus a movement forward in space, synonymous with the very act 
of travelling and by extension with the joumey-of-life-metaphor. Since the trav
ellers are "betwixt and between all fixed points of classification" during a pas
sage, they are situated in a transcultural interface, inviting them to revise and re
consider their lives.2

Because the travellers are isolated from the countries they traverse, they rely 
on visual impression when they assess the alien world outside the train window. 
Since the travellers do not have any contact with the indigenous population, no 
one contests their prejudgements of the foreign country. As a consequence, the 
travellers' own country serves as an "organizing center for the point of view, the 
scales of comparisons, the approaches and evaluations determining how alien 
countries and cultures are seen and understood."3 • The question how to represent 
the relationship between one's own culture and a foreign country explains the 
tension-filled attitude to tourists and real travellers.

Tourists nowadays reiterate the monologic travel discourse when they aim 
their cameras at sights already depicted in guide-books. In The Tourist Gaze:

1 Eric J. Leed, The Mind of the Traveler: From Gilgamesh to Global Tourism (New York: 
Basic Books, 1991) 56; my survey of the 'passage* is based also on Janis P. Stout, The Journey 
Narrative in American Literature: Patterns and Departures (Westport: Greenwood Press, 
1983) 71-82.

2 Victor Turner, Dramas, Fields, Metaphors: Symbolic Action in Human Society (Ithaca: 
Cornell UP, 1974) 232.

3 Mikhail Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination: Four Essays, trans. Caryl Emerson and 
Michael Holquist, ed. Michael Holquist (Austin: Texas UP, 1985) 103.
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Leisure and Travel in Contemporary Societies, John Urry claims that tourists 
read cities, landscapes and cultures as sign systems by identifying previously 
known clichés.4 A thatched cottage confirms a tourist’s preconceived notion of 
Pastoral England. His statement that tourism implies that ”the journey and stay 
are to, and in, sites which are outside the normal places of residence and work" 
pinpoints the interconnectedness between the passage, the tourist trip and the 
European journey.5 That the tourists are cut off from life in the visited country is 
also implied in the fact that the tourist industry creates self-sufficient pseudo
places such as Euro-Disney and Holiday Inns. Dean MacCannell, who has writ
ten influential studies on tourism, claims that apart from commercial activities, 
tourism creates an "ideological framing of history, nature, and tradition; a fram
ing that has the power to reshape culture and nature to its own needs."6 Since the 
tourist and the tourist industry shut out the Other or competing discourses, they 
function as monologic travel discourses.

As tourists habitually are described as simpletons, it is not surprising that the 
tourist is always the Other, never the self. It is only to be expected, therefore, that 
there is an idealization of the real traveller. According to Urry, the real traveller 
scrutinizes the foreign country with Foucault’s clinical gaze—an inquisitive look 
aimed at gaining knowledge, at unmasking stereotypes and inauthenticity.7 But 
just as the derogatory image of the tourist has been criticized as too simplified 
and generalized, so has the idealization of the real traveller. This is because the 
notion of the real traveller presupposes one of the myths of tourism—that an au
thentic travel experience is possible.

In this study, yet another approach to tourism will be used, presented by the 
Swedish ethnologist Orvar Löfgren. He defines tourism as "a changing form or 
cultural competence, a process of learning and relearning, in which different 
kinds of holiday life and outlooks are produced in shifting social and historical

4 This survey of tourism is based on the following sources: John Urry, The Tourist Gaze: 
Leisure and Travel in Contemporary Societies (London: Sage, 1990) The sociologist Urry ex
amines how the tourist gaze changes depending on the societies and historical periods in which 
it appears. He refers to Baudrillard’s equations of tourism and pseudo-events. For a semiotic 
approach, see Jonathan Culler, "The Semiotics of Tourism," American Journal of Semiotics 1.1- 
2 (1981): 127-140; for discussions of the traveller, the tourist and the anti-tourist, see Paul 
Fussell, Abroad: British Literary Traveling Between the Wars (New York: Oxford UP, 1980) 
37-50; see also, James Buzard, The Beaten Track: European Tourism, Literature, and the Ways 
to "Culture" 1800-1918 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993) 1-17.

5 Urry 3.
6 For an anthropological approach, see Dean MacCannell, Empty Meeting Grounds 

(London: Routledge, 1992) 1.
7 Urry 1.
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conditions."8 The advantage of Löfgren’s definition is that, as the traveller's cul
tural competence of the visited country increases, the unreflective tourist be
comes a real traveller. Inherent in Löfgren's phrase "learning and relearning," is 
the suggestion that new experiences make the traveller revise old prejudgements.

The accumulated cultural competence presupposes that the travellers have a 
dialogic approach to the visited countries. Also Dean MacCannell's last work on 
travelling, Empty Meeting Grounds, presupposes a dialogic approach. According 
to him the title refers metaphorically to:

the theoretical free space between the interlocutors: two subjects that have 
managed to preserve their integrity as subjects. They need not be reduced to 
a single consciousness in order to "communicate"... i.e., appreciate, enjoy, 
and learn without necessarily agreeing or understanding."9

The empty meeting grounds seem to correspond to the relation in a dialogism 
leading to a respect for the Other without giving up one's own integrity.

The most common theme in Canadian travel narratives is the search for a 
past. Another theme is Canada's cultural impoverishment and Puritan rigidity in 
contrast to Europe's cultural complexity, varied in a number of novels on the 
Innocents Abroad theme by Sara Jeanette Duncan, who wrote at the turn of the 
century.10 On the whole, Canadian travel writers reiterate old prejudices rather 
than introduce new aspects of the visited country, as Eva-Marie Kröller shows in 
Canadian Travellers in Europe 1851-1900.n

A prerequisite for analysing fiction about international travel in Canadian lit
erature is that the postpolonial discourse is defined.12 In this study I will use the 
definition of postcolonialism provided in The Empire Writes Back:

8 Orvar Lofgren, "Learning to be a Tourist," Ethnologica Scandinavica 24 (1994): 121.
9 MacCannell 7. See also page 6. Here MacCannell refers to Bakhtin's dialogism as an ap

proach similar to his own critical theory.
In this study no definition of the Other will be given, since its meaning depends on the 

context. In the hegemonic binary self/Other, the Other is the direct object of a monologic 
clause. In the Bakhtinian dialogue the Other is the second subject, or the addressee. In an ex- 
centric text, the subject is both insider and outsider and thus both self and Other.

10 For Duncan, see Hallvard Dahlie, Varieties of Exile (Vancouver: British Columbia UP, 
1986) 35-58.

11 Eva-Marie Kröller, Canadian Travellers in Europe 1851-1900 (Vancouver: British 
Columbia UP, 1987).

12 For the post-colonial discourse, see Diana Brydon and Helen Tiffin, Decolonizing 
Fictions (Sydney: Dangaroo P, 1993) 12, 56-76, 127-141; see also Joseph Pivato, "Ethnic 
Writing and Comparative Canadian Literature," Contrasts: Comparative Essays on Italian- 
Canadian Writing, ed. Joseph Pivato (Montreal: Guernica, 1985) 17-34. Pivato's claim that the 
postcolonial discourse may not apply to Italian-Canadian texts, since Italy was never subjugated 
by the British Empire, applies also to texts written by a Ukrainian-Polish descendant like 
Keefer.
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We use the term 'post-colonial,' however, to cover all the culture affected 
by the imperial process from the moment of colonization to the present day 
. . .  [the post-colonial discourse] is concerned with the world as it exists 
during and after the period of European cultural domination and the effects 
of this on contemporary literatures."13

When the postcolonial literatures replace the colonial images of their countries 
with their own representation, their texts are decolonized.

In Keefer's texts, travel narratives appear almost exclusively when describing 
Canadian travellers in Europe. Percy G. Adams’ definition of travel narratives in 
fiction, as "subjective observation and personal selection," suits Keefer’s 
European texts well, since the Canadians are cut off from the countries they tra
verse.14 Subjective observation refers to the way in which meaning in travel 
narratives is conveyed by the traveller’s voice, interpreting what he/she sees dur
ing the journey. Personal selection refers to how the plot is replaced by the se
quence of places that the traveller traverses in travel narratives.

1. Canadian Attitudes to Europe in Four Short Stories

Keefer's texts describe journeys that are both European journeys and passages.15 
I have selected protagonists who have to negotiate complex Canadian relations to 
European culture. All of the texts problematize communication both as linguistic 
barrier and as a difficulty in unmasking ethnocentric myths, prejudgements and 
clichés promoted by the tourist industry. The cultural assumptions inherent in the 
monologic and dialogic travel discourses will be used in analysing Keefer's 
European journeys to unmask attitudes to the Other and to see whether the 
Canadian travellers in her texts revise their approach to Europe and Canada.

13 Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths and Helen Tiffin, The Empire Writes Back: Theory and 
Practice in Post-Colonial Literatures (London: Routledge, 1989) 2.

14 Percy G. Adams, Travel Literature and the Evolution of the Novel (Lexington: Kentucky 
UP, 1982) 279,284.

15 The following texts by Janice Kulyk Keefer are included: "The Paris-Napoli Express," 
The Paris-Napoli Express (Ottawa: Oberon, 1986) 5-18; "The Grandes Platières," "The 
Gardens of the Loire," and "The Grey Valise," Travelling Ladies (Toronto: Random House, 
1990) 29-66, 99-137, 214-237. Rest Harrow (Toronto : Harper Collins, 1992).

The following texts by Keefer have not been included: "Professor Greentree Walks in the 
Alyscamps," Wascana Review 19. 2 (Fall 1984): 31-39; "Old Stones," Descant 48 (Spring 
1985): 103-114; "Isola Bella," and "Accidents," Travelling Ladies, 138-213; "The Dream of 
Eve," 33-48, and "Somewhere in Italy,"66-72, The Paris-Napoli Express, 33-48, 66-72; the fo
cus of these texts is not on travel but on memory, generation differences, exploitation of friend
ship, mortality, abortion and lovers' quarrels.
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”The Paris-Napoli Express": The Jewish Reaction to Europe

"The Paris-Napoli Express" describes the Canadian journalist Jerry during a train 
ride from Paris to Naples. He has travelled to Europe as the assistant and lover of 
Sheba, editor of a prestigious Canadian magazine. It is on her behalf that he is 
visiting Paris, when she orders him to join her in Marseilles immediately. Jerry 
and his friend Ted spend the hours before the train leaves at cafés in Paris. 
Although Jerry knows that his affair with Sheba depends on his arriving in 
Marseilles on time, he is so drunk when he enters the Gare de Lyon that Ted has 
to help him find his train. The aim of this analysis is to explore how Jerry’s im
pression of Europe and his attitude to Canada are conveyed in the short story.

At the beginning of the text there is a description of how Jerry experiences a split 
between his body and mind at the Gare de Lyon. He perceives that his legs are 
moving, but he can neither read signs nor understand what the porters say. When 
he sits in the train he has sobered up enough to realize that he is on the wrong 
train. Since his legs refuse to carry him, and his speech is so slurred that Ted 
does not understand him, he remains sitting in the wrong train. By dozing off, 
Jerry loses the chance of altering his situation. When the Paris-Napoli Express 
pulls out of the Gare de Lyon, his exclamation, "too late, too late to jump out and 
make triply sure," is only one of his subterfuges ("The Paris-Napoli Express" 8). 
By letting his fellow-humans, drunkenness and chance become the arbiters of his 
life, Jerry consistently avoids taking responsibility for his life.

The train, with its passengers as a microcosm of humanity, represents linear 
time speeding relentlessly forward towards an unknown goal. From Jerry's 
statement that "there was only one train he wanted, only one, that other was a 
snare and a delusion" it is evident that he equates the choice of trains to options 
in life ("The Paris-Napoli Express" 7). The religious connotations of "snare and 
delusion" suggest a choice between the straight and narrow and the primrose 
path. The description of how the train jerks, swerves, jolts and sends Jerry flying 
like a puppet makes the train a symbol of fate mercilessly carrying him in the 
wrong direction.

Like the Ukrainian immigrants traversing the unknown Canadian landscape 
for the first time, Jerry experiences estrangement and fear when looking out of 
the train window: "the world was blackness and a rasp of moon—it frightened 
him, this void pastoral through which he and his plans and all his desires had 
come to speed" ("The Paris- Napoli Express" 15). To pluck up courage, he thinks 
of Canada as "the True North, true in proportion as it was safe, sound, plush,
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easy” ("The Paris-Napoli Express" 16). Here a theme typical of tourists, home
sickness, surfaces. Its consequence is that there is an on-going comparison be
tween the visited and the traveller's own country, always to the advantage of the 
latter. Such is Jerry's idealization of Canada: "Oh sweet, sweet new world where 
all Europeans were just immigrants and ethnics, their hates and loves and politics 
reduced to the dimensions of a little Italy, an Oktoberfest, storybook Baba Yagas 
instead of Babi Yars" ("The Paris-Napoli Express" 16). The common denomina
tor of the enumeration of European evils and their harmless Canadian counter
parts is anti-Semitism. While Baba Yaga is a witch in a Russian fairy tale and 
therefore harmless, the reference to Babi Yar, already mentioned in "Kiev, 
November 1993," shows that Jerry equates Europe with the persecutions of Jews. 
The intertext of his apostrophe is The Tempest, where Miranda's complete aside 
runs: "Oh wonder!/How many goodly creatures are there here!/How beauteous 
mankind is! O brave new world,/That has such people in't!"16 The parodie dif
ference between Shakespeare's text and Jerry's apostrophe is his fear that racism 
and anti-Semitism still exist in Europe. Thus the theme of persecution of ethnic 
groups is here enlarged to encompass critique of anti-Semitism as in "Kiev, 
November 1993," and in "Bella Rabinovich/Arabella Rose."

The clue to Jerry's negative image of Europe is his Jewish ancestry. His 
enumeration of his home district in Toronto: Yonge, Bay, Bloor and Spadina in
dicates that he is Jewish. Thus, in accordance with the approach used in imago- 
logy descriptions of Europe as seen from his Jewish perspective will be investi
gated. Only his Jewishness can explain his selective perceptions of European 
phenomena such as his mentioning that a synagogue was bombed in Paris the 
week before he arrived. It is revealing that when he comments on the three im
portant pillars in his life, Jerusalem, Montreal and Marseilles, they represent the 
places of his ethnic identity, his home and his love. Jerry's parodie comparison of 
himself with a "mock-up Solomon" hints at Jewishness too. While Solomon's 
love was called Bathsheba, Jerry's is called Sheba ("The Paris-Napoli Express" 
15). 17

16 William Shakespeare, The Tempest, 5. 1.181-183. Another intertext is Aldous Huxley, 
Brave New World (1932; Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1955), which is a dystopia of how science 
is misused to replace the individual's freedom by social destiny.

17 The story from the Old Testament describing how the Queen of Sheba came to King 
Solomon to put his wisdom to the test is an intertext. Jerry talks of himself as Sheba's "bona- 
fide wiseman" and as a "mock-up Solomon" ("Paris-Napoli Express" 11 and 15); See the ex
plicit reference to the Holocaust in Keefer's short story "Professor Greentree Walks in the 
Alyscamps," The Wascana Review 19.2 (1986): 31-39.
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When Jerry dozes off before the train leaves the Gare de Lyon the motif of 
personal threat because he is Jewish is already surfacing. In a Hitchcock-like 
nightmare, he dreams of "border police, an espionage ring among the ticket col
lectors, hints of war in the jolting headlines of another passenger's news paper" 
("The Paris-Napoli Express" 7). The theme of imminent danger and hostility re
curs during the train ride, underlining Jerry's apprehension of anti-Semitism in 
Europe.

There are incidents when Jerry’s hidden Jewish identity lends an uncanny 
dimension to the text. This is the case with an English-Italian fellow-passenger 
who addresses Jerry in an arrogant upper-class English accent. Emblematic of 
his transcultural position is that he reads The Letters of Lord Byron, whose de
scriptions of Italy were used as guide-books by Englishmen completing the 
Grand Tour in the nineteenth century. The wording of the English-Italian pas
senger when he proclaims that the English are "not only the finest, but the purest, 
the strongest" mirrors both British chauvinism and racism ("The Paris-Napoli 
Express" 12, my ital.). Ironically, he is unaware that Jerry’s impression of him as 
an "impoverished, upper-class Italian" excludes him from the pure British race, if 
there ever was one ("The Paris-Napoli Express" 10). The man's terminology is 
racist, too, when he explains that he rejects the Americans since they are "con
trolled by unwholesome elements within" ("The Paris-Napoli Express" 11, my 
ital.). He never guesses that Jerry is one of these unwholesome elements. The 
structure of Keefer's text subverts English-Italian passenger's racist statements by 
cutting off his monologues with paragraphs with a totally different content. Thus, 
his proclamation of the English as an "island race, uncontaminated by—" is 
never concluded ("The Paris-Napoli Express" 12). While his notion of the pure 
island race is rejected as racist in "The Paris-Napoli Express," the myth of 
Britain as the island in splendid isolation is refuted in Rest Harrow. This is be
cause the egoistic national interests that the Island Myth promotes have been su
perseded by the greater concerns of the environmental catastrophe.

Jerry's observation that the English-Italian passenger is speaking with no one 
listening indirectly proves that he is used to his fellow-humans protesting against 
his views by being inattentive. His furious reaction to the dwarfs goose step imi
tation followed by a howl of laughter signals that the passengers ridicule him. 
Their laughter may be seen as an expression of the camivalesque laughter, a 
popular counter-discourse subverting authoritarian ideologies. This episode illus
trates that Jerry's prejudice that all Europeans are anti-Semites is mistaken.
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The common denominator of Jerry's perspective of Europeans, their culture, 
religion, food and drink is Easter, the holiday when since the Middle Ages 
Europeans have carried out pogroms to take revenge on the Jews for the crucifix
ion of Christ. Inherent in Jerry's resistance to "the manifold crucifixions and
martyrdoms in the museums the pressure of culture and Catholicism" is also
his fear of anti-Semitism ("The Paris-Napoli Express" 6) He experiences the 
Italians' laughter as "redolent of garlic and Lacrimae Christi," and the wine he 
spills on his trousers as "a sticky-sweet parody of his fears" ("The Paris-Napoli 
Express" 12 and 14). Like Bella in "Bella Rabinovich/Arabella Rose," Jerry dis
trusts Christians. This is mirrored in his nicknames for Ted, "that traitor, that 
Jesus, that weaselling creep" ("The Paris-Napoli Express" 7).

The Paris-Napoli Express is crowded with Italians travelling homeward. 
Since an Italian lady claims his seat, Jerry has been chased into the corridor. 
There he observes the other passengers eating and drinking, and hears without 
understanding how they are laughing at a fat lady and a dwarf, who entertain 
them with pantomimes and bawdy jokes. His loneliness is epitomized in a signif
icant slip of the tongue: "God he was lonely —hungry, he meant" ("The Paris- 
Napoli Express" 12). Eventually he is invited back to the compartment, where 
his fellow-passengers nod, smile and offer him bread and wine, the two elements 
of the Holy Communion.

In the compartment Jerry's assumption that "phrase-book banalities" will 
suffice for communication is contested in practice ("The Paris-Napoli Express" 
8). His presentation of himself as "Non Inglese, non Americano—si, si, 
Canadese" illustrates that single tourist phrases rather reinforce than refute the 
notion of Canada as Notland ("The Paris-Napoli Express" 13). Nor do they suf
fice to translate complex situations. This is revealed by Jerry's ironic statement 
that the swear-words the English-Italian passenger directs at the dwarf are not "to 
be discovered in Friendship Phrasebooks” ("The Paris-Napoli Express" 13). 
Isolated phrases might give uncanny associations and cause serious misunder
standings. When a passenger reads the safety precautions in Italian, French and 
German, Jerry discerns "a deliberately hysterical Nazi-German" ring in the 
German version ("The Paris-Napoli Express" 10). Jerry also associates the Italian 
signs on the train, "pergolesi? pericoloso; non e permesso," with deportation 
trains and anti-Semitism ("The Paris-Napoli Express" 14).

Since the language barrier works as a monologic discourse, the Italian fel
low-passengers remain stereotypes in Jerry's eyes: a man in a sports shirt, an 
aristocratic lady, a nice old woman, and two enamoured teenagers. Suddenly his
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impression of his friendly fellow-passengers blurs into a hallucination: "Were 
they Mafiosi—had they Montreal connections, perhaps? Or was there some defi
nite sympathy now with that gentleman in the corridor—was this a trap, was he 
still dreaming: espionage, war, trains, Europe . . . "  ("The Paris -Napoli Express"
14). His fear makes him imagine that the woman, who resembles his mother, is 
saying: "My son, my son, what did I tell you—stick to your own, stay where it is 
safe" ("The Paris-Napoli Express"15, my ital.). Thus his apprehension in Europe 
makes him homesick. Since the absence of communication could be compared to 
a monologue, the Italians can never refute his prejudgement of racism in Europe. 
His two efforts at jumping off the train to avoid being handed over to the border- 
police show that his imagination governs his actions. His entrapment in his own 
illusions makes him a traveller on a "non sense" journey. Since his fear that he 
will be taken for a "madman" is real, he tries to explain his illogical behaviour to 
his fellow-passengers by quoting an Italian opera libretto: "Amore, amore: si, 
sposa mia: perfida, tradita: mia tragedia, Dio mio, tragedia mia!!!" and the 
Italians respond: "Amore: e pazzo" ("The Paris-Napoli Express" 17, si and e are 
Keefer’s original). Just as the reader only guesses at the meaning of the Italian 
text, Jerry mistakes the look of a friendly Italian for its opposite: "leather- 
hooded, with the look of circumambient hatred given by that fastidious fascist in 
the corridor" ("The Paris-Napoli Express" 17). In consequence, Jerry tries to 
knock the Italian down. It is significant of the imperfect dialogue that the Italian 
never guesses that Jerry takes him for a threat. Instead, the Italian passengers 
attribute Jerry's whims to his drunkenness. They lift him up from the floor and 
give him a cushion so he can sleep. The most important element in the 
description of Jerry's encounter with the Italians is that the language barrier 
prevents him from revising his fear that they conspire against him. To the 
recurring critique of fragmented language in Keefer's texts, this short story adds 
the dimension that isolated phrases might even convey the wrong sense of 
messages and words.

As a sign that the Italians guess from Jerry's exclamation in Italian that there 
is an unequal balance of power between him and Sheba, in a parody of the 
Balcony scene the fat lady as a giant Juliet maltreats the Romeo of the dwarf. 
Their entertainment comes close to commedia dell'arte because of their many 
improvisations, pantomimes and the fact that the fat lady and the dwarf represent 
two stereotypes. In addition, the celebration of the lady's huge body, the passen
gers' excessive eating and drinking and their carnival laughter suggest a
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Rabelaisian approach to life.18 The emphasis Rabelais places on the corporeal 
and sentimental is a protest against monologic restrictions imposed by the church 
or the state. The Rabelaisian atmosphere on the Paris-Napoli Express and the 
passengers’ dialogic approach to each other might be seen as a counter-discourse 
to inhibiting authoritarian views and intolerance represented by the English- 
Italian passenger. The Rabelaisian approach helps to demonstrate that there are 
many European discourses.

Trapped on the train, Jerry contemplates his relationship with Sheba. His 
conviction that she would let him go like a "tennis ball that has lost its bounce" 
should he not follow her orders demonstrates their power positions ("The Paris- 
Napoli Express" 5). Jerry believes himself to be tolerant enough to accept that 
Sheba "admires," that is, sleeps with, rich men to promote her magazine ("The 
Paris-Napoli Express" 11). In fact, Jerry is jealous of the important critic Proctor, 
whom Sheba now admires. He also suspects Ted, whom Sheba once admired 
when she needed his posh apartment, for placing him on the wrong train to spoil 
his affair with her. However, in his vision of how he arrives in Marseilles, "his 
every hair an anarchist, his mouth uneven, clothes threatening a breach of 
promise with his body, even his voice a stutter he’d corrected into a slur," Jerry's 
body language unmasks his resistance to her ("The Paris-Napoli Express" 9, my 
ital.).

The train ride gives him an outsider perspective of his life which at last 
makes him ask why he should be going "to wherever Sheba was snapping her 
fingers" ("The Paris-Napoli Express" 15). His question reveals that he contests 
her monologic attitude to him. On reconsideration, Teddy's parting words in 
Paris become one pole in a dialogue with Jerry as the other pole and Sheba as the 
dialogized topic: "What’s in it for you, Jerry-old-man; she’s not your type, and 
even if she were she wouldn’t deserve you" (" The Paris-Napoli Express"15). As 
a result, Jerry interrogates not only Sheba's power over him but also his own 
self-esteem. His calling her "that brainy bitch, that intellectual houri, that Sheba" 
shows that he suspects that her attractive and intellectual appearance hides de
ceitfulness ("The Paris-Napoli Express" 15).19 He also contests her motive for 
selecting him, "grateful, scatty, pettily ambitious Jerry," to father her child ("The 
Paris-Napoli Express" 16). By metaphors from journalism he shows how he

18 See Mikhail Bakhtin, Rabelais and his World, trans. Hélène Iswolsky (1965; Cambridge, 
Mass: MIT P, 1968); see also Peter Stallybrass and Allon White, The Politics and Poetics of 
Transgression (London: Methuen, 1986) 8-26.

19 ”Houri, a beautiful and alluring woman,"Gage Canadian Dictionary, ed. Walter S. Avis 
et al. (Toronto: Gage, 1983) 566. The word occurs in the Koran.
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imagines Sheba would "want a child she could manage, dictate to, edit like an 
effluviate manuscript" ("The Paris-Napoli Express" 16). His insight that Sheba 
not only would have a monologic attitude to the child but also might deny him 
his paternity makes him lift his hands to his dishevelled hair, uttering a cry "of 
true, petulant grief' ("The Paris-Napoli Express" 16). Jerry’s gesture might be an 
allusion to Jeremiah's lamentations. The use of the first-person singular in his 
apostrophe, "Sheba, Sheba, what have I let you do to me—to mine ," signals that 
he no longer accepts his subordinate role but now takes responsibility for his life 
("The Paris-Napoli Express" 16, my ital.). "Mine" reveals that he includes his 
family in his responsibility in accordance with Jewish tradition.

In "The Paris-Napoli Express," the surface plot often comes close to situa
tional comedy in the description of how the drunken Jerry spills wine on his 
trousers or falls into a grandmother's lap. Although his fear of being handed over 
to the border police makes him abdicate his rational thinking, he personifies the 
wise, sainted fool, the Schlemiel of the Yiddish tradition.20 Teddy's characteriza
tion of Jerry summarizes the main qualities of a Schlemiel: "You're decent, is 
what you are—a man of feeling—a man of fearing" ("The Paris-Napoli Express"
15). Like Chaplin's tramp, Jerry is a fool in the eyes of the world, but like him he 
is also a moral hero, since his actions at bottom are guided by his Jewish ethos. 
His situation in life is brought to a crisis during his passage through Europe. 
Either he has to take responsibility for his life or continue to be dependent on 
Sheba, whose exploitation of others goes against the Jewish ethos.

When Canadians with European roots travel to the old continent, their ances
tral link tends to dominate their impressions of the place. The description of 
Jerry's train ride coincides with the definition of the passage. Since the language 
barrier cuts him off from the Europeans around him, his preconceived notions of 
them is reinforced by his sensory impressions and never contested by the Italian 
passengers in a dialogue. In consequence, he never revises his original fear of 
anti-Semitism, so that his mental images continue to distort his interpretation of 
Europe. While his entrapment in his own mind makes him a traveller of a non 
sense journey, the train ride as a passage, or transcultural interface, results in a 
revision of his attitude to life. Since his transcultural position on the train and his 
homesickness make his life in Canada come uppermost in his life, it is implied 
that he revises his relationship to Sheba and reclaims his Jewish ethos.

20 Nathan Ausubel, "Introduction: Schlemiehls and Schlimazls," A Treasury of Jewish 
Folklore, ed. Nathan Ausubel (New York: Crown Publishers ) 334. The schlemiel is "an awk
ward, bungling fellow .. .  [who] is forever getting in his own and everybody else's way and 
[who] spoils everything he attempts."
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"The Grandes Platières”: The Never-Ending Passage of the Expatriate

Keefer's story "The Grandes Platières" describes the never-ending passage of ex
patriates. Because they are situated in a geographical, social and psychological 
vacuum, they have an outsider view of the world which coincides with that of 
passages. The story conveys the perspectives of two fourteen-year-old girls on 
their lives in Europe, where they live as a result of their parents' decision. While 
Victoria-Louise Carscallen has lived in Europe since she was three, Katie 
Kovacs has just moved from Ottawa to Switzerland with her parents, and three 
small brothers. While waiting for an apartment in Geneva, the Kovacses stay in a 
cramped apartment at Rossignol. Bad weather forces them to stay indoors. 
Katie's noisy brothers make her escape to the calm but cold balcony. From there 
she overhears Mrs Carscallen arguing with Vic in the parking-lot outside their 
house. Because of the nasty weather Katie invites them to warm up in her apart
ment on an impulse. It turns out that Mr Carscallen is Mr Kovacs' superior. Next 
day the Kovacses are invited to the Carscallens' elegant chalet.

In this short story the transcultural perspective is above all placed between two 
Canadian families whose socio-cultural backgrounds differ significantly. There 
is on the one hand the Carscallens, who belong to the international jet-set. Mrs 
Carscallen is the daughter of an American diplomat, while Mr Carscallen's im
portance as a businessman seems to be mirrored in his absence from his family. 
He is constantly making business-trips across the Atlantic or working in the 
Hague or in Geneva. Unlike the affluent Carscallens, scarcity of money charac
terizes the Kovacs. As their Slavic surname suggests they are descendants of im
migrants with little prestige.

The aim of this analysis is to explore the way in which Keefer's texts render 
the girls' socio-cultural differences in their behaviour, taste, choice of clothes, 
pastimes, and attitudes to others. Therefore investigations will be made to see 
whether the Carscallens use their superior cultural capital to intimidate the 
Kovaces in accordance with Bourdieu's contention.21 Initially, however, the tran
scultural perspective, between Canada and Europe, needs to be explored.

Vic is neither Canadian, nor European. She is an extreme instance of a per
son who is wholly outside any community. Her allegation that her American 
mother would "rather spend home leave in Uganda than in Ottawa" suggests that

21 For Bourdieu’s expression, see Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique of the 
Judgement o f Taste (Routledge: London, 1984) 220-267; for the choice of clothes and spare 
time activities as a reflection of cultural capital, see Urry, 88-89.
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Canada might be a mined area in her home (”The Grandes Platières" 36). While 
her mother despises it, her father elevates it. Since Vic has no personal memories 
of it, she longs for a Canada that has assumed mythical dimensions. This is be
cause her ever-absent father, who seems to be the one with whom she has a 
strong emotional contact, has promised to take her to Jasper and Lake Louise in 
the Canadian Rockies. In Vic's imagination they are the very opposite of what 
she dislikes about Mont Blanc: "no people and no gum wrappers, just rocks and 
snow" ("The Grandes Platières" 46). Her father has created a dream of how he 
and Vic will go to his camp in the Gatineau Hills canoeing, skating and listening 
to wolves. When Katie claims from personal experience that there are no wolves, 
Vic arrogantly refutes her cultural competence in this respect by referring to the 
"dump" which Katie's parents rent in Rossignol ("The Grandes Platières, 44). 
Thus Vic resorts to the social hierarchy between the Kovacses and the 
Carscallens to minimalize Katie's knowledge of Canada.

The Kovacs' lack of money explains why they are squeezed into a small, 
damp apartment in Rossignol. Money is the reason they eat chicken noodle soup 
every day since this is the only food they can afford at the local shop. The 
Carscallens' chalet, Les Capucines, is not only situated on a sunny hill overlook
ing the Alps, but their wealth is also demonstrated by Mrs Carscallen's comment 
that she does not need a maid because the chalet is fully equipped.

The girls' school preferences reflect their families' socio-cultural differences. 
The reason for Katie's envy of Vic, who attends an English boarding school, is 
that she is tired of her noisy brothers. In addition girls' books have given her a 
romanticized notion of the "oak panelling, candle sconces and stained glass" of 
the boarding schools and of sharing secrets with friends ("The Grandes Platières" 
38). Vic's jealousy of Katie for attending a school in Geneva comes from her be
ing cut off from her parents at an early age by being sent to a boarding-school. 
Vic’s claim that as the daughter of an American diplomat her mother "rattled 
around all over the place" shows that life as a perpetual passage through alien 
countries goes back to her grandfather ("The Grandes Platières" 37). The mem
bers of her family live in a state of permanent immigration. Her statement that 
she herself has lived in "ten different apartments in the last six years" reveals that 
she lacks attachment to a particular place in Europe ("The Grandes Platières" 
37). Since she is cut off both from Canada and Europe, she is deracinated and 
dispossessed of her dual cultural heritage. Like Bella in "Bella Rabinovich/ 
Arabella Rose," and Laura Martyn in "Red River Cruise," Vic is one of those
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children who are victimized as a result of their parents' way of organizing their 
lives.

The families clearly diverge in refinement. Mr Kovacs' awareness of his fam
ily's inferior cultural competence makes him upbraid his children in order to 
make them behave properly when visiting the Carscallens' chalet. Ironically, 
Katie's embarrassment at his exaggerated use of the word "grand” when talking 
to Mrs Carscallen reveals that he himself transgresses the norms of good taste 
("The Grandes Platières" 39). Katie's comparison of her mother's body to a sag
ging sofa and complaint that her clothes make her seem like a "domesticated 
Annie Oakley" shows that Katie is aware of her family's lack of taste ("The 
Grandes Platières" 33). This is also why Katie tries to avoid the "mock Tyrolean 
skirt and blouse" which her mother forces her to wear ("The Grandes Platières" 
34). In the Kovacs family it is Katie not her parents who has the best cultural 
competence.

Vic's attitude to clothes is typical of the upper class. She either wears casual 
clothes, like her denim cut-offs, or exclusive ones like her expensive hiking- 
boots, especially adapted for mountaineering. Sarah Carscallen's ordering the 
girls to dress up before going to the cinema with the comment, "I won’t have you 
looking like some goatkeeper's child," points to her equation of dress and social 
class ("The Grandes Platières" 54). Further, Katie's readiness to obey Sarah 
Carscallen's "slightest whim" since she is so beautiful that she could have ap
peared in Vogue expresses the girl’s sensitivity to the importance of good looks 
("The Grandes Platières" 35). This stance is also mirrored in her depreciatory 
characterization of herself as a "lump of lard wearing glasses" ("The Grandes 
Platières" 45). A measure of Katie's overestimation of good looks is her convic
tion that it would be worth dying if she could look like Vic for five minutes. 
Katie eventyually discovers that Mrs Carscallen oppresses persons who are less 
fortunate than herself physically and culturally. When Mrs Carscallen mistakenly 
suspects that the anorectic Vic is going to eat the honey sandwich she is making 
for Katie, she sarcastically suggests that Vic will be too fat for her school uni
form. The implied message is that upper class people control their appetite to 
maintain the ideal body.

Social, ethnic and local differences are represented in the text by means of 
heteroglossia. Vic's proud declaration that her father is fluent in Cree, French, 
Italian and English mirrors his transcultural position between one of Canada's 
first nations, one of its first colonizers and the international jet-set. While Katie 
knows Canadian-French, Vic's many years in Europe explains why she has mas
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tered continental French, including the mountaineers' trade terms and impolite 
French idioms to get rid of flirtatious waiters. Katie observes that Mrs Carscallen 
speaks English with a British accent, maybe as a reflection of her being the 
daughter of an American diplomat. Vic's claim that her mother expects the local 
French population to speak English reveals her cultural arrogance. Even Mrs 
Carscallen's way of arguing reflects her cultural superiority. Unlike everyday 
persons who shout when they argue, Katie observes that Mrs Carscallen speaks 
in a "clear, carrying voice," typical of upper class women ("The Grandes 
Platières" 48). Thus Mrs Carscallen’s language usage both represents her socio
cultural competence and reveals how she uses it to intimidate persons she thinks 
beneath her. In texts like "The Grandes Platièrs," written from an ex-centric per
spective, oversimplified images are used to criticize those in power. The stereo
typing of Mrs Carscallen is thus a means to criticize those who abuse their socio
cultural position.

Typical of the intellectual upper-class that Vic belongs to is enthusiasm for 
wild life and physical effort. She has learnt hiking from her father. In her eyes he 
is a "fabulous climber" who promises her adventures if only he can get away 
from New York ("The Grandes Platières" 36). Characteristic of the pastimes of 
the intellectual upper class is also that they pointedly presuppose strenuous ef
forts. This is how Vic's dismissal a steep mountain top as a "mere hill" should be 
seen ("The Grandes Platières" 46). Apart from distinguishing herself by daring 
expeditions, another sign of her upper-class attitude is her disdain of the "stupid 
tourists" who litter the mountain tops and wait for the cable car to take them 
down instead of walking ("The Grandes Platières" 46). Maijorie Kovacs' anxiety 
for Vic's and Katie's daring mountaineering expeditions is instead typical of the 
middle class. The theme of tourism is thus expanded in this story by the descrip
tions of how upper-class tourists differentiate themselves from middle-class or 
working-class tourists by their preference for adventure tourism, wilderness, 
strenuous, heroic pastimes and expensive equipment especially adapted for the 
occasion.22

Like her mother, Vic uses her socio-cultural capital to harass Katie by mak
ing her feel ugly and clumsy. After their first hiking-tour Katie is therefore de
termined never to accompany Vic again. When, however, Mrs Carscallen invites 
Katie back to keep Vic out of the way while she meets her Swedish lover, Mr 
Kovacs orders Katie to go there to please the Carscallens. On their second day's 
climbing Katie dawdles in protest at Vic's insulting comments:

22 See Urry 88-93.
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She hates Vic, hates climbing, hates the Alps, hates her father for making 
her mother send her off to the Carscallens'; her mother for not being Sarah 
Carscallen. Hates herself for not looking like Vic ("The Grandes Platières" 
46).

Vic’s taunting, her own depreciation of herself and of her mother for not being 
good enough are all monologic discourses which deny Katie the right to be her
self and to choose her own life style. It is for the same reason that Anna in 
"Prodigals" breaks away from the oppressive demands of people around her.

Hiking in the mountains is a way for Vic to avoid her mother. In fiction the 
"bewildering criss-cross pattern," of the pedestrian tour is often used to describe 
how oppressed persons leave the mapped, restricted life behind to explore un
mapped spaces. Vic’s daring off-road expeditions can be interpreted as an explo
ration of a mental landscape to find both liberation from the impasse of her life 
and possibly also a solution to it. Thus, although Mrs Carscallen forbids Vic to 
go to Les Grandes Platières because of the dangerous fissures there, Vic still 
leads them there one day. The fissures of Les Grandes Platières form a rhi- 
zomatic pattern. In cultural studies the rhizome is seen as a metaphor of the no
madic, anti-hierarchical approach to reality, identity and culture.23 Therefore it is 
possible to interpret the girls’ progress across the platières as metaphors of their 
different approaches to life. While Vic skips across the fissures without looking 
down, it is an ordeal for Katie: "She was beyond weeping or raging; all her ener
gies were focussed on this one thing, crossing each fissure, picking her way to 
the lip of the next, crossing that fissure, inching over to the next one and the 
next" ("The Grandes Platières" 52). While Vic suppresses the difficulties, Katie 
confronts them. Vic's declaration when Katie dares to jump across the last 
crevasse into her arms: "You did it, Kate, you did it—I knew you could. You’ 11 
see, you can do anything now, anything," presents Katie’s overcoming her fear as 
a learning process ("The Grandes Platières" 53). However, following immedi
ately upon this scene there is a description of how Katie scours the face of the 
immobile Vic with an icy snowball. By this act of aggression Katie asserts her 
self and breaks Vic’s monologic oppression of her. In this process they become 
even and it is possible to open up a dialogue between two equal, but different 
subjects. As a confirmation that a dialogic relation is created, the girls join hands 
and run laughing down the mountain.

23 For the pedestrian walk and for the rhizome as a subversion of authoritarian structures, 
see Graham Huggan, "Decolonizing the Map: Post-Colonialism, Post-Structuralism and the 
Cartographic Connection," Ariel: A Review of International English Literature, 20.4 (1989) 
123-131; see also Robert Con Davis and Ronald Schleifer, Criticism and Culture: The Role of 
Critique in Modem Literary Theory (Singapore: Longman, 1991) 116-117.
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It is only because of her father that Vic accepts living with her mother in 
Rossignol. Her hatred is epitomized in her wish to put her mother into a sack and 
dump her in the river like Little Klaus in H. C. Andersen's tale. When, in reply to 
Katie's question if her mother is a model, Vic retorts "a model bitch" her pun on 
the word model replaces Katie's admiration of her mother's beauty with an accu
sation of her behaviour (The Grandes Platières 36).

Although Vic sides with her father, he lets her down by staying away. When 
her mother tells her that contrary to his promise her father will not be coming to 
Rossignol, Vic cuts off her long hair. Such an act is traditionally a sign of deep 
sorrow. Late another night Katie overhears Mrs Carscallen revealing that her 
husband is absent because he has a lover, ending with the following advice: "It's 
best not to feel very much of anything. That's the only way to get by" ("The 
Grandes Platières" 58). Since it is her father who has given Vic her dreams, sto
ries and adventures, her mother's revelation is a fatal blow to Vic. In this story as 
in "Bella Rabinovich/Arabella Rose" the father-daughter relationship is fore
grounded. In both stories the absent or the non-communicative father proves fa
tal to the daughter. This is also the case with Claire Saulnier in Constellations.

The following day, when the girls climb the steep Tête Pelouse, Katie ob
serves that Vic is so tired that she can hardly walk. When they take a break, Vic 
starts crying silently. Since Katie is unable to console her, she tries to distract her 
by asking what she did with her long hair that she cut off. In reply, Vic tells her a 
rhyme:

Make friends, make friends,
Never, never break friends,
For if you do,
I'll flush you down the loo ("The Grandes Platières" 61)

The words might refer to her father, who has let her down. As a consequence, 
this emotionally betrayed child has no one to live for. Her rhyme illustrates the 
tragedy of the Carscallen family, whose rootlessness makes their lives a glitter
ing but meaningless passage of the international jet-set.

When the mist falls like a "dirty, sodden towel," Vic decides to return ("The 
Grandes Platières" 61). At a fork in the path, Vic chooses a fatal shortcut blocked 
by a large sheet of ice. She persuades Katie that sliding on the ice will be fun. 
While the latter survives with blisters on her hands, Vic hits her head against a 
rock and is killed. Her unscratched hands show that she did not attempt to slow 
her fall. The ambiguous phrase to the effect that no one could tell "what Vic had 
meant to do, and what had simply happened" leaves the cause of her death open
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("The Grandes Platières" 63). The description of Vic’s failure to reach the top, 
the thick fog and the fatal choice of the wrong path might be seen as her search 
for meaning in life. After Vic's death, Katie recalls looking down into the last 
crevasse, "a vast gap, narrowing down to nothing" ("The Grandes Platières" 64). 
Here the crevasse seems to be a metaphor of the meaninglessness of life.

On the day when Katie overheard mother and daughter arguing in the giant 
parking lot, Mrs Carscallen threatened Vic that she would end up in the "ceme
tery at Carrôz," if she did not obey ("Grandes Platières" 31). Unfortunately, she 
proves prophetic. When Katie sees Mr. and Mrs. Carscallen after Vic's death 
there is a tension between them "strong as the rope with which climbers lash 
themselves together going up the sheerest cliffs" ("The Grandes Platières" 63- 
64). The imagery suggests that Vic's death is the dialogic relation that has made 
them more dependent on each other to survive their rootless passage through life.

The new aspects revealed by the transcultural perspective in this short story 
are how one Canadian family uses its the socio-cultural superiority to oppress the 
Kovaces. It also shows how Vic as the daughter of expatriates is deracinated and 
dispossessed of the cultural heritage. A different kind of travelling—the pedes
trian, nomadic journey—is used as a metaphor to demonstrate how Vic, another 
instance of the theme of the victimized child in Keefer's texts, tries in vain to get 
out of her impasse.

”The Grey Valise": An Anglo-Canadian Approach to Italy

Two journeys to Italy form the poles of the plot of this short story. The first 
journey is undertaken by Digby Fanshawe as a young Canadian soldier during 
the Second World War. The second journey is made by Olive Fanshawe, his 
widow, some forty years later. She travels to Italy with a grey valise containing 
Digby's ashes, which she is to scatter over the hills of Fermio in accordance with 
his will. Flashbacks explain why she is reluctant to go there. The aim of this 
study is to explore the literary expressions of monologic and dialogic approaches 
to a visited country and to life.

Although both Olive and Digby belong to the same Anglophone upper-class 
families of Fredericton, New Brunswick, his family is more prominent. The 
Fanshawes had been judges, MPs and ministers for generations. Inherent in 
Olive's characterization of Digby as a "spindly . . .  offshoot of that august trunk" 
there is doubt whether he can continue the illustrious tradition of his family
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("The Grey Valise" 222). However, the monologic demand on Digby to do so is 
contained in Olive's statement that his mother selected her to "pull Digby up to 
the mark, to make Digby what a Fanshawe ought to be"("The Grey Valise" 226- 
227). Since it is the prestige of the Fanshawe family that makes Olive marry 
Digby, she also assumes his mother's authoritarian attitude to him. From a dis
tance of forty years, Olive admits that Digby's distraction at the time of their en
gagement might have marked his objection to the arranged marriage. The text 
suggests that his enlisting as a soldier on the dangerous Italian front during 
World War Two is his protest at the treatment of him. In this short story as in 
Keefer's Ukrainian texts there is an attack on the oppression of family members 
that patriarchy leads to.

The horrors of war transform Digby.24 When he returns he is "a perfectly 
hopeless blank" ("The Grey Valise" 227). The blank stands for Digby's suppres
sion of his war experience and his inability to communicate with Olive. The 
blank also stands for Olive's refraining from asking Digby if he had a love affair 
in Italy and her decision not to break off their engagement in spite of her intu
ition to do so. A visible sign of the oppressive silence between husband and wife 
is the blank in the lines round Olive's mouth on the wedding photo. On the pass
port photo, forty years later the blank is still "waiting to be filled in" ("The Grey 
Valise" 215). The blank mirrors the Fanshawes’ inability to be frank to each 
other. It symbolizes oppressive silencing, a monologic discourse that often is 
criticized in Keefer’s texts.

In this story the description of Digby is dialogized. When their daughter 
compares her parents to "the old-fashioned cartoons—Jiggs and Maggie," he is 
the hen-pecked husband and Olive the shrew ("The Grey Valise" 219). Olive's 
characterization of herself as a person of "absolute certainty and control," in 
contrast to "the milky human kindness that leaked out of Digby like water 
through a patchy roof' equates her authoritarian approach to life with compe
tence ("The Grey Valise" 219-220).25 However, both Digby’s refusal to make a 
public career and Olive's picture of him as a trusted lawyer who listens to people 
and undercharges clients indicate that his actions are governed by a humanistic 
world view. His refusal to demonstrate "black and brutal rage" at their children's 
social failure, as Olive orders him to do, shows that he is firm in things that mat

24 Keefer also describes Canadians who shun Europe after the Second World War in 
Constellations (Toronto: Random House, 1988) and "The Starry Night Sky," Transfigurations 
(Charlottetown: Ragweed Press, 1987) 15-25.

25 Olive echoes Lady Macbeth, who fears that Macbeth's nature is "too full o’ the milk of 
human kindness," William Shakespeare, Macbeth, 1.5.14-15.
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ter to him. At his funeral, his qualities as "the kindest, most generous of friends 
. . .  the most indulgent of fathers . . .  and the gentlest and most faithful of hus
bands" are praised ("The Grey Valise" 227). As I will show below, the last char
acteristic is pivotal in the story.

In contrast to Digby, who morally supports their daughter’s work to defend 
immigrants from being deported, Olive is hostile to strangers. Her grievance 
against his Acadian associate Mr Deveau shows that she has prejudices against 
Canada’s French-speaking minority. Although she criticizes Toronto for its mul
ticultural population, it gives her an excuse not to travel abroad, since Toronto 
has "street signs in Chinese, Indonesian restaurants, turbaned bus drivers, bill
boards in Portuguese" ("The Grey Valise" 221). Her resentment of Digby’s 
Italian years might be assumed in her accusation of the Italians for taking over a 
decent British part of Toronto, "brewing wine . . .  and creating multi-coloured 
brick facades" ("The Grey Valise" 217). In spite of their similar Anglophone up
per-class background Digby's and Olive’s diverging world views and opinions 
indicate that there are many Anglophone discourses. Just as Keefer’s texts show 
that Ukrainian culture is a fragmented concept, they also point to the split in 
Anglo-Canadian culture.

Olive’s reluctance after her arrival in Rome to alter her watch to Italian time 
indicates that her thoughts are centered on her power position in Fredericton. Her 
regret that Digby had died so untimely that she had to cancel her participation in 
the distinguished reunion of the Fanshawe family at Concord exposes her priori
ties. Fear of sex seems to be her reason for trying to stop the restoration of a 
brothel in Fredericton by the Historical Association, where she was to give a 
speech to that effect, had not Diby’s will forced her to go to Italy. Her passport 
photo showing a woman in "a plain white blouse with no jewellery" with no 
traces of a hair-dresser, make-up, or a smile illustrates how a puritan attitude to 
life has encroached on her, forcing her into an ugly, stem pattem ("The Grey 
Valise" 214). Olive’s monologic approach is thus also harmful to herself. Just as 
Sarah Carscallen is a stereotype of the international jetset, Olive may be seen as 
a caricature of the conservative Anglophone hierarchy with its appreciation of 
materialistic values, social position, a puritan world view and a privileging of the 
English language.

The bleak description of Olive conjures up the image of a nineteenth-century 
lady traveller as suggested by Keefer's title Travelling Ladies, which includes 
"The Grey Valise." In parodie difference to Canadian travellers who visited Italy 
during the nineteenth century and who appreciated its culture, Olive has no inter-
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est in Italy: "She had not come all this way to see the real Italy, or any Italy for 
that matter. She had come to discharge a duty, divest herself of a burden" ("The 
Grey Valise" 220). In keeping with her negative statement Olive avoids contact 
with the Italians by letting a limousine take her directly from the airport to the 
Holiday Inn.26 Her choice of hotel reflects her prejudgement that to see the real 
Italy would imply staying at a "dirty pensione" ("The Grey Valise" 220). Her 
suspicion of the foreign way of life explains her satisfaction at finding the same 
detergent and interior decoration in the Holiday Inn in Rome as in Halifax. The 
Holiday Inn "spotlit atrium with its potted palms and replica ruins" replaces con
tact with the real Italy and its population ("The Grey Valise" 220). Travellers 
like Olive, who insist on finding things in the visited country the way they are at 
home and isolate themselves from life there, personify the monologic travel dis
course.

The description of Olive’s first attitude to Italy is a striking critique of tourists 
who visit a foreign country without coming into real contact with it. Her hostile 
attitude to the Italians is revealed in her selection of phrases from her Italian 
phrase-book: "’I do not like highly seasoned food . . .  and I do not wish to speak 
to you'"("The Grey Valise" 216). By offering an English translation, Keefer's 
text signals Olive's dissociation from Italy and its people. Her negative approach 
is also conveyed in her reading a chapter in her guide-book called "Tips, the use 
and abuse thereof' ("The Grey Valise" 217). Tourists who, like Olive Fanshawe, 
treat the local population as servants tend to undermine international understand
ing. Her overbearing attitude to the taxi-driver and suspicion of the bellhop's 
honesty reveal that she is such a tourist. In fact, since Olive believes herself to 
belong to a more elevated civilization than that of Italy, she reverses the colonial 
discourse.

Her apprehension at what she will endure when she has to leave the Holiday 
Inn, travel on her own and stay overnight at the Albergo Rustico, Fermio, in
cludes "straw mattresses, no doubt, rusty water, greasy cooking" ("The Grey 
Valise" 222). Abjection, or the strategy of people at the top of the hierarchy to 
accuse those at the bottom of society of filth and dirt, is discernible in her nega
tive attitude. As I will show below, also Bertrand France, described in 
Constellations, demonstrates abjection vis à vis the Acadians. Ironically, Olive 
becomes so afflicted by her own prejudgements that she has to reassure herself 
that since many tourists who are interested in art visit Italy, it cannot be that bad.

26 Olive’s reaction coincides with that of the old petite bourgeoisie; see Urry 90.
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Since her image of Italian women is coloured by films like Open City and 
Two Women, which feature "coarse-haired women in tattered dresses; bare, dirty 
legs and staring eyes, " she is surprised to see elegant and strict Italian women at 
the airport ("The Grey Valise" 216). The fact that she revises her notions of 
Italian women shows that she entertained prejudgements not prejudices about 
them. Her spiteful attitude to Italian women is above all caused by her jealousy 
of Digby’s Maria. When, after many years, Olive comes across a photo of an in
nocent-looking peasant girl in Digby's files, she rejects his story that Maria had 
sheltered him from the enemy for one night and given him her photo for good 
luck. Olive calls the girl that "tarty little Miss" and bums the photo, with Digby 
as witness ("The Grey Valise" 224). Since also this incident did not break their 
mutual silence about Digby's Italian experience, as a posthumous effort to make 
her understand his life he stipulates in his will that Olive is to go to Fermio to 
scatter his ashes over the hills.

The moment she travels on her own to Fermio, there is a change of heart. In 
contrast to her monologic approach to Rome, she immediately gets into contact 
with the Italians, while buying her ticket and asking for information. She finds 
the conductor helpful, his Italian almost comprehensible, and the compartment 
comfortable. Unlike Jerry on the Paris-Napoli Express, who sees nothing outside 
the train window, she recognizes flowers in the Italian landscape. She accepts 
without complaint riding on the bus for Fermio together with old women in 
black "holding chickens under their arms" ("The Grey Valise" 227). In contrast 
to Jerry who lets other persons decide by what train he is to travel and who does 
not alter his preconceived ideas about the Italians, the fact that Olive takes re
sponsibility for how she travels initiates a dialogue with the Italians which might 
explain her changed attitude to them. He represents the "monologic travel dis
course," she the "dialogic" one.

On her arrival at Fermio, the hospitality of the landlord at the Albergo 
Rustico undermines her suspicion. She finds him clean and pleasant, his garden 
breezy, and his instructions to the servant-girl rapid. Her change of mind is 
demonstrated by her hesitation in using the rude phrase-book sentences: "NON 
INTENDO rivolgerle la parola" ("The Grey Valise" 228). When the landlord 
has found out that Olive is neither English nor American but Canadian, he ex
claims "Buono, canadesey excellente, canadese—Good morning, good afternoon, 
good night. . .  parlo canadese!" Ç'The, Grey Valise" 228). Her phrase "Non parlo 
italiano " he counters with a whole plethora of languages—Italian, French, 
Spanish and German ("The Grey Valise" 229). Before she manages to withdraw
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from her friendly landlord "like a tortoise retracting its head into its shell," and in 
spite of the fact that he confirms Europeans' stereotyped image of Canada, she is 
involved in a conversation with him in German ("The Grey Valise" 230). After 
he has convinced Olive that he has learnt German as a Gastarbeiter, not as a col
laborator in the war, he tells her in German about the horrors of the war around 
Fermio, something that Digby could never bring himself to speak about. The 
German language is here used as a transcultural bridge between a Canadian 
woman and an Italian man. The landlord's praise of her. "Look at her, coming all 
the way to Italy from Canada, coming to a little village like Fermio," ironically 
illuminates her earlier contempt for Italy ("The Grey Valise" 231). Although it is 
a consistent theme in Keefer's texts that isolated phrases cannot contribute to
wards a real understanding between foreigners, we are led to believe that Olive 
revises her image of Italy as a result of her train ride and her dialogue with the 
landlord.

A valise is the characteristic emblem of a traveller. However, in parodie dif
ference to the ordinary contents of a suitcase, the grey valise contains Digby's 
ashes, the burden of the past. Olive's walk up the hill above Fermio the next day 
is patterned like a pilgrimage. The description of how she "felt as weary as if she 
had walked all the way up the hill on her knees" alludes to how a penitent pil
grim approaches a shrine ("The Grey Valise" 235). As pilgrims once had a guide, 
Olive is accompanied by the landlord.27 Their goal is a sacred spot where St 
Livia, according to legend, was tried in a burning bush. When Olive scatters 
Digby’s ashes over Fermio, she liberates herself from a burden both physically 
and mentally. Her exclamation, "What a fool she'd been," marks an epiphany 
("The Grey Valise,"s 234). By forcing Olive to go to Italy Digby makes her see 
Italy and Canada from his transcultural perspective. She realizes that if Digby 
had wanted to stay in Italy, his return to her and his home-town must be seen as 
an act of love. Thus, unlike Anna in "Prodigals," Digby once gave up his own 
personal interest for the common good of the family and his fiancée.

Olive's epiphany has been prepared for by two dreams, which transcend the 
linear plot. In a recurring nightmare she experiences that she has to write exams 
"for a course in which she'd never enrolled, on a subject she had never studied" 
("The Grey Valise" 219). This nightmare chastises her for her narrow-minded 
approach to life. In the other dream she sees herself in the pastoral landscape of 
her childhood as a young girl walking barefoot in the marshes and in the long

27 For these pilgrimages, see George E. Gingras "Travel," Dictionary of Literary Themes 
and Motifs L-Z, ed. Jean-Chârles Seigneuret, vol. 2 (New York: Greenwood Press, 1992) 1298.
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grass with birds overhead. This simple life is the alternative that she could have 
chosen instead of the prestigious existence that she opted for. The moment she 
scatters Digby's ashes over Fermio, the latter dream reappears as Ma sense of in
timate connection with an unrecoverable past; a sense of the present as infinite 
loss" ("The Grey Valise" 234). It offers a transcultural understanding of the fact 
that both she and Digby could have led other lives.

The place where Olive scatters Digby’s ashes is a holy spot with a bush as
cribed to St Livia, the patron saint of Fermio. Before returning to Canada, Olive 
buys a card of "St Livia in the Miraculous Burning Bush" ("The Grey Valise" 
236). The picture shows how St Livia miraculously remains unhurt although the 
bush and everything around her bums. Just as Livia and Olive are variants of the 
same name, the trial of the saint might also be taken to refer to Olive's subdued 
sufferings. In consequence, the picture of St Livia, Olive's passport photo and 
that of Maria are all representations of the same person. That this is so is con
firmed when she signs her postcard to the landlord as Olivia. Thereby she re
claims her original name and self, which she has rejected in her youth as too ro
mantic. Olivia is a character in Twelfth Night who is entangled in a complicated 
love-affair where appearance and reality are confused. In the same way Olive has 
had difficulties in sorting out what is essential in her life. The many versions of 
her self show that her identity is fluid and that its different strands stand in dia
logic relation to each other. She is the young Olivia, Olive Fanshawe and St 
Livia at the same time.28 In Keefer’s texts the characters can all be said to have 
fluid identities. As I have shown in "Unseen, the Cuckoo Sings at Dawn," when 
a person or group tends to identify with one discourse only, the attitude to others 
tend to be aggressive. This is also the attitude Olive had on her arrival in Italy.

In this short story several approaches to Italy are demonstrated. There is 
Digby’s war experience, the landlord's pride in his native region and Olive's 
changing attitudes. Her stay in Rome can be said to illustrate the monologic 
travel discourse, since her perception of Italy is based solely on visual perception 
and therefore her prejudgements are perpetuated. Her journey on her own instead 
exemplifies the dialogic travel discourse. It becomes a learning process which 
leads to a revision of her attitude to Italy because of her communication with the 
indigenous population and her experience of the Italian country-side. Olive's 
transcultural perspective of Fredericton and Fermio, not only helps her accept

28 For Olive's fluid identity, see Coral Ann Howells,'"Parables of the Times,' Canadian 
Women's Transcultural Fictions," Australian-Canadian Studies: A Journal for the Humanities 
and the Social Sciences, 23 (Summer 1992): 26-28.
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her original self and see Digby's love for her, but also points to what her life 
could have been like had her insight been greater.

In contrast to most of Keefer’s texts Olive and Digby belong to the 
Anglophone upper-class, which my reading shows is divided into different frac
tions. Olive's hostility shows that xenophobia and racism are not confined to 
Europe as Jerry believes in ”The Paris-Napoli Express." Above all, like "The 
Gardens of the Loire," which I will discuss below, "The Grey Valise" uses the 
passage as a means of highlighting conflicts in Canada.

"The Gardens of the Loire": A Francophone Canadian in France

Keefer’s short story "The Gardens of the Loire" describes how Felix and Teresa, 
Canadians from New Brunswick, stay for their honeymoon at the Hôtel du 
Balcon, owned by old Madame de Bèze. While Teresa is a teenager, Felix is a 
thirty-three-year old lawyer, asthmatic, overweight and with receding hair. Their 
marriage has been arranged by Teresa's guardian, her elder sister Ellie, and 
Felix’s widowed mother. Ellie has bought Teresa's decent clothes, worthy of a 
"wife of a lawyer and Knight of Columbus" ("The Gardens of the Loire" 115). 
Since Keefer’s short story describes two contemporary Canadians, the 
exaggeration of their patriarchal life style suggests that Felix and Teresa are 
stereotypes used to highlight the abuses of patriarchy within Francophone 
Canada. The aim of this analysis is to explore transcultural aspects of the 
Francophone-Canadian attitudes to France, to the French attitudes to the 
Canadians, to tourism, to patriarchy in New Brunswick, and to gardens as 
metaphors for natural and unnatural approaches to life.

The opening scene describes a cultural clash. Cooking is highly regarded in 
France, and the very act of eating and giving the hostess her due for her cuisine 
is important. This is what Madame de Bèze expects, but in vain, from the 
Canadian couple who neither pay attention to her sorbet au citron nor compli
ment her as a cook. Another cultural clash is Felix's assumption that Madame 
will be impressed by his knowledge of French chateaux. To Madame culture is 
connected with manners. Since he is impolite to her as a cook and behaves like 
an "overweight and inattentive fool" to Teresa, she thinks that he lacks refine
ment ("The Gardens of the Loire" 113). Unlike "The Grandes Platières," where 
Mrs Carscallen employs her superior cultural capital to keep the Kovacses down,
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in this short story the different frames of reference exclude even an awareness of 
the Other's contempt for one's own behaviour and knowledge.

From the incongruity between Teresa, the inexperienced teenager, and Felix, 
her patronizing husband, Madame de Bèze concludes that their marriage is an
other instance of the new trend in which mature men like Prince Charles marry 
"virginal brides"("The Gardens of the Loire" 100). Her assumption that the girl's 
mother is to blame for "marrying her child to a fussy old man like that" shows 
her disapproval of arranged marriages ("The Gardens of the Loire" 113). Her fo
cus on Teresa's "forget-me-not eyes" and hair like an angel's conjures up the im
age of an innocent victim ("The Gardens of the Loire" 121). The pervasive cri
tique of patriarchy in Keefer's texts is here advanced by an old European woman 
who criticizes arranged marriages between old men and teenager brides.

Georges, Madame's nephew, draws the conclusion from their polite attitude 
to each other that the Canadians "are husband and wife, not lovers" ("The 
Gardens of the Loire" 107). His dismissal of Felix as that "pompous, provincial 
fellow in the linen suit" pinpoints his outsider's rejection of the social pretensions 
that are valid in isolated New Brunswick but not in France ("The Gardens of the 
Loire" 119). Georges' comparison of Felix to "a parasol keeping the sun off this 
wife he’s just captured" is a critique of the patriarchal male gender role as mono
logic and oppressive ("The Gardens of the Loire "119). Georges' attitude to 
Teresa is ambivalent. He pities her for the gender role which patriarchy allots 
her: "Thirty, forty years of starching his collars, trimming his moustache, going 
round to his maman’s for Sunday lunch. Dégueulasse—" ("The Gardens of the 
Loire" 119, ital. original). Ignorant of the fact that Ellie had chosen Teresa's 
"kindergarten-teacher chic" clothes in Lady Di style with ruffles and chaste cuts, 
George dismisses her as a type ("The Gardens of the Loire" 107). As in Keefer's 
Ukrainian stories the patriarchal life-style and especially arranged marriages are 
criticized as dated and oppressive. The fact that it is the French landlady and her 
nephew who criticize Felix’s patriarchal attitude to Teresa rather than she herself, 
illustrates Bakhtin's contention that it is only outsiders who can pinpoint id
iosyncrasies, in this case patriarchy in New Brunswick.

In this story Madame and Georges personify the tourist industry on a basic 
level, and their doings are used as a sampling to explore the veracity of the 
claims of authenticity propagated by the tourist industry. Madame's assumption 
that Felix's choice of her old-fashioned hotel proves that people want authentic 
places is ironically undercut by the hotel garden, which is a hybrid of French and 
English gardens with a hideous imitation of the Taj Mahal in the middle.
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Georges’ plans to replace his aunt's cuisine, mentioned in the Guide Michelin, by 
”menus for the tour buses: suchi, Sauerbraten, baked beans on toast, hot dogs 
with a side order of ketchup” subvert even his ambition to be authentic ("The 
Gardens of the Loire" 100). While in "The Grey Valise,” Olive’s choice of the 
Holiday Inn shows that some tourists prefer inauthenticity, in "The Grandes 
Platières" representatives of the tourist industry create inauthentic arrangements. 
Thus the myth of authentic tourist sights seems abandoned.

Another theme of Keefer's texts is concerned with the nature of discourses 
that represent an ethnic group or a state. In this short story there is a dichotomy 
between the institutionalized representations of French culture of guide-books 
and museums on the one hand and natural, everyday expressions of it on the 
other. The description of Felix's "rhyming off the number of châteaus left for 
them to visit" is a caricature of tourists who equate reading guide books with 
knowing the country ("The Gardens of the Loire" 103). His ticking off the 
chateaux recommended by the Guide Bleu: "lovely Amboise, picturesque Sully, 
stately Chambord, idyllic Azay-le -Rideau and romantic Chenonceaux" shows 
that the France he visits is narrowly defined by aristocratic life in France during 
the Renaissance ("The Gardens of the Loire" 122).29 By describing how Felix 
and Teresa are "tramping round" in a museum the fatigue of tourists seems to be 
linked to their paying reverence to artefacts the excellence of which they barely 
understand but whose fame they appreciate ("The Gardens of the Loire" 116). 
Although the express purpose of museums is to mirror the past objectively, the 
enumeration of the objects Felix and Teresa look at, "paintings, faience, 
tapestries, plastered ceilings, embossed leather panelling, sixteenth-century 
bookbindings, and archaeologically accredited pottery shards," shows that this 
museum displays a too limited, exclusive and unsystematic fraction of French 
history and society ("The Gardens of the Loire" 116). Tourism is frequently crit
icized in Keefer's texts. In "The Gardens of the Loire," Felix's approach to 
French culture is interrogated since he relies solely on the Guide Bleu for its rec
ommendations of museums and well-known sights.30

Felix's claim that he should decide on the outings because he pays for the 
honeymoon and has designed the journey to "enlarge her cultural horizons" 
demonstrates his monologic attitude of Teresa ("The Gardens of the Loire" 122).

29 The title of Keefer's short story "Old Stones" refers to Europe as "the garbage dump of 
history." See "Old Stones," Descant 48.16 (Spring 1985): 108. One of its themes is thus how 
the past interferes with the present.

30 For museums, see Robert R. Wilson, "The Discourse of Museums: Exhibiting 
Postmodernism," Open Letter 7. 1 (Spring 1988): 93-109; see also Urry 129.
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It conjures up the behaviour of nineteenth-century husbands who planned 
itineraries for their child-like wives. He is irritated, therefore, when she suggests 
that they should take a day off, rowing a boat on the river by the hotel. His con
solation that ”it’s not important that Teresa understand the intricacies of 
Renaissance architecture" as a future mother and house-wife, strikingly unmasks 
his patriarchal attitude to her ("The Gardens of the Loire" 124).31 As a counter
evidence of Felix1 s underestimation of Teresa, she has concealed to him that her 
French is excellent, true to her sister Ellie’s advice "always to let her husband 
think he knew most, as well as best" ("The Gardens of the Loire ”103). In conse
quence, he never guesses that she knows that he wrongly translates Madame's 
toast "A votre bonheur, Madame, Monsieur," as a wish of good health ("The 
Gardens of the Loire" 103). Teresa's deliberate misinformation illustrates how ill 
adapted patriarchy is to women with a good education.

In "The Gardens of the Loire" there are two main approaches to tourism rep
resented by Felix and Teresa. Her reflection that the "horrible-looking hole" in
stead of a toilet is "one hallmark of la civilization française on which her hus
band has never held forth" suggests that she prefers looking for everyday expres
sions of French culture ("The Gardens of the Loire" 132). This attitude explains 
her wish to stay at the hotel, row a boat and stroll about in the little town where 
their hotel is situated. That she is an anti-tourist is revealed in her rejection of the 
merchandise sold in the little town where the hotel is situated. This is inherent in 
the description of her feeling, "ensnared by porcelain dolls, plastic replicas of the 
châteaus, stands of naughty and belle époque post cards," functions as a critique 
of tourist souvenirs ("The Gardens of the Loire" 114). The phrase, "plastic repli
cas", contains the ironic contrast between the authenticity promised by the tourist 
industry and the artificiality of the souvenirs. In fact, Keefer's text also describes 
the ambiguous attitude to tourism as seen from the French perspective. There is 
both the effort by Madame to attract tourists by authenciticy and by Georges by 
abandoning it.

The peripeteia of the story is signaled by Teresa's impulse to buy a dress with 
a butterfly pattern. The butterflies signal that she is coming out of the cocoon of 
passivity and is beginning an active and independent life. This can be seen im
mediately in her attitude to Felix. During their outing to Chamfort, their argu
ment about the trimmed trees in the French garden epitomizes their conflicting

31 Felix's decision to forgive Teresa her bad mood if she is pregnant exemplifies Foucault's 
thesis that by controlling women's bodies, patriarchal institutions control women. See Michel 
Foucault, The History of Sexuality, vol. 2 (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1987) 5-6, 243, 334.
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approaches to nature, to what is natural. Felix’ statement that trees must be 
trimmed to grow regularly shows that he believes mankind has the right to adapt 
nature to human ideals. Teresa's metaphor, "war amputees," with which she 
refers to the trimmed trees, epitomizes her conviction that humanity has commit
ted an act of violence against nature. While Felix's reading aloud from the Guide 
Bleu about the "Rose gardens, herb gardens, kitchen gardens, yew mazes, flower 
clocks" reveals his admiration for curbed nature, Teresa longs for the Public 
Garden in Halifax, an English garden, where trees grow naturally ("The Gardens 
of the Loire" 125). In this short story roses might be seen as typically curbed el
ements of a French garden. Teresa's natural act to pick a rose could therefore be 
seen as a provocation designed to anger Felix since she transgresses the rules in 
the park. During their ensuing argument their conflict comes to a head when 
Teresa protests against his ambition to curb not only nature but also herself: 
"Forbidden. I know. Forbidden to walk on the grass, forbidden to pick a flower 
or hop over a fence, blow your nose, or even to kiss. Oh, I know" ("The Gardens 
of the Loire" 126. ital. original). Felix's reaction to reject this "distressing, dan
gerous woman" shows that he cannot accept Teresa if she is independent and op
positional ("The Gardens of the Loire" 127). Felix is a caricature of the extremes 
to which male gender roles under patriarchy might lead. Ellie too is a stereotype. 
The description of how she chooses Teresa's husband, arranges her marriage, 
buys her trousseau and advises her sister how to be a subservient wife is a cri
tique of how older women oppress younger women under patriarchy. This kind 
of critique is advanced in Keefer's Ukrainian stories, but applies also to Olive 
Fanshawe in "The Grey Valise" as a representative of the Anglophone hierarchy 
in Canada.

Teresa is initially the stereotypical victim, looking like an innocent angel 
with blue eyes and fair hair, suppressing her own initiative, knowledge and 
anger. Her preference for the natural, for exploring the little things in France and 
her need for contact with other people reveal her natural inclination. Teresa's 
journey to France starts a learning process when, from her transcultural position 
between New Brunswick and France, she gradually realizes that patriarchal insti
tutions in New Brunswick are monologic and deny her the freedom to decide and 
the right to choose her own way of life or even her own husband. In this short 
story thus the transcultural perspective has proved to be an excellent tool for un
masking staid patriarchal patterns in New Brunswick, Canada.

After their argument in Chamfort Teresa abruptly leaves Felix for Georges, 
who has been witnessing the break up of the Canadian marriage at a distance. He
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represents Teresa's chance of a "radically new beginning," the feminine term for 
how the heroine breaks out of the entrapment of her life and manages to start a 
different life.32 Georges' love and his dialogic attitude to her make Teresa revise 
her view of herself: "She is happy. She is herself, Teresa, nobody's wife, no
body's sister" ("The Gardens of the Loire" 129). Instead of being the object of 
Felix's decisions and demands, Teresa becomes an independent woman. Her de
velopment complies with the pattern of the feminine quest, according to which 
women leave their home community because its norms imprison them. When 
they have found freedom abroad they can never return home lest they will have 
to give up what they have gained. In accordance with the epigraph of Travelling 
Ladies: "The real traveller is the one who never arrives," a feminine quest pre
supposes that women like Teresa have to live the rest of their lives abroad. By 
marrying Georges, Teresa inhabits a transcultural position between her old and 
her new lives. The female quest is the theme in "Prodigals" discussed above, but 
also in Rest Harrow and Constellations.

The title of the story is "The Gardens of the Loire." Three different gardens 
represent Teresa's options in life: the French garden, the English garden, repre
senting the pastoral ideal, and Madame's jardin-térrasse. The French garden 
symbolizes how nature is subordinated to the needs of mankind (sic.), and by 
extension how women are subordinated to men under patriarchy. The English 
garden represents a more natural approach to life. However, the third, the jardin- 
térrasse, paradoxically indicates that the genuine expression of contemporary 
societies is hybridity. The imitation of the Taj Mahal which associates to lovers' 
bower might symbolize Georges’ and Teresa's love.

Conclusion
Keefer's short stories describe four different Canadian approaches to Europe: as 
a Jew, as an expatriate, as an Anglophone Canadian and as a Francophone 
Canadian. The vehicle for discussing the protagonists' critique of their specific 
Canadian contexts is different ways in which travels metaphorically convey their 
search for a new life. Keefer's texts thus comply with the pattern initiated in the 
1960s by writers such as Margaret Laurence to use international travel as a motif

32 For the new beginning in life, see Gayle Greene, Changing the Story: Feminist Fiction 
and the Tradition (Bloomington: Indiana UP, 1991)1-21, 166-190. See also Toril Moi, 
"Feminist, Female, Feminine," The Feminist Reader: Essays in Gender and the Politics of 
Literary Criticism, eds. Catherine Belsey and Jane Moore (1989; London: Macmillan, 1992) 
117-132.
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for discussing problems in Canada. In each of Keefer's texts the European jour
ney leads to an epiphany resulting in a revision of the characters' relationship to 
another person or to their Canadian context. With the exception of Felix, the 
transcultural perspective indicates that Europe stands for anti-Semitism and war, 
but also for a critique of old-fashioned Canadian habits. Above all, just as there 
is no unified image of Europe, there are no Europeans, but Italians, Frenchmen, 
and Englishmen, all of whom with different world views.

Jerry's ride on the wrong train in the wrong direction is a metaphor for how 
he lets fate, chance or other persons run his life. Since body-language or tourist 
phrases do not suffice to create real communication with the passengers they 
work as monologic discourses. This means that since Jerry depends on precon
ceived ideas and sensual impressions he never revises his notions of anti- 
Semitism in Europe. Since his Jewish apprehensions distort his impressions of 
the foreign countries he traverses and of the Italian passengers, he could be said 
to be a traveller on a "non sense" journey. The train ride, however, is also the 
very epitome of a passage, which works as a transcultural interface leading to 
revisions. Thus Jerry's insight that Sheba's monologic attitude might affect not 
only him but also their future child makes him cease being a victim and in accor
dance with his Jewish heritage take responsibility for his life and that of his 
child.

In "The Grandes Platières" Vic's rambles across the unmapped mountains are 
metaphors for her quest for freedom away from the tensions of her family. The 
transcultural perspective of this short story also reveals that the socio-cultural 
differences between Canadian families are magnified in Europe. Only after Katie 
has traversed the fissures of Les Grandes Platières and asserted her self vis à vis 
Vic can an enlarged understanding of each other's difference replace their ani
mosity. Otherwise, the monologic travel discourse applies to Vic who, as the 
daughter of Canadian ex-patriates, seems to live in a cultural vacuum, deraci
nated and dispossessed of her cultural heritage. She is neither European nor 
Canadian, since she experiences Europe as an outsider, and Canada, as a mythic 
wilderness associated with her ever-absent father.

Olive represents the reversal of the Innocents Abroad theme. Her 
Anglophone-Canadian arrogance is reflected in her arrangements for the limou
sine, The Holiday Inn and derogatory tourist phrases. "The Grey Valise" also 
shows, however, that a monologic travel discourse is reductive, while the dia
logic one is open-ended by its transcending cultural barriers which leads to revi
sions, recombinations and innovations. On the personal level, Olive's pilgrimage
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to Fermio makes her see Digby’s transcultural affirmation of both Italy and 
Fredericton. Her epiphany leads to her contesting her Anglophone world view, 
choice of life-course and as a result her reclaiming her self as Olivia. Said's con
tention that a person's identity is fragmented and fluid can be illustrated by the 
suggestion of the short story that Olive. Olivia and St Livia are different aspects 
of the same person.

Felix’s and Teresa's European journey is a return journey to their heritage 
country. It is a Grand Tour, arranged by Felix to educate his teenage wife about 
the peak of French culture. However, his categorical adherence to the recom
mendations of the Guide Bleu and his demand to decide their programme lead to 
a crisis. Provoked by Felix's patriarchal approach, it is from the distance of 
Europe and because of her transcultural position that Teresa realizes that her ar
ranged marriage has bypassed her human rights. Her decision to abandon Felix 
and to start a new life in Europe is typical of the feminine quest. To keep their 
rights, women can never return to their native community whose norms oppress 
them. As indicated by the title "The Gardens of the Loire," the garden has a figu
rative meaning. The French garden represents the masculine will to subjugate na
ture or women, the English garden the illusion of recreating the natural, and the 
jardin-térrasse the hybridity of cultures, which is typical of our multicultural so
cieties and which paradoxically is the only authentic form, since it is true to real
ity.

The attitude to tourism in Keefer’s four European texts is that of the educated 
middle-class. This is how the critique of Holiday Inns, of tourists with superior 
attitudes to the indigenous population, of the anti-tourist's dismissal of souvenirs 
or guide-books should be seen. Rather vaguely, in "The Gardens of the Loire," 
there is also a postmodernist approach to tourism. This attitude is reflected in 
suggestions that there are many tourist gazes, and that everyday life not only in
stitutions such as museums represent the culture of a country. Above all Olive's 
conscious preference of the artificial to what she believes is authentic is post
modernist as well as her ironic observation of herself as a tourist when travelling 
to Fermio. Georges' plans to attract tourists by consciously offering them inau
thentic menus and pastimes show that he believes that tourists want things to be 
as similar to their everyday life as possible, not authentic.
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2. Rest Harrow

A. The Imagined Community of Britain and the Impending 
Environmental Catastrophe

The thirty-seven year old protagonist of Rest Harrow, Anna English, is a capable 
but inhibited university teacher from Canada. Her world-view has been formed 
by her mother, who left her husband without telling him that she was pregnant. 
Because Anna was afraid as a child that her mother would abandon her too, as an 
adult she does not dare to commit herself to anything or anyone. She sees her 
name Anna , ”a tunnel through which everything passed and nothing remained," 
as a graphic symbol of her self-effacing persona (69).

Virginia Woolfs life and works are intertexts of Rest Harrow, the main 
theme of which is female relationships. Since the novel is centered around Anna, 
an expert on Virginia Woolf, Rosalind Oliver, who is a successful academic 
teacher, and Varti Penrose, a general physician and moulder of public opinion, 
the novel is written from a feminine perspective. It is from Rosalind that Anna 
rents the cottage, Rest Harrow, situated in the village of Pyeford on the Downs. 
The two door-knockers of Rest Harrow, the Medusa and the Madonna, epitomize 
the stereotypical alternatives open to women: a life-arresting or a life-giving ap
proach. In this study, however, I will focus on two other themes in Rest Harrow. 
One is the consequences for the Imagined Community of Britain of the impend
ing environmental catastrophe, the other is of Rest Harrow as a Künstlerroman.

In keeping with the notion that women travel to escape home, Anna's sabbatical 
might be seen as a way of postponing her marriage to Luke, a good-looking uni
versity administrator. She has therefore stopped him from accompanying her to 
England. On the plane her relief at being "alone at last, in lovely limbo" ex
presses her relief that she is now free from Luke's intrusion into her life (11). 
Flashbacks reveal that she fears that sexual intercourse will erase her as a person, 
which in turn has made her try to persuade him to accept a "partnership" like 
Leonard and Virginia Woolfs (41). His reproaches, which she keeps hearing on 
the plane: " Why ? What for? . . .  I told you so, I told you so'” reveal that he pa
tronizes her (6. ital. original). Her exclamation after a small incident, "This was 
hardly the way to begin her vita nuova," reveals that Anna intends her sabbatical 
to be a breach with her old life and the beginning of a new course in life (68). 
Consequently, the title of the first chapter "In Transit" refers not only to Anna's 
flight between Canada and England but also to her transition from her old way of
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life to a new one. The novel describes this process. As for Digby and Teresa, the 
journey to Europe is a quest, a search for a new life away from the entrapping 
norms at home.

Still, although Anna knows that she gives outsiders the impression of being 
an independent woman, she characterizes herself as someone, "who could never 
fix herself in place, who was always being turned and rearranged by everyone 
she met, like the pebbled glass in a kaleidoscope" (229). The kaleidoscope is 
here a negative metaphor for the way others run her life for her. My exploration 
will therefore focus on the question whether Anna manages to create a new be
ginning of her life or if she continues to be dependent on others for leading her 
life.

British Nationalism and the Nineteenth-Century Novel

In the nineteenth century, many Canadians made a cultural pilgrimage to 
England, which often also was their mother country. They visited the homes of 
well-known writers like Walter Scott and the Brontes. Although the social prob
lems of London appalled them, they gloried in the splendours of the Empire. 
This tradition is implied in Rest Harrow, whose preliminary title was 
Returning.33 It refers to England as Anna's ancestral country. Her grandfather 
was a remittance man, bom in England, who was paid by his relatives to stay out 
of their way in Canada.34 It also refers to the way Anna and her mother dreamt of 
spending the summers in the Lake District, and how they would visit 
Abbotsford, Gadshill, or Haworth. Just as the narrator of "Kiev, November 
1993" claims that she is a prodigal, Anna feels as if she is returning to England: 
"It wasn't as though she were going off to the wars or into an eternity of exile in 
a desperately foreign land. She did, after all, speak the language; she had, in a 
sense, already been there" (6). Her statement shows that she sees her journey as a 
reversed emigration. The etymological link between Latin natio, birth and nation 
is reflected in the gendered metaphors which compare the nation or the Empire 
and its colonies with the patriarchal order of a family. In Rest Harrow Anna's 
mother symbolizes England, the mother-country and her daughter Anna, the 
colony, Canada. Her father, an Australian, resident in the USA, who has given

33 "Kulyk Keefer, Janice,” Contemporary Authors: A Bio-Bibliographical Guide to Current 
Writers in Fiction, General Nonfiction, Poetry, Journalism, Drama, Motion Pictures, Television 
and Other Fields, ed. Susan M. Trotsky, vol. 127 (Detroit: Gale, 1989) 261.

34 "Remittance man. Someone who lives abroad on money sent from his relatives at home," 
Gage Canadian Dictionary, eds. Walter Avis et al., (1979; Toronto: Gage, 1983) 952.
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his surname English to his unknown Canadian daughter, epitomizes the cultural 
hybridity of the English-speaking countries.

The Imagined Community of Britain relies on the realistic descriptions of 
English life found in nineteenth-century novels to define British nationalism.35 
The British heritage was also distributed to the members of the former British 
Empire. This is how Anna’s claim should be understood that her mother, who 
was a librarian, used cautionary tales from British nineteenth-century novels to 
raise Anna. A sign of how effective her mother's upbringing has been is Anna's 
reminder to herself of "all great walkers, the English Lady Novelists Charlotte 
Bronte, Jane Austen, Virginia Woolf’ to make herself climb the Downs (35). 
Although Anna affirms the tradition of women writers, she elsewhere compares 
herself unfavourably to her mother's heroines, "Dorothea Brooke, Becky Sharp, 
Elizabeth Bennett, Esther Summerhouse: women fixed and solid and capable as 
bookends or doorstops" (69).36 Her ironic wording suggests not only that she 
contests the female ideal of the great nineteenth-century novels, but also their 
verisimilitude. As a consequence, she interrogates British nationalism as defined 
there. In addition, by replacing the nineteenth century writers by Virginia Woolf, 
Anna embraces the world view of the Bloomsbury group, known for its revolt 
against the restrictions of Victorian society. Said's term "voyage in" for the mi
gration of scholars from the former colonies to Britain could be applied to 
Anna.37 She arrives in England prepared to confirm the teachings of the 
Imagined Community of Britain imparted to her by the Canadian school system.

The Island Myth
On her arrival Anna's ecstatic sense of freedom, "loosed upon a world as new, 
yet as familiar as morning," conjures up her hope for a new beginning (15). Her 
view that she will benefit from her sabbatical "like a wasp hollowing a pear, hol
lowing and hoarding until she had the whole of it locked sweet and safe inside 
her," reveals that she shares the Eurocentric view that Europe represents the 
summit of culture (16). When Anna later visits London she compares England 
with a tree or hive and the colonies with birds or bees flying to the centre: "I am 
at the very centre of the world . . .  I am a thousand bees swarming to the hive, a

35 Timothy Brennan, "The National Longing for Form," Nation and Narration, ed. Homi 
K. Bhabha (London: Routledge, 1990) 47-56. On the mother-child metaphor, see Kröller 91-96.

36 Summerhouse for Summerson and Bennett for Bennet are mistakes in Rest Harrow.
37 Said (1993) 261.
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hundred birds rushing to the arms of one great tree" (73). By using these 
metaphors Anna indicates that she embraces the colonial discourse which places 
England at the centre of civilization and the colonies at the periphery.

An aspect of the colonial discourse is the Island myth. The idea of England's 
splendid isolation and its self-sufficiency was eventually extended to include the 
whole British Empire and the glorious history of Great Britain. In consequence, 
the Island myth is perhaps the foremost element of the Imagined Community of 
Britain. As I will show below, in the face of the impending environmental devas
tation the possibility of continuing in splendid isolation has been superseded by 
circumstances.

One of Anna's first initiatives in England is to climb the Downs, an experi
ence inspired by reading Virginia Woolfs descriptions of them. When Anna 
reaches a hilltop, she falls to the ground and like "God surveying Creation" scru
tinizes the landscape spread out below her (31). This scene could be interpreted 
as a parodie inversion of Imperial Eyes, when from an elevated place European 
explorers surveyed an exotic landscape for the benefit of their employers. In Rest 
Harrow a woman from the colonies assesses England for its possibilities for her 
as an individual.

There are several description how English people try to make Anna revise 
her idealized image of the Island. One of them is Nicholas Pryce-Jones, 
Pyeford’s local squire. He makes ironical comments about "our very, very re
markable Leader," whose illusion that Britain is a self-sufficient island, indepen
dent of Japan and the USA, has led to the destruction of the heavy industry of 
Britain (120). He ridicules those who reclaimed "Great" for Britain after some 
"Argies" and sheep were shot during the Falklands war and satirizes the ambition 
to revive "the glory days of Empire" (119-120). Pryce-Jones is immediately la
belled "blasphemous and unpatriotic" by Miss Priscilla Wilkinson (120). The 
text, however, invalidates her protest by presenting this vindicator of imperialism 
as a priggish, upper-class spinster. In addition, Pryce-Jones reduces her England 
to the size of the china replicas of English houses in souvenir boutiques and 
compares "Our Glorious Imperial Past" to "a shrunken cosy keeping us warm 
just as long as profits can be poured out the old brown betty" (120). The imperial 
assumptions, the central idea of the Imagined Community of Britain, but also of 
the colonial discourse is thus invalidated by an Englishman, not by Canadian 
Anna.

The Island myth is also reconsidered by Rosalind Oliver and her politically 
radical friends. Contrary to Pryce-Jones, however, they magnify the importance
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of "Brave Little Britain" by contrasting its puny size with its great civilizing im
portance (182). Inherent in their view of Britain’s present role is the Eurocentric 
assumption of the White Man’s Burden. In Constellations the Eurocentric belief 
that Euroepan civilization must be transmitted to the former colonies is rejected 
and ridiculed.

An insider critique of what it means to belong to the Empire comes from 
people from the former colonies who live in England. One of these is Varti, 
whose father, a successful Indian businessman, emigrated from Calcutta to 
England where she was bom. Although she has taken her academic degree in 
England and is a general practitioner, the colour of her skin makes her seem a 
newly arrived immigrant Since she belongs to a visible minority, or in her own 
words, a "nice name for nigger," she is met with xenophobia (146). The fact that 
it was not her late husband, a real Englishman and professor, but Varti who has 
seen the disapproving eyes of others illustrates selective perception. He did not 
expect racism in his own country. Varti's assertion that the stones thrown into her 
garden are nothing compared to what Indians are exposed to in London indicates 
that racism is rampant in England. The theme of persecutions of Ukrainians and 
Jews in the past in Keefer’s Ukrainian texts is in her European texts extended to 
anti-Semitism in Europe and racism in England in our days.

Anna becomes aware of her own unconscious prejudgement when, to her 
surprise, Varti does not speak in the sing-song she associates with dark skin but 
British English. She also catches herself expecting to find something exotic in 
Varti’s home. The same dichotomy between the strange and the familiar is inher
ent in Anna's first impression of Varti both as the "coffee-skinned woman" and 
as paradoxically reminiscent of her own mother (94). The description of their 
first talk illustrates how a transcultural dialogue arises between "perfect strangers 
with everything in the world to tell each other, and nothing to lose by doing so" 
(95). As the two subjects of a dialogue Anna and Varti reach an enlarged under
standing of the other's situation.

Anna's own critique of the Empire concerns the British image of Canada as it 
is expressed by the villagers of Pyeford who cannot distinguish New Zealand 
from Canada. Their ignorance is a reflection of the colonial discourse. Since, ac
cording to this discourse, European civilization represents the height of human 
achievement, non-European cultures are neither worth knowing nor distinguish
able from each other. The critique of Europeans who base their low opinions of 
Canada on the colonial discourse recurs in Constellations.
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Anna’s surprise at hearing that Rosalind and Varti are planning to emigrate to 
Canada demonstrates that she shares the views of the colonial discourse. This is 
inherent in her question whether they intend to join the "Diaspora" (181). The 
diaspora originally referred to how the Jews were driven out of Israel and scat
tered all over the world. Applied to Britain, the diaspora refers to British people 
who have been forced to leave their native country for the colonies. Since the 
metaphor of the diaspora presupposes the centre/periphery dichotomy, it is an el
ement of the colonial discourse.

As shown above, the transcultural perspective of Keefer's European texts re
veals that the Canadian travellers represent different cultural discourses. In Rest 
Harrow, Anna’s image of Canada changes during her sabbatical. In keeping with 
the colonial discourse, which homogenizes everything at the centre, she initially 
stresses Canada's similarity to England. One year later, her image of Canada is 
characterized by blue herons, milkweed, fishing-boats, and a nuclear plant by the 
polluted sea. By enumerating elements typical of the real Canada and different 
from Britain, she has decolonized her representation of Canada. While it fore
grounds the importance of the local, the polluted sea is a reminder that the isola
tion of nations no longer is possible since the environmental catastrophe does not 
stop at the borders. This is why England's splendid isolation is contested. In 
Anna's vision of how the world will be "a ruined house, a house on fire, a persis
tent smell of burning" the fire and the persistent smell underline the urgency to 
solve the environmental crisis (239). As mentioned in "Prodigals" a house in ru
ins represents the need for a change in the cultural paradigm. The change needed 
here is that national interests be abandoned for international co-operation across 
the borders to avert the environmental catastrophe. Anna’s change of opinion is 
due to her attaining an ecological world view, which will be described below.

Pastoral England

Pastoral England is a literary cliché idealizing rural life and the serenity of the 
English countryside. On her arrival, Anna identifies the typical elements of 
Pastoral England, such as hedgerows, cottages, sheep and fields. Her selective 
perception is an application of the tourist gaze, where prejudgements make peo
ple see only those items they expect to find. This is why she hears the idyllic 
sounds of cows and sheep and compares the green Downs to big sleepy animals. 
In the same way, Jerry reads Europe for signs of anti-Semitism and France, for 
Felix, is synonymous with French chateaus and gardens. Anna’s increasing cui-
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turai competence during her sabbatical, however, changes her from a tourist to a 
real traveller.

The first sign that the English have abandoned the myth of Pastoral England 
reaches Anna in Canada, when Rosalind welcomes her in a letter to the "Septic 
Isle" (11). The parodie difference between it and its intertext the "sceptered isle" 
highlights that pollution has, indeed, made the splendid isolation impossible 
since international co-operation is needed to save the earth.38 In Pyeford the vil
lagers point out to her that environmental disturbances are the only possible rea
son why recent hurricanes have uprooted the huge, ancient trees that lie outside 
her house.

On Anna's first visit to an English supermarket, she feels that she has to run 
the gauntlet between leafleting escatologists and environmentalists, since she re
jects their demand that she should engage herself in the movement. Later, on a 
railroad journey through England, Anna discovers that brick villas have invaded 
all the open spaces. Although she realizes that this countryside does not corre
spond to her mother's "book-built England," her hanging her coat in front of the 
window demonstrates that she is not yet prepared to replace the myth of Pastoral 
England with reality (67).

In the long run Anna cannot uphold the myth of Pastoral England. In the 
newspapers, she reads that the air around the Downs is as polluted as in London, 
that the blue sea is fouled with sewage and that the peaceful cattle are full of an
tibiotics. By Christmas, Anna is writing: "Greetings from the green and pleasant 
land. Except it isn't green any more, but the colour of toxic sludge " (127, ital. 
original). Her statement shows that she has abandoned the Pastoral Myth. 
Nevertheless, her intellectual awareness of the environmental problems does not 
affect her personal life.

The fact that Anna has never owned a TV set or subscribed to a newspaper 
indicates that she avoids engaging herself in the world. However, her contact 
with her neighbour Fiona Gibson and her five-year-old daughter Maeve means 
watching TV every Sunday—not a sitcom or a movie, but the news. Fiona is a 
thirty-year-old widow. Her dream of a large family in the countryside was 
thwarted, when her husband Alun, a gifted artist, left her for another woman and 
was later accidentally killed when he visited his relatives in Ireland. Fiona gives

38 The "Septic Isle" is a parodie intertext with Shakespeare's Richard II, 2.1.40-6 and the 
"sceptered island," where metaphors compare England with Eden, Nature's fortress, and with a 
self-sufficient microcosm "against infection and the hand of war." In parodie difference to the 
Sceptered island, pollution and the threat of nuclear war are said to undermine the possibilities 
of continuing the Island's splendid isolation in Rest Harrow.
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the impression of being addicted to watching global disasters on TV. Anna's 
sense of guilt, when she catches herself expecting that the horror will escalate by 
the next programme, is a critique of TV-”infotainments." Every night a new dis
aster is presented as if it were an instalment in the global narrative, be it "a war 
or a coup, a bombing or flooding or famine" (52). Just as a century and half ear
lier, the monthly instalments of novels like Oliver Twist entertained the rich with 
the plight of the poor, these TV-infotainments tickle the rich world with the 
catastrophes of the Rest. Then as now, the blurring of the genre expectations of 
journalism and fiction allows the on-lookers to escape their responsibility for the 
catastrophe and the victims. A seemingly objective TV-report on a ship carrying 
toxic waste ends on an ambiguous note:

This night the broadcast she watched with Fiona featured an Italian plague 
ship carrying an illegal cargo of toxic waste. The ship was in British waters 
cruising the coast, being turned away from port after port. One reporter 
gave a history of illegal dumpings of poisonous substances in third world 
countries; footage was shown of children playing alongside leaking barrels 
of radioactive waste. A leading environmentalist came on the screen, her 
face collapsed, soft, like a plant that needed watering. She feared that if the 
ship was refused permission to dock it would discharge its cargo into the 
sea; she was even more afraid about what would happen if the waste were 
allowed into England (53).

The fact that this long report is inserted in Rest Harrow is in itself a sign of the 
importance attributed to the environmental issue in this novel. The environmen
talist's cynical partiality to Britain demonstrates that national interests prevent 
the environmental question to be addressed on a global basis.

While Anna reacts to the environmental crisis by escapism, Fiona's misan
thropy makes her a fatalist. By means of a cartoon of Coyote she criticizes her 
fellow-humans for their inability to stop destroying themselves. According to her 
Coyote is so intent on running along a cliff that "he doesn't realize the ground 
has vanished from under his feet," so that his only move will be downwards (89). 
In the same way, humankind rushes forward without thinking. At Christmas, 
Fiona's toast "to the worst of times" mirrors her belief that her generation will ex
terminate human life (142).39 Although in a cynical parody to the New 
Testament Pryce-Jones claims that "cockroach colonies" will inherit the earth, 
the text shows that their fatalism is resisted (143). Rosalind starts by quoting:

39 The parodie intertext is the opening lines of Charles Dickens' Tale of Two Cities: "It was 
the best of times, it was the worst of times."
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Out in the street it's dark
and my conscience glitters ahead of me
like salt strewn on the pavement. . .  (143)

To which Anna adds, As we are a doomed race, chained to a sinking ship, as 
the whole thing is a bad joke, let us do our part; mitigate the sufferings of our 
fellow prisoners, be as decent as we possibly can’" (143).40 In her violent reac
tion, Fiona contrasts their irresponsible rhetoric with brute facts: "Don't you see 
anything outside of words and books and paper games? Everything's smashing 
up, blowing up—everything. Don't you know that? Can't you see?" (143). Her 
critique could have been directed at Anna, who at that point responds to the 
characterization of irresponsible persons. Fiona's fatalism is so deep that three 
months later she kills herself and Maeve by driving her car into the River Ouse.

The text, however, resists Fiona's fatalism by presenting alternative ap
proaches to the impending environmental catastrophe. Although Varti is as pes
simistic as Fiona, she opts for human solidarity to make humanity's last years as 
agreeable as possible while waiting for the end. By arranging meetings on topics 
like "Preparing Your Children for the Future" and handing out leaflets to make 
the authorities change their environmental policies, Varti's approach to the future 
is dialogic (89). Unlike Fiona, Varti claims that anxiety for their children makes 
people want to preserve the earth. Her statement" fatalism is fatal" instead brands 
this stance as destructive (98).

As a long-term result of her sabbatical, Anna learns that neither the Island 
myth nor Pastoral England are tenable myths. To avert the environmental catas
trophe, Britain has to abandon its national self-sufficiency in order to co-operate 
across the borders with the rest of the world. Although the emphasis on the envi
ronmental question is found in Rest Harrow, comments on the environment, and 
the threat of nuclear war are also found in Constellations, several short stories 
and poems.41 Yet a further threat to the world is social unrest. In Rest Harrow 
there are descriptions of what Disreali called The Two Nations, that is, the gap 
between the deprived and the rest of the population.

40 In reply to my question, Keefer told me that she quotes the Mervin translation of one of 
the later poems by the Russian poet Osip Mandelstam, who died in a Soviet labour camp in 
1938. The intertext of "cockroach colonies will inherit the earth," is the Sermon on the Mount. 
The cockroaches appear in Margaret Atwood's novel Surfacing.

41 The effect of a nuclear bomb is described by Keefer in "A Small, Dark Cloud in the 
Sky," Transfigurations, while torture and political oppression are described in "In a Dream," 
"The Paris-Napoli Express, " and "September Eleventh," The Malahat Review, 76 (1986): 96- 
111.
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The Two Nations
In Rest Harrow heteroglossia is used to represent academics, illiterate persons 
and people from different social classes. On her first day in England, Anna lis
tens to a BBC talk-show about "the condition of Britain's Youth: Lager louts. 
Yobbos. Football hooligans" (15). Later, during a railroad journey to London, 
three louts invade Anna's compartment. The linguistic gap is so wide that she 
cannot understand what they say. Her tolerance for their belching, smoking, 
putting up their feet and reading pornographic texts comes to an ironic end when 
one of them makes an obscene gesture to Anna, who escapes into a first-class 
compartment. The contrast between the unrest of the mixed crowd in the second- 
class carriage and the quiet of the first-class compartment is striking. There, two 
gentlemen sit reading the Financial Times in comfortable seats where clean 
white linen has been pinned to the seats to protect the gentlemen from "hair oil 
and head lice" (68). The difference shows that Disraeli's Two Nations' concept is 
still applicable.

On first encountering beggars and unemployed youths sleeping rough in 
London, Anna's brusque behaviour reveals that she is unaccustomed to them. 
Her quick adaptation to giving money is therefore a criticism of her, as a repre
sentative of the fortunate members of the population, for so easily accommodat
ing her conscience to the situation. A scene where Anna and Rosalind dine 
cheaply in a church which is raising money for the homeless indirectly demon
strates the double standard of the affluent who exploit charity under the pretence 
of promoting it. An incident when a street musician suddenly spits at Anna 
points to the resistance of the destitute to the condescension of the rich.

The Two Nations dichotomy is also illustrated by Anna's reaction to two 
London districts. After visiting a working-class district, she concludes that 
"nothing but dirt and diesel fumes could take root in London" (69). Her emphasis 
on the dirt of the working-class region and the bestiality of the city's outcasts 
makes her a bourgeois observer.42 As in the description of Sarah Carscallen in 
"The Grandes Platières," Bourdieu's emphasis on how the refined part of the 
population use their cultural capital to classify the less fortunate ones could be 
applied to Anna's reaction to the poor districts of London.

Just as she cannot make out the accent of the louts on the train or the "sobs 
and wheezing" of the beggars in London, the graffiti on the walls in the poor dis
tricts is incomprehensible to her (69). Graffiti has the same function and diffi

42 Stallybrass and White, 126-148.
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culty in communicating as prisoners who write on the walls in the desperate hope 
of conveying their story to the outside world. That these sociolects are incom
prehensible outside the in-group points to a breach of communication between 
the establishment and its social outcasts. Transculturalism has been criticized for 
giving an idyllic image of cultural interaction, while silencing the most serious 
conflicts of class and race. This critique can be said to be refuted in the passages 
about the deprived in London.

The blackened houses and the sickly trees of the poor working-class areas are 
the direct opposites of the upper-class section that Anna subsequently traverses. 
Its splendour conjures up the descriptions in travel handbooks which equate 
London with the height of civilization. This illustrates how tourist handbooks of
ten convey the unproblematic surface of visited places and silence historical or 
political conflicts. This is true of Felix's guide-book described in "The Grey 
Valise," which focuses on the aristocratic chateaus in France.

In London Anna participates in a gathering at Rosalind's flat where some 
fifty radical intellectuals meet to discuss the "Matter of England" topic.43 The 
critique is directed against the failing school system, London's traffic planning, 
and the health care system. The discussion of how a person dying from cancer is 
"shopping round for treatment" is a critique of the government's "devolution" of 
the Health Service (77). The aim of Rosalind's group is to charter the civil rights 
which they claim are threatened by the government which they nickname 
"Fascism with a friendly face" (76). The reason for this nickname is their criti
cism of the government's efforts to silence the right to dissent, investigative 
journalism and the vigilance of the masses (77). It is in this context that 
Rosalind's claim should be seen that the government exploits the British ideal of 
never talking back in order to stop people from complaining (80). There is, how
ever, in the description of Rosalind's group indirectly a critique of them for their 
elitist contempt for ordinary people.

Anna's excuse for not taking responsibility for the situation in the world is 
contained in her rhetorical question as to whether people who never go by the 
Tube can be accused of "Not knowing—or not having to know" (72). This cri
tique for knowing without acting can also be directed against Rosalind's group. 
Anna will later accuse Rosalind of her empty rhetoric when she reveals that she

43 Keefer, "The Matter of England, " Books in Canada 8.2 (1989): 1-2. Charter 88, signed 
by leading writers in England, has the same objective of defending civil rights as Rosalind’s 
group has.
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is planning give up the struggle for civil rights in England to take up an attractive 
post at an American university.

Unlike the poor Ukrainians who could start life anew by emigrating to 
Canada, the poor in England seem to be left without new beginnings. In Keefer’s 
Ukrainian life-writing texts the narrators become conscious of their ethnic iden
tity by reconstructing the link to the past. In Rest Harrow there is a critique that 
England’s history is distorted by village festivals arranged to celebrate historic 
events or artificial arrangements by the tourist industry.

Staged History and Tourism

The description of Anna’s experience of Guy Fawkes’ Day raises questions of 
how and by whom history is interpreted. In village festivals commemorating a 
historic event a key problem is the convention of glossing over unpleasant truths 
about the past. Although the beggar costume that Fiona makes for Maeve is so 
historically accurate that it is repulsive, she rightly points out that it should also 
have smelt of "pus and shit" to be authentic (106). The shocked reaction to 
Maeve’s beggar costume illustrates how provoking it is to remind people of the 
actual poverty of Guy Fawkes’ time. As a sign that the link between the celebra
tion of Guy Fawkes' Day and the troubling historic event is obscured Rest 
Harrow describes how Burmese Temple dancers and cowboys participate in the 
parade at Pyeford. The well-known song reveals that it is the victors that write 
history:

Remember, remember 
The fifth of November 
I know no reason 
Why gunpowder treason 
Ever should be forgot. (107)44

While the song mirrors the view of the victorious Anglicans, the unexpected 
question of a banner "No Popery!—No Popery?" suggests that there is an alter
native version of the Gunpowder plot and the conflicts underlying it (110). In 
Constellations the British version of the history of Nova Scotia has almost si
lenced the Acadian oral tradition of how in 1755 they were forcibly removed 
from the region by the British.

Another distortion of history which is criticized in Rest Harrow is the con
trived authenticity that the tourist industry offers. Anna's critical attitude to this

44 "Ever should," is Keefer's original, in the place of the usual "should ever."
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is demonstrated in her appreciation that the waiters at "The Magpie," Pyeford's 
pub, are neither over-polite nor disguised in Tudor costumes. In addition, her 
fears that Peacham House, a Tudor castle that she plans to visit, will be an ap
pendix to a safari park or motorbike museum is a critique of the general lack of 
respect for historical monuments. Her misgivings that the souvenir shop will sell 
"T-shirts of Mickey and Minny Mouse in feudal dress" reveal that she expects 
the tourist industry to distort history for the sake of economic gain (238). Her 
suspicion that the park will be littered with Coke bottles unmasks her contempt 
of vulgar tourists. Like Vic Carscallen in "The Grandes Platières," Anna’s élitist 
attitude illustrates Bourdieu's notion that the educated use their cultural capital to 
look down upon the less refined. Rosalind’s apprehension that the Disney indus
try might popularize Stonehenge raises the essential question whether commer
cial interests should be allowed to interpret the national heritage.

Mass tourism is criticized in the description of Anna's and Rosalind's pack
age tour to Crete. That Anna is an anti-tourist—a person who does not want to be 
identified as a tourist but as a real traveller—is revealed by her ironic comments 
of how the tourists are given "carnations for 'the ladies,’ and the doll-size bottles 
of Ouzo for 'the gents,'" in a parodie imitation of the reception of prominent 
guests (178). The indulgent laughter of the other tourists at the guide's comments 
about patriarchy in Crete is a critique of tourists for avoiding the political and 
social problems of the countries they visit.

The fact that their guide is from Lancashire shows that the tourist industry 
exists outside the Cretan community. There is an ironic gap between the guide's 
description of Crete's picturesque villages during their bus ride to the hotel and 
the road-movie of "concrete shells, brick piles, telephone poles and TV anten
nae" that Anna watches through the bus window (178). At the taverna with its 
menus in five languages Anna and Rosalind hear the landlord repeat the same 
cordial greeting with which he received them every time new guests arrive. His 
spontaneity is a sham.

Rosalind’s abhorrence of Knossos as a tourist trap and their mutual disgust at 
the commercialism of the main street are the reactions of anti-tourists. However, 
their explorations on their own in the Cretan countryside reveal that they are vic
tims of one of the main myths of tourism—authenticity. Hence, they do not un
derstand that the pictures of "Hollywood Christs" next to old frescos in the 
churches express contemporary Cretan culture (186). Since the only genuine 
frescos they come across are found in an abandoned monastery, they are no
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longer part of Cretan life. As I will show below, these frescos describing a nativ
ity scene and women burning in hell do convey a message to them.45

To the critique of guide-books, museums and Holiday Inns in Keefer's four 
short stories, Rest Harrow adds complaints of package tours, the distortion of 
historical events and commercialism. Although Anna assumes the role of an anti
tourist, it is her increasing cultural competence regarding life in England during 
her sabbatical that gradually makes her a real traveller. This development runs 
parallel with her transformation from a detached observer and scholar to a cre
ative writer.

B. Rest Harrow as a Female Künstlerroman

One of the central issues in Rest Harrow concerns the question of what works of 
art it is justifiable to create. There is a discussion of whether Alun Gibson should 
have painted pictures true to his talent or simply pastoral views of the Sussex 
Downs to support his family. In contrast, the painting of the Gothic stained-glass 
window, which has survived for centuries, allows the teacher of Pyeford, Simon 
Jeffries to interpret their message to humankind: "it shows us what otherwise 
we'd never see. A witness, Anna, bearing witness to the light. The light that's 
here, now. Don't you see what a paradise this world could be if only we'd allow 
ourselves to see?" (156). Since the medieval window conveys an ecological vi
sion of the way man could live in harmony with nature, it supplies a critique of 
our own times.

Pryce-Jones’ s presentation of himself reveals that he is a writer who subor
dinates his art to the aim of earning money. To sell as many copies as possible, 
he produces formula fiction, and twists his description of those in power so that 
all readers are satisfied (62). By presenting himself as "a prominent British 
writer, twice short-listed for the Booker prize," he challenges the notion that 
quality, not quantity, should be the sole criterion for gaining the award (125). He 
defiantly proclaims that his next "oeuvre" will be "a sociographic meta-ad" 
whose plot, setting and characters are borrowed from a TV-commercial about 
instant coffee (125). In a thwarted application of Art for Art's sake, Pryce-Jones

45 For the anti-tourist, see Paul Fussell, Abroad: British Literary Traveling Between the 
Wars (New York: Oxford UP, 1980) 38-50; for the frescos, see Rest Harrow 192. The frescos 
show a nativity scene and a scene of women in hell being pestered by snakes. The latter makes 
Rosalind confess that her affair with Alun Gibson has made him desert Fiona and indirectly 
caused his death in Ireland. Since Rosalind had wanted a child by him, her guilt makes her see 
herself as one of his "snake ladies."
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claims: ”Ads will imitate art” (125). By letting the signifier endlessly refer to the 
signified—instant coffee—the literary term, deferral of meaning is parodied.

Last but not least, however, Rest Harrow is a Künstlerroman describing 
Anna's transformation from a scholar reproducing others' texts to a creative 
writer. While a Künstlerroman describes a character’s growth into being an artist, 
a feminine Künsterroman is in addition based on dialogues between independent 
female subjects who subvert the female patriarchal gender role by evaluating the 
world: "To make a protagonist an 'author' is to give her control over conventions 
that have traditionally controlled her. It is also to grant her the power of imagina
tion, intelligence, inventiveness that writers have traditionally withheld from 
their protagonists." 46 In Rest Harrow Anna, Rosalind, Varti and Fiona, four in
dependent women, ensure that the perspective is feminine.

Paradoxically, travel is a means in fiction of describing figuratively a wholly 
different topic—the process of creating a work of art. As the following quotation 
indicates, there is a parallel between the European journey and writing a novel: 
"A novel is a museum of words, images and dreams, a budget version of the 
grand tour, a microcosm ordered not by maps or sights but by narrative voice and 
fictional technique. Its universe is not a second-hand reflection of the empirical 
world: it is a word construct."47 Since Anna is both a traveller and a writer, I will 
show how there is a parallel between her changing from being a scholar to a 
writer and her revision of her world view as a result of her increasing cultural 
competence of England.

On her arrival in England reading books is Anna's means of avoiding taking 
responsibility for the world. In consequence, she also shuns newspapers which 
she finds "too immediate, too insistent" (7). Ironically, her critique of her moth
er's avid reading: "people and things in books were more real to her, more im
portant than I could ever be," is also true of herself (99). Rosalind's critique of 
"people who think we're still in the forest of Arden, who curl up their whole 
thinking lives with the collected works of Trollope or the Silver Poets, or 
Virginia Woolf'—is applicable to Anna (142). Since Rosalind finds Anna’s 
equating not knowing with not taking responsibility "criminal" she gives Anna a 
subscription to a newspaper (80, ital. original). Although in spite of herself Anna 
peruses it daily, the effect is negligible. To her there is no difference between 
reading great literature or newspapers: "Brute facts, plain facts, that remained

46 Greene 17.
47 Wenche Ommundsen, "The World, the Text and the Tourist: Murray Bail’s Homesick

ness as Guide to the Real," Journal of Narrative Technique 21.1 (Winter 1991): 6.
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purely symbolic, like the language in which they were printed out each morning. 
Words that referred only to other words; words that never touched what they de
scribed: things that kept happening, being made to happen" (53). Although Anna 
intellectually understands that the future of humankind is threatened, her insight 
does not affect her way of life. She finds her stance described in one of Virginia 
Woolf fs journals: "Perceptible but ominous friction between public pain and 
private bliss" (152, ital. original). It still remains for Anna to bridge this gap.

In Rest Harrow the traditional way of compiling biographies is under attack. 
Because Rosalind claims that biographies keep recycling old gossip that we 
know at the expense of interesting but lost aspects, Anna decides to abandon the 
"babble, chatter, simulacra" of traditional biographies (83). Instead, she wants to 
reconstruct Woolfs biography by using "Woolfs own books, and against them 
Woolfs silence, her willed absence—no longer mere abstractions, but things 
real, unyielding as stones, and far too large for any critic to carry"; that is, Anna 
intends to write an alternative biography based on the methods of historiographic 
metafiction (83).48 Under pressure from her university to produce a conventional 
biography of Woolf, however, Anna eventually decides that she

would simply do what everyone else in her situation had done before her: 
obscure, evade, elide, telling her readers far more about her own chosen 
fictions than about Virginia Woolfs. We are in the dark about writers; any
body can make a theory: the germ of a theory is almost always the wish to 
prove what the theorist wishes to believe. (149, ital. original).

Anna’s scathing critique of how scholars manipulate the sources to prove their 
own theories subverts the claim of science to be objective. Since the scientific 
discourse suppresses competing arguments, it is monologic. Finally, the descrip
tion of Anna's frustration at not understanding the "brilliantly impenetrable" the
ories of an article on Woolf functions as a satire of the scholarly discourse (45).

At one point, Varti asks Anna about the link between her writing and the pre
sent situation in England: "You're a teacher; you write books. Does what you 
heard tonight touch in any way on what you teach or write? . . . .  The pastoral 
tradition—I was taught that it was the backbone of English literature. How do 
pesticides and the pastoral go together? And when the woods decay and fall due 
to acid rain"? (98). Varti's alarming description of the environmental situation is 
clearly linked to her view that writers have a moral obligation to alert people to 
the dangers of their time. Her argument is reiterated by Rosalind, who denounces

48 In Rest Harrow there are descriptions of how Anna reads The Voyage Out, To the 
Lighthouse, Mrs Dalloway, A Room of One's Own, Orlando, The Waves, The Years, Between 
the Acts, and Woolfs diaries and journals.
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writing for writing’s sake: "One begins to feel that it’s one’s duty to what remains 
of civilization to care for those things [ politics] and that writers who do not are 
traitors" (139, ital. original). Anna, however, sees herself as a scholar and not a 
writer with responsibility for the global situation.

However, Rest Harrow like Alice Munro’s Lives o f Girls and Women is a 
Künstlerroman, since it ends in Anna's writing a book. It is the shock of Fiona's 
suicide that forces Anna to admit that her position as a detached scholar is unten
able: "She was perfectly safe, safe and sound and impermeable—like a macin
tosh" (207). By burying her thesis and articles in the garden, Anna signals her 
change from being a scholar commenting on other persons’ lives to being an au
thor addressing the world. Virginia Woolfs statement, "We live without a future. 
That’s what’s queer, with our noses pressed to a closed door, ’’ made Woolf 
commit suicide (209, ital. original). In contrast Anna uses the interface between 
"Woolfs words and the newspapers" to write a book which is "nothing but inter
rogation. Why and what and how to write in a world of sirens and alarms and 
step-by-step catastrophes" (208). Although she has no solution to global ills, she 
accepts her responsibility as a writer by warning the world about what is happen
ing.

In Crete Anna comes across a fresco depicting the snake goddess, a symbol 
of motherhood, creativity and matriarchy. When Anna has completed her book 
she discovers that she is pregnant. On her way to the abortion clinic, a field of 
bluebells makes her decide to keep the baby. A negligible misunderstanding pre
vents her from telling Simon Jeffries that he is the father of her child. Anna thus 
ends up doing what her mother did. Rest Harrow therefore ends as a feminine 
novel by celebrating motherhood. To feminists a novel that concludes by a mar
riage has no happy ending since it signals the end of women's bildung and the 
beginning of their subjugation under patriarchy.

Anna's book and future child conclude her transition from an inhibited 
woman to a conscious artist and mother. She is no longer the life-arresting 
Medusa but the life-giving madonna. Since her transformation has given her self- 
confidence, she finally corrects Rosalind: "I am not Annie. That isn’t my name. 
I'm Anna" (226). Just before leaving England, Anna visits Woolfs cottage. 
When she sees the Ouse, she thinks that in this river Virginia Woolf committed 
suicide on the eve of what she believed would be the destruction of the world. In 
Rest Harrow Varti's human solidarity, the life-giving hope of creative writing 
and motherhood contest Woolfs monologic fatalism.
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Beginning with her first walk on the Downs, and continuing throughout the 
novel, Anna glimpses an elderly woman walking on the Downs, sitting by a writ
ing desk, waiting at a railroad station. On her last day in England at the pond of 
Peacham House Anna discovers the woman, whom she recognizes as Virginia 
Woolf. When she looks for Woolfs reflection in the pond, however, she discov
ers her own face.49 This indicates that Anna is no longer mimicking Woolf, but is 
a writer in her own right. She is neither a product of her mother’s pro-British vi
sion nor is she a Canadian. Anna has found a transcultural voice that mirrors her 
specific experience.

Anna's development into a writer follows a common pattern in Canadian lit
erature.50 The first stage depicts protagonists in search of their identities. To sig
nal that the British heritage cannot translate the Canadian experience, they are 
often failed artists. In the second stage the Canadian protagonists use specific 
English writers as their models. During the third stage Canada and Britain are 
merely parts of the international community which the writers use as their dual 
frames of reference. Applied to Anna, the first stage corresponds to her rejection 
of nineteenth-century British writers. Her preference for Virginia Woolf as her 
English mentor represents the second stage. Anna's book mirrors the third stage 
where she addresses an international readership, since the survival of mankind is 
a global concern where Britain and Canada are only two regions. This is a tran
scultural position. She has changed from an escapist into an engaged writer try
ing to make humankind change in time. By exhorting her readers to act instead 
of succumbing to fatalism, Anna's dialogic approach might inspire them to influ
ence the future of the world.

In Canadian literature two ex-centric perspectives are often interconnected— 
that of women in relation to patriarchy and that of Canada as a former colony of 
Britain.51 Just as Canadian literature is liberating itself from British norms, 
women writers are transgressing literary conventions which they claim express a

49 Contrary to a mirror which conveys to women the conventional masculine ideal of what 
they should look like, the female pond is natural and mirrors her alternative, feminine identity. 
See Critical Theory & Practice. A Coursebook, eds. Keith Green and Jill LeBihan (London: 
Routledge, 1996) 165-174. In Rest Harrow there are several comments on how Anna refuses to 
look in the mirror, and how she pastes a photo of Luke on the mirror.

50 Dick Harrison, "The Search for an Authentic Voice in Canadian Literature," Ambiva
lence: Studies in Canadian Literature, eds. Om P. Juneja and Chandra Mohan (New Delhi: 
Allied Publishers, 1990) 77-79.

51 Frank Davey, Post-National Arguments: The Politics of the Anglophone-Canadian 
Novel since 1967 (Toronto: Toronto UP, 1993) 192.1 find Davey’s parallel between the female 
discourse and the colonial discourse relevant to my study of transcultural aspects: "Discourses 
which conflate nationalist and feminist causes . . .  represent a 'colonized' Canadian nation in the 
figure of the patriarchally colonized Canadian woman."
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patriarchal world view such as realism, linear plots, omniscient narrators and 
genres. Rest Harrow contains both the feminine and the colonial levels and as a 
bridge between the two Annas’ development from being a passive woman to a 
conscious writer. She has changed from an ardent member of the Imagined 
Community of Britain to being a conscious person prepared to devote her powers 
as a writer to alerting the world to the impending ecological catastrophe.

On her last day in England, Anna goes to Peacham House, a Tudor house 
similar to the one Woolf visited shortly before her suicide. Woolf describes how 
German bombers were flying in over England. Anna wonders what catastrophe 
her visit to Peacham House will coincide with and what the world will be like by 
the time her child is her own age. The stone dolphins playing in the fountains 
make Anna think of the slim chance of survival for the real dolphins off the 
Welsh coast. The ancient oaks in the park lead her thoughts to the devastation of 
the rain forests. She compares the preservation of buildings like Peacham House 
with the problem of saving life on earth. The excluding binaries epitomize the 
choice humankind now has to make.

Anna's abrupt wish to quit "this intractably foreign country . . .  a fiction she 
had once called England" is a total reversal of her experience of herself on the 
plane coming to England as a prodigal returning home (238 and 6). Her words 
"foreign" and "fiction" signal that she is a stranger to the myths and ideologies of 
the Imagined Community of Britain because they prevent the efforts to save the 
earth. Her experience during her sabbatical has taught her that "the matter-of- 
England" and the "matter-of-the-world" have replaced Pastoral England and the 
Island Myth. Anna's change of mind shows that it takes time to revise one's pre
judgement and to acquire a cultural competence concerning the visited country. 
On her arrival one year earlier, her prejudgement of England governed her inter
pretation of it. Under the influence of her English friends and her acquisition of a 
better cultural competence, her learning process transforms her into a real trav
eller and a conscious environmentalist.

The name of the cottage, Rest Harrow, is an oxymoron which seems to ad
vance different aspects of the house as a symbol of cultural identity. On the one 
hand, the fact that Rosalind owns it for only a short while and Anna stays there 
for a single year shows that Rest Harrow is a place of transition where the link 
between the individual and a specific place is broken. On the other hand, Rest 
Harrow might be seen figuratively as a transcultural interface where Anna re
vises her old world view and acquires a new, ecological one.
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Before the novel proper there are two epigraphs. The first describes the plant 
called Rest-Harrow as a "stickily hairy undershrub" with yellow flowers. The 
second epigraph presents three definitions of Harrow: Firstly, it is an agricultural 
implement used "to break clods, pulverise and stir the soil, root up weeds or 
cover in the seed." Next "Harrow" is "a cry of distress or alarm; a call for suc
cour." And lastly, it has the meaning of "to draw a harrow over; to plough; to 
tear, lacerate, wound." All three describe metaphorically the pain experienced 
when a human being is forced to deconstruct old prejudgements and start anew. 
Keefer elsewhere claims that, since harrowing is "tragically cathartic," it lends 
redemption to a tragic vision.52 This is exactly the note on which Rest Harrow 
ends. The European journey harrows deep down in Anna’s soul and forces her to 
change the course of her life by engaging with others to save the world. The 
yellow flowers stand for the little consolation there is to hope for in this engage
ment.

Conclusion
In Rest Harrow the impending environmental catastrophe is the insight which 
gradually changes Anna from being an escapist and a member of the Imagined 
Community of Britain to being an environmentalist and internationalist. Before 
her arrival in England Anna had already contested the idealized characters of 
British nineteenth-century novels and hence one of the corner-stones of British 
nationalism. However, it is not Anna but her English friends who criticize 
Britain’s continued imperial aspirations, its racism and the suppression of civil 
rights. They are the ones who not only warn against the impending environmen
tal catastrophe but also work actively to alert the authorities to prevent it. 
Although the obvious signs of environmental disturbances in the landscape make 
Anna reject the myth of Pastoral England, neither this insight nor her encounter 
with beggars in London affect her personally. It is the fatalism inherent in 
Fiona's suicide that finally forces Anna to revise her detached attitude to the 
world and replace it with a personal engagement in the environmental question. 
Therefore, on her last day in England her image of Canada is decolonized, the 
Island Myth and Canadian complacency rejected as impediments to saving the

52 See Keefer, Reading Mavis Gallant (Toronto: Oxford, 1989) 46. Harrowing also appears 
in Keefer’s short story ’’Dream of Eve.” In this story the Gothic stone carving, ’’The Harrowing 
of Hell,’’ is scrutinized to see whether the unborn children are doomed to go to hell with their 
sinful mothers.
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earth. In the choice between preserving historical monuments or wild life she 
also supports the latter.

Rest Harrow is also a Künstlerroman in order to show how Anna's cultural 
competence helps her replace her world view, based on a monologic approach to 
the Other with a dialogic and creative one. The first sign of her change is her in
terrogation of the rhetoric and objectivity of the scientific discourse. As an in
termediate stage, Anna plans to write an alternative Woolf biography using the 
methods of historiographic metafiction. Fiona's suicide finally makes her write" 
the only necessary book." Her efforts to find the right words to reach the world 
can be compared metaphorically to an explorer discovering an unknown world. 
Anna's shift from being a scholar mediating other people's thoughts to being a 
creative writer runs parallel to her development from being an inhibited person 
to a "real" traveller in accordance with Löfgren's contention.53 Her initial hope 
that her sabbatical will mark a new beginning in her life, a feminine quest, comes 
true. Her changed course in life is signalled by her becoming a creative writer 
and a mother.

Anna's increased cultural competence leads to a rejection both of British and 
Canadian national interests since the impending environmental catastrophe tran
scends all borders. The critique of tourism advanced in this section interrogates 
the way the tourist industry separates the tourists from both the everyday life of 
the visited country and its history. More importantly, the preservation of histori
cal monuments is interrogated in the face of the threatened wild life on earth. 
Finally the description of Anna's life can metaphorically be compared to a pas
sage, which, as defined above, leads to an epiphany and an ensuing revision of 
her world view and life. In Rest Harrow the genre of the Künstlerroman is used 
as a means of illustrating the dialogic process that results in this renewal and in 
making Anna a writer who combines the"local touch with global reach."54

53 That Keefer has an attitude similar to Löfgren's is apparent in her "Spain: Ghosts," 187. 
"Thinking I was a traveller, not a tourist. . .  But then, travellers don't merely make mistakes: 
they make their maps out of them. All travel is errant motion, a wandering off from what is 
known and thus correct. No traveller wants to be correct. . .  ", Without a Guide: Contemporary 
Women's Travel Adventures, ed. Katherine Govier (Toronto: Walter & Ross, 1994).

54 Salmon Rushdie, Imaginary Homelands: Essays and Criticism 1981-1991 (London: 
Grant Books, 1992) 12.





Part III. 
The Prodigals' Homecoming to Acadie

Arrival

In travel writing "the return of the Israelites from the Babylonian captivity, the 
story of the Prodigal, Odysseus' return to Ithaca" are associated with joy.1 In the 
literature of the New World, however, the return is depicted as a betrayal. To be 
received in their home communities the prodigals must give up the independence 
that they gained during their rites of passage.

In this study, arrival refers to a process over a long period of time during 
which the prodigals either readjust themselves to their home community or are 
rejected by it. In the process of re-integration, comparisons with the situation be
fore and after the prodigals' rites of passage arise. The double time perspective 
leads to interrogations of the norms and the world view of the home community.

The texts I have selected for this part are all set in Acadie, the largely French- 
speaking part of Nova Scotia. They contain phrases in acadien and describe 
Acadian intellectuals who have returned after a long time abroad. To my knowl
edge, only Constellations and the short story "April Shower" meet these re
quirements.

Before presenting my analyses of Keefer’s texts I will supply a background to 
Acadie, which is one of the first European settlements in America, founded in 
1603 by the French on the land of the Micmac Indians.2 For many years the 
British and the French fought over the area, until in 1755, in the event known as 
The Expulsion of the Acadians, the British army evicted the Acadians from their 
fertile farmland and transferred them by force to Louisiana. From there, some 
stubborn Acadians returned only to find their land occupied by Scottish and Irish 
immigrants. Instead of giving the Acadians their land back, the British scattered 
them along the coast for fear of armed resistance. Today Acadie is a poor rural 
area, dominated by patriarchal norms and the Catholic church. In Maritime fic
tion, Acadie is described as an economically, socially and culturally backward

1 Janis P. Stout, The Journey Narrative in American Literature: Patterns and Departures 
(Westport: Greenwood Press, 1983) 65-67. The theme of return occurs, according to Stout, for 
instance in J.D. Salinger, The Catcher in the Rye. See also Eric J. Leed, The Mind of the 
Traveler. From Gilgamesh to Global Tourism (New York: Basic Books, 1991) 85-89.

2 For the expulsion of the Acadians, see Barry Jean Ancelet et al., eds., Cajun Country 
(Jackson: Mississippi UP, 1993) 3-13; Keefer's fiction describes the geographical place Acadie, 
Nova Scotia, and not Arcadia, the literary convention.
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area with a strong sense of community, a feeling for the past, and nostalgia for 
Arcadia. A recurring theme is how young people leave Acadie for better jobs, the 
universities, and more freedom.

Keefer, who lived for nine years in Acadie, wrote Under Eastern Eyes: A 
Critical Guide to Maritime Fiction to "explore how this region had been imag
ined by its writers."3 Her post-structuralist analyses demonstrate how this pre
dominantly realistic literature reads subtextually as a critique of the situation in 
the region. In accordance with post-structuralism, Keefer claims that the particu
larity of place is needed as the breeding-ground for ideas and imagination. To 
counteract the flaws of regional literature, parochialism and xenophobia, Keefer 
suggests that regional writing be assessed in a global context. The elevation of 
regional literature, however, contests the pretensions of Eurocentrism to repre
sent culture on a universal and superior level. Eurocentrism, which should not 
be confused with European culture, emerged at the same time as the European 
great powers were establishing their colonies around the globe. Eurocentrism is 
therefore one specific aspect of the colonial discourse which, apart from claiming 
to represent the summit of human culture and civilization, also assumes the right 
to assess the Rest from a European point of view and by European norms. 
Because Eurocentrism is based on a specific interpretation of European history 
and literature with the Rest of the world as its foil, it has been said to epitomize 
the Imagined Community of Europe.

Since the description of Claire Saulnier, the protagonist of Constellations, 
contains most elements dealing with the effects of a homecoming I will discuss 
her story first. Next, Hector Wagner, also from Constellations, will be analysed. 
Since Louise lives permanently in Anglophone Canada, her situation is different 
from those of the other two. Hence the description of Louise's attitude to Acadie 
"April Showers" will be examined last. My approach prevents me from 
analysing certain aspects of Bertrand France, the immersion teacher, who as a 
conscientious objector is sent by the French authorities to teach French at the 
Catholic college in Spruce Harbour. Another topic not mentioned in the analysis 
below is the story of the young Polish immigrant and musician Halyna

3 For Keefer's scholarly work on Maritime fiction, see Under Eastern Eyes: A Critical 
Reading of Canadian Maritime Fiction (Toronto: Toronto UP, 1987). See also "The Right Real 
Thing: Reading Canadian Literature," Proceedings from the Fourth Nordic Conference for  
English Studies, ed. G.Caie et al., vol 2 (Copenhagen: Department of English, 1989) 17-35.

For maritime see "Maritime Provinces," "the provinces along the east coast of Canada es
pecially New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward's Island," Walter S. Avis et al., eds., 
Gage Canadian Dictionary (1979; Toronto: Gage Educational Publishing Company, 1983) 702.
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Radowska, her conflicts with her conservative parents and her marriage to 
Bertrand.4

1. Claire

Constellations describes the situation some fifteen years after Claire Saulnier’s 
return from London to Spruce Harbour, Acadie, where she supports herself as a 
music teacher at the Catholic college. She is a spinster who locks herself up in 
her white clapboard house. When Claire was bom in London during World War 
Two, her British mother, a promising concert pianist, had to give up her career 
and marry Felix Saulnier. He was an Acadian family doctor who was stationed in 
England during the war. His visit to the concentration camps as a physician made 
him reject Europe for ever and prefer safe Acadie, where he returned with his 
wife and daughter. There he became the kindly family doctor of the poor people. 
For his British wife, life in patriarchal Acadie means a cultural clash both with 
the community and her husband, who has re-adapted to its norms. The guilt Felix 
Saulnier experienced when she died in childbirth made him start drinking heavily 
and send away the ten-year-old Claire to a convent in Montréal. Claire, who 
never could forgive him for making her an orphan at ten, did not return to him 
after the completion of her education but went to London to study music at the 
Conservatory. Some months after Felix Saulnier’s death from a stroke, his clean- 
ing-lady, Delima, a half-breed Micmac Indian, bore Mariette, who was assumed 
to be his daughter. His death made it possible for Claire, who failed at the Con
servatory, to return to Acadie. Her hope that a reconstruction of her haunting 
childhood memories would liberate her from them and allow her a new begin
ning of her life, proves wrong.

Claire is an anti-heroine whose relation to other human beings is wary and at 
times destructive. She is an unreliable narrator who changes her stories accord
ing to the situation.5 Her narrative voice is often ironic, with a penchant for 
satire. The beginning and the end of the novel are written in the first person,

4 See my article, "Homeward Journey-Outward Journey: Reactions to Landscape and 
People in Constellations, a Novel by Janice Kulyk Keefer," Literary Responses to Arctic 
Canada, ed. J0m Carlsen, The Nordic Association for Canadian Text Series, vol.7 (Lund, 1993) 
125-136. My article "Vita Activa, Vita Contemplativa" discusses gender role conflicts between 
mother and daughter, the Polish immigrants Maria and Halyna Radowska, forthcoming in an 
anthology to be edited by Britta Olinder, University of Gothenburg, Sweden.

5 For Claire as an unreliable narrator, see the gap between Claire’s confession of her abhor
rence of London and Hector's testimony of how she talked of her "salad-days" in London (Con
stellations 15 and 62, respectively).
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which allows her to address the reader and present her view of life in Acadie. 
Claire's version is, however, undercut. Since the middle portion of the novel is 
written in the third person, Claire is described from another point of view. In 
addition, Constellations is structured as a spiral narrative, which implies that the 
same event is described from the perspective of several characters. The effect of 
all these narrative strategies is to dialogize the truth about Claire, Acadie and its 
relation to the rest of Canada and Europe.

Constellations begins with Claire's address to the reader to see how the utter con
tempt for Acadie of the newly-arrived French immersion teacher, Bertrand 
France, forces her to clarify her own stance vis à vis Acadie:

Bertrand France, Parisien, B ès lettres from the Faculté des Langues at the 
Sorbonne. Aesthete, amateur photographer, grudging civilizer of benighted 
Francophones, Bertrand is like some luckless rocket launched from the City 
of Light, and fallen to the brute backwoods of Acadie. (1)

Just as Anna English's name suggests that she is more English than the English, 
Bertrand's surname signals that he epitomizes France and its Eurocentric assump
tions. By retaining the French terms for his academic degree and enumerating his 
exclusive pastimes, Claire ironically echoes Bertrand's emphasis on the cultural 
difference between Acadie and France. Above all it is the image of Acadie pre
sented by Bertrand France, as a representative of the Other, that forces Claire to 
define her Acadian identity.

In a number of comments, Claire satirizes what she assumes to be the 
Eurocentric attitude to Acadie. She contrasts France as The City of Light and 
Acadie as the brute backwoods, thereby ridiculing the French image of their 
civilization as vastly different from the Acadian one. Her comparison of 
Bertrand to a luckless rocket or a grudging civilizer contests the assumptions of 
The White Man's Burden and sneers at Bertrand's reluctance to sacrifice himself 
for the cause from an Acadian perspective. Her ironic description of how France 
lets its conscientious objectors hoist "the torch of French culture in any third 
world country once under France's imperial thumb" unmasks the way in which 
French culture is used to promote French imperialism in the former colonies (4). 
Her assumption that France places Nova Scotia on a par with Algeria or 
Martinique functions as a critique of the colonial discourse. Thus the civilising 
duty of the White Man’s Burden and the depreciation of the civilization of the 
Rest are described as different aspects Eurocentrism. In Rest Harrow
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Eurocentrism is said to be the reason for the failure of ordinary British people to 
distinguish between their former colonies.

By using the collective we, as the spokesperson of the Acadian community, 
Claire contests the Eurocentric ideas as personified by Bertrand. She appeals to 
the readers to assume the Acadian perspective on this Français de France as

someone whose language, looks, and general skyscraping superiority are 
like a flaming sword brandished from a transatlantic paradise. He has come 
to judge how far we've fallen from the heights our ancestors knew, back in 
the land of wine and cheese, of Rabelais and Louis Quatorze. Bertrand has 
been catapulted here like some Recording, if not Avenging Angel. (1)

Inherent in Claire's description of Bertrand's contempt for the Acadians is the 
prejudice it reveals. Claire uses two technical words, skyscraping and catapulted, 
to exaggerate and thereby contest the Eurocentric sense of distance between 
Acadie and France. Imagery from the Bible is used to illustrate the French as
sumption that Bertrand as an Avenging Angel will call the Acadians to account 
for how they have held French culture in trust. Her comparison of the Acadian 
emigration from France to Nova Scotia to Man's Fall from Heaven to Hell ironi
cally parodies the Eurocentric assumption that European civilization represents 
the summit of human achievement. The intimation that Bertrand thinks of France 
as heaven and of Acadie as hell is confirmed by his many comparisons of Acadie 
as "this God-forsaken coast," a" black hole," and a "virtual Devil's Island."6

When Claire claims that Bertrand feels himself "cast up on the scruffy shores 
of Nova Scotia, imprisoned here like his countrymen before him, during the 
Napoleonic wars," she is referring to her Acadian ancestors who emigrated from 
France, and thus to the fact that she, like Bertrand, has French ancestors (5, my 
ital.). By using prison imagery, labelling herself Bertrand's "jailer" and compar
ing him to a "canary in a cage" who sings: "How long, O Lord, how long?" 
Claire jeers at the effects of his Eurocentrism (6). She associates his condescend
ing attitude to the Acadians to "the kind of ex-imperial shrug Ovid must have 
given to those inmates of the Transpontine marshes who came bearing gifts of 
violent wine, crude cheese, to lighten the burden of his exile" (27). The parallel 
between Ovid and Bertrand is that both are exiled from what they believed to be 
the summit of civilization and sent to the periphery. Claire’s ironic voice shows 
that she repudiates Eurocentric prejudices about Acadie much more strongly than 
Anna rejects British notions about Canada in Rest Harrow.

6 Constellations 27, 78, 84, and 189, respectively.
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Claire interprets Bertrand's immaculate Parisian clothes as his way of sig
nalling his difference in kind from the Acadians. Unknown to him, she tacitly 
agrees with him when he complains of their vulgar taste and americanized 
clothes stinking of "pig manure or herring guts" (4). As an intellectual, Claire has 
more in common with Bertrand than the Acadians in questions to do with culture 
and taste. Since she simultaneously affirms the international intellectual com
munity and the local Acadian one she inhabits a transcultural position and has a 
split identity. However, since his address "you people" makes her a representa
tive of the Acadian people, she can neither unmask her own critique of the vulgar 
expressions of Acadian life-style nor reveal her contempt for hockey, the fore
most Acadian sport (3). Since Bertrand uses the present tense in his statements 
about Acadie, it follows that French culture is coexistent with the backward 
Acadian civilization. Bertrand's attitude to the Acadians coincides with Johannes 
Fabian's analysis of how once the European explorers not only felt that they were 
travelling away from the geographical centre of the world but that they also were 
travelling backwards in time to more primitive civilizations.7 The irony is, how
ever, that because of his prejudice Bertrand counteracts the spirit of the 
Enlightenment which he claims to represent. Conversely, the description of 
Olive Fanshawe's first arrival in Italy reveals that Keefer's texts also depict 
Canadians with a negative attitude to Europe.

In Acadie continental French is a discourse of power. When Bertrand pre
tends not to understand acadien to mark his superior civilising position, Claire 
observes that the Acadians oppose his arrogant use of continental French, Thus 
his initially cordial colleagues start speaking "their broadest most salacious aca
dien” in his presence (16). Claire interprets Bertrand's habit of talking without 
anyone listening as his way of avoiding admitting that the Acadians reject his 
condescension toward their specific language. The same pattern of behaviour is 
described in "The Paris-Napoli Express" when the Italians signal their resistance 
to the anti-Semitism of the Italian-English passenger by neglecting him.

The name of Claire suggests clear-sightedness. In a series of powerful 
metaphors dealing with visual impression, Claire accuses Bertrand of his selec
tive perception of Acadie. Her claim that he has "Paris tattooed on his eyeballs" 
is a critique of his using Paris as his norm for assessing Acadie (4). She com
pares Bertrand's mental blindness to eye "plugs" which need to be taken out to 
make him see Acadie (11). She believes that Bertrand’s steel-rimmed glasses

7 Johannes Fabian, Time and the Other: How Anthropology Makes Its Object (New York: 
Columbia UP, 1983) 27-35.
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condense or reduce Acadie and interprets the fact that they are constantly 
smeared as a sign that he does not find Acadie worth looking at. Visual represen
tations of a foreign country are monologic, since the travellers’ prejudgements 
are not contested by the indigenous population. When Bertrand aims his camera 
at the former colony, he repeats the behaviour of the explorer whose Imperial 
Eyes once surveyed an unknown country. Bertrand’s monologic attitude to 
Acadie is implied in Claire's question as to whether he sees her distinctly or if 
she is ’’part of the restricted view, the surface he's content to take for substance" 
(92). Her question implies that visual representation perpetuates his Eurocentric 
prejudices. In "The Paris-Napoli Express" Jerry's prejudgement about European 
anti-Semitism is never altered, since he has to rely on visual impressions. 
Conversely Keefer’s Ukrainian texts show that before her countrymen could 
speak English their attitude to Canada was partly governed by what they saw 
without understanding.

Not only is Acadie dialogized in Constellations but also the image of Europe. 
While to Bertrand it is the summit of civilization, Claire claims that for her father 
it represents "the battlegrounds Bertrand would never recognize as Europe" (22). 
From the ex-centric Canadian perspective she goes on to criticize the French for 
collaborating with the Nazis at Vichy, while soldiers from the former colonies 
fought on the battlefields. She blames the educational system in Europe for 
Bertrand's rejection of the ex-centric perspective of Europe and his dismissal of 
the concentration camps as "kitsch" (28).8 She also believes that, as long as there 
is a Eurocentric slant to what is taught in European schools, persons like 
Bertrand will remain in "a moral and intellectual nursery" (28) If the teachers, 
instead of foregrounding the benefits of European civilization, placed it in a 
global perspective, Europeans could no longer silence unpleasant truths as "an
cient, unnecessary history" (27). Claire's statement clearly indicates that a trans- 
cultural perspective of Europe and the Rest would lead to a rejection of 
Eurocentrism and a revision of European history. Her comment that Bertrand's 
Eurocentric perception prevents him from revising his prejudgements of Acadie 
and from discovering new aspects of it should also be seen as an indication of the 
positive effects of a transcultural perspective.

8 Constellations 25. In reply to her mother’s complaints that his poor Acadian patients 
smell, Claire's father alluding to the German camps, answers: "I’ve smelled worse.”
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Reconstruction of Acadian History

When Bertrand asks Claire why she lives in ugly Spruce Harbour instead of 
pretty Chéticamp he touches upon the tension-filled history of the Acadians. 
Chéticamp is one of the places the Acadians were expelled from in 1755. That 
the British have succeeded in silencing the Acadian version of Nova Scotian his
tory is indicated in Claire's comment that only Acadian place names, 
Longfellow's romance "Evangeline," and the name of a lingerie chain store are 
reminders of the Expulsion of the Acadians. Claire's vision of how she would 
have presented this event to Bertrand, if he had been interested, reveals that she 
sees herself as representing Acadie. This is also evident from her choice of 
words when she describes how the British "hoofed" the Acadians off their land 
and how those who returned from Louisiana were given "the rocks and bogs" of 
St Alphonse Bay (3). Her claim that the French Coast is "as bare and raw as a 
picked scab," dominated by bogs and plagued by blizzards, tallies with her inti
mation that the cynical Britons doubted that anyone could survive there (3). That 
it is only from tourist brochures that she knows about "wee Scottish Inns" an 
hour's drive from Spruce Harbour reflects her protest against the British occupa
tion of former Acadian land (3). She comments on how the tourists now, as once 
the British, cancel out Acadie on their way to the picturesque part of Nova 
Scotia. Claire's choice of words when she comments on the "brochure-bright 
meadows, pretty girls in fake-folkloric dress under the apple-blossom at Grand 
Pré" suggests an "opposite reality" beneath the pretty surface that the advertise
ment presents (15). As in Keefer's European texts a critique of the tourist indus
try for distorting the history and reality of the visited countries is voiced. Above 
all. by positing two equal but opposite descriptions of reality against each other, 
the truth can be dialogized in the gap between the two.

Apart from Claire's negative description of the Acadian landscape, which is 
aimed at mirroring the British oppression of the Acadians, Constellations also 
contains a redeeming image of the landscape. This shows that Claire is an unreli
able narrator. As an insider Claire states that in May Acadie is "if not a little par
adise, quite a tolerable purgatory" (7). Although religious imagery is conven
tional in descriptions of the New World, Claire not only compares Acadie to 
heaven, unlike Bertrand, but also to a microcosm which is evident from her de
sire to see "this little world as God would"(ll).

Constellations is an illustration of Bakhtin's contention that it is only by 
learning how outsiders assess one's region that an insider can see its norms and
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idiosyncrasies fully. Thus, it is Bertrand's contempt of Acadie that forces Claire 
to defend why she has chosen to live there:

WITH BERTRAND'S ARRIVAL I have found myself forced to take stock, 
gather into the fold of my self-possession exactly what is mine by right or 
choice—this world I have so dearly bought, prizing its smallness, safeness, 
its perfect self-enclosure. I am, after all, a woman living on her own with
out family or friends. (20)

Although her birthright and her return to Acadie give her a double claim to 
Acadie, it is the safety and self-enclosure of the landscape, and not the people 
that she esteems. Several of Claire's descriptions of the landscape are reminiscent 
of happy summer days: "blue skies, golden sands, glassy water" (24). In 
Bertrand’s company her twice-repeated phrase, "the sea glistens," emphasizes her 
strong feeling for its beauty and her surprise at his not discovering it (2). Because 
he is constantly complaining about Acadie, she brings him to a hill overlooking 
the sea, hoping the breath-taking view will "redeem the place for him—redeem, 
as well, her act of staying here" (90). Claire's statement brings the definition of 
arrival as the reception of the prodigals by the indigenous population to the fore. 
Her dilemma is that, although she affirms the Acadian landscape, she has not 
been able to adjust to the Acadians nor they to her. This dichotomy is evident in 
Claire's description of how she reclaimed Acadie after her return:

when I came back from England and into my inheritance, I spent whole 
days reclaiming abandoned territories, confirming the boundaries of the lit
tle world willed to me along with my father’s white house, my mother's pi
ano, and my great-grandmother's bleached-out quilts. (12)

Her presentation again underlines Acadie’s character as a microcosm. The theme 
of the house as a symbol of her Acadian identity is clearly spelled out. Her split 
loyalty is epitomized by the piano, her British inheritance, and the quilts, which 
are a typical craft practiced by women in the New World. As in "Prodigals," the 
interconnection is demonstrated between ethnic identity and women, the hearth 
and the home . The striking thing is, however, that Claire does not return to any 
living human being in Acadie. Her relatives are dead and she has no friends in 
Acadie. Like Vic in "The Grandes Platières," Claire's ramblings in the Acadian 
landscape are also escapes from the Acadian community whose norms she can
not accept. For Claire, Acadie's asset is the landscape, that "blank, null place" 
where "human interference" is minimalized (21):

You learn to see here all there is to be seen—reality in lower case: minimal. 
And your life becomes disburdened, divested; the line between being and
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not-being more and more tenuous, until you've lost all sense of fear as you 
lose all sense of expectation. (22)

The importance of the Acadian landscape is precisely that humans are as in
significant "as barnacles on rock" (21). This freedom from social constraints is 
what Claire needs to be able to reconstruct her childhood and her life. In the 
same way Anna in Rest Harrow breaks loose from Luke to be able to reconsider 
her life.

At the beginning of the story, Claire comments on the blue herons that under
take "longer migrations than anyone here" (2). Since blue herons are symbols of 
death in Canada, their migrations might refer to death as life's last journey. In 
fact, although Claire esteems the Acadian landscape and sympathizes with 
Acadian history, her relationship with the Acadians is so tense that the story ends 
by suggesting that she sets fire to her house.

The Acadian Community

To Claire, the given truth of the Acadian community is its stasis and decay, epit
omized by the rotting houses along Bootleggers' Row and the rusty car, stranded 
in the forest. On her return, she discovers new traces of the thoughtless destruc
tion of the Acadian environment: the garbage littering the shores, the stench from 
the fish plant, the blaring sounds of motorbikes and transistors disturbing the 
peace of the landscape. As in Rest Harrow there is a critique of the destruction of 
the environment in Constellations although to a lesser degree.

Like Anna and Rosalind in Rest Harrow during their package tour in Crete, 
Claire reacts to tokens of American merchandise: satellite dishes, pizza take
aways, plastic base-ball caps, "mail-order American-colonial doors," because 
they threaten Acadian culture (14). An instance of how unfeeling modernization 
has destroyed the Acadian inheritance is, according to Claire, when the "carvings 
of birds and fish and flowers" at the Grande Salle at the College were exchanged 
for vinyl panelling (6). The transcultural perspective shows that Claire asserts the 
value of Acadian culture and resists its being replaced by commercial or alien 
expressions.

Buildings often represent the norms and institutions of a community.9 St 
Alphonse Church epitomizes the power of the Catholic church in Acadie. The 
fact that it is surrounded by an enormous parking-lot, in whose middle a statue of

9 Leed 6.
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the madonna with an electric halo is placed, demonstrates the gap between living 
religion and artificial religiosity. Claire dissociates herself from the Catholic 
church since its priests in the eighteenth century preached "the docility of 
poverty" instead of helping her forefathers oppose the British occupation of their 
land (3). In the presentation of herself as a "spinster of this parish, Catholic bom 
and bred though no longer to be seen at confession or Mass,” the word spinster 
underlines that she breaks with the expectations of the Catholic church for a 
woman to be a wife, a mother or a nun (7-8). Because Claire's choice of course 
in life clashes with the female gender role of the Catholic church, she is very ex
posed as a single, professional woman in patriarchal Acadie.

Spruce Harbour is dominated by the Collège Sacré Coeur founded by a 
Catholic order which was once expelled from France. Claire denounces the 
"odour of sanctity" the college exploits to persuade Catholic parents to send their 
teenagers to the Collège Sacré Coeur (6). Claire ironically links Père Philippe's 
advice to the students to use their teachers as moral guides with the promiscuity 
that she has seen practised by some extra teachers on the sand dunes behind her 
house. She also reacts to the gap between form and content when "Ave Maris 
Stella" is sung by members of the college, some of whom are "positive heathen," 
according to Claire (7). The gap between appearance and reality is augmented by 
the fact that Latin, the sacred language, the third category of Gobard’s linguistic 
pattem, is incomprehensible to most members of the college.

Claire, however, dares neither oppose the norms of the college nor criticize 
the principal, whom she nicknames "Père Philippe of the royal We" (7). This is 
because the college, which is the only institution that can offer her a position on 
a par with her training on the French coast, keeps threatening her that they can
not afford "inessential salaries" (10). In Keefer's Acadian texts there is a repeated 
critique of Acadian anti-intellectualism and of the lack of universities as one 
cause of the brain drain of young Acadians away from the region.

Claire's enumeration of the nuns, priests, "local boys with minimal degrees," 
and teachers from Québec that belong to the staff shows that they have religious, 
local and linguistic affiliations (6). She criticizes those colleagues who think that 
an hour's drive from Spruce Harbour is a universe away, since such an attitude 
reveals their parochialism. When Claire imagines how she presents her where
abouts at the college assembly as: "Canada, North America, the World, the 
Universe," this should be seen as her protest against their provincialism and 
narrow-mindedness (8). Hector’s comparison of Claire's insider critique with 
fouling her "own nest" suggests that Acadie is a very repressive community
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(172). After her homecoming Claire has been able neither to adjust to the de
mands of the church nor to those of the college.

As part of a second generation of professional women, Claire cannot adjust 
to the female gender role in Acadie. In support of her claim that Acadian men 
want women to be "round and sweet and succulent as . . .  ju-jubes," Claire claims 
that some Acadian men deplore the fact that her high-bosomed aunt, Soeur 
Angèle, is a nun and not she herself, since she is lean (9). Claire knows that she 
is "suspect, or just plain lunatic by Spruce Harbour standards" since she is un
married, economically independent, and intellectual (2). Her male colleagues' 
comparison of her sexuality to "a penholder" illustrates how patriarchal norms 
are enforced by branding unmarried women as unnatural and their intellectual
isai as a compensation for bodily shortcomings (17). The message to other 
Acadian women is to conform. The patriarchal Acadian community has no place 
for Claire.

Apart from at the college Claire encounters Acadians at the Post Office and 
at the supermarket. Since it is from the Post Office that she orders her foreign 
magazines and exclusive records, the Post Office is Claire's life-line to the world. 
The Post Office is, however, also the place where Claire's private life is con
fronted with the Acadian community. When she visits the Post Office immedi
ately before her death there is a photo of her half-sister Mariette, reported miss
ing and probably murdered after running away from Claire's house. Although 
Delbert assures Claire that no one accuses her, he indirectly confirms the slander 
about her and Mariette.

From this strategic position, the kind postmaster Delbert controls the gossip 
on the French Coast. While gossip traditionally is characterized as unreliable, 
narrow-minded, parochial and spiteful, nowadays it is often re-interpreted as a 
regional genre, defined by its rural setting, its focus on social control and sense 
of home.10 Gossip can be compared to how the chorus works in a Greek drama, 
commenting on and keeping track of the social norms within the microcosm of a 
community. It also keeps the frightening macrocosm, the whole wide world, at 
bay. This is how gossip in Delbert's case should be seen. Since independent pro
fessional spinsters like Claire break the norms of the patriarchal Acadian com
munity, Delbert's advice to Claire to marry is sound, if she wants to be accepted 
in Spruce Harbour. Although the would-be husband, Hector Wagner, is ten years

10 Deborah Jones, "Gossip: Notes on Women's Oral Culture," Women's Studies Inter
national Quarterly 3. 2/3 (1980): 194-195.
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her junior, it is less provocative in Acadie than for a woman to stay unmarried. 
This indicates how strictly the norms of patriarchy are applied in the community.

The other centre of gossip in Acadie is Wagner's Kwikway, where "bright 
slashes of gossip" brand those who transgress Acadie’s moral and social norms 
(41). Although the owners, the Wagner family, have known the Saulniers for 
generations, Claire is met with hostility. This is because she has helped their son 
Hector to study philosophy at the University of Montréal, contrary to his parents' 
wishes. This grudge is especially apparent in Stella Wagner, who like Delbert 
has guessed there may have been an affair between Claire and Hector.11

Claire has failed to be accepted by the Acadians. Her fear of hostile Acadians 
is mirrored in her equating leaving her house with venturing out and her relief 
that a fence and a hedge round her house stop prying eyes. Claire’s calling her 
house a "castle keep" epitomizes both how the house protects her from those 
who accuse her of diverging from the Acadian norms and also how, as the bearer 
of a different culture, she is victimized (20).

Claire's imprisonment is caused by Acadian xenophobia directed against her 
British ancestry, her intellectualism, her years abroad, her economic indepen
dence and her unmarried status. Women writers often use elements from the 
Gothic genre to defamiliarize the natural power structures within the nuclear 
family and patriarchal societies that victimize women. When Claire has been 
fired from the college and can no longer afford to keep her house, she sets fire to 
it and dies in the flames rather than being confronted with the Acadians. Fifteen 
years after her return, her homecoming proves to be a disaster. She has neither 
been able to adapt to the norms of Acadie, nor have the Acadians accepted her.

Reconstruction of Claire’s Childhood

The clues to Claire's difficulties are found in her childhood and her hybrid origin. 
It is also found in her parents’ silencing of Claire. In an address to her dead par
ents their life-long influence on her is described as a kind of oppression:

When I was little you'd never let me talk. "Listen," you'd say, "listen to this 
piece of music, this explanation of the stars, this quarrel, this passion, this 
silence." They say that children are bom to language the way they are bom 
to a particular set of parents, that our speech speaks us, and our possibilities 
are enclosed in a set of rules as arbitrary and fixed as grammar itself. But 
you are a language all of your own and you are still speaking me (262).

11 It is no coincidence that Stella means star, but there is no constellation created between 
Claire and Stella, who is icily cold.
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Although her parents were kind, their approach to little Claire was monologic, 
reducing her to a passive recipient, expected to listen, not to talk or ask. Hence 
her unanswered questions about their tumultuous marriage speak her, that is, 
govern her life as a grown-up. With imagery from warfare Claire describes how 
her parents erected a "battleground” between them, called "truces," and started 
anew (33). Claire's schizophrenic go-between-role as "the perpetual hostage" 
fills her with anguish (33). Her transcultural position is here a destructive one.

In patriarchal societies like Acadie speech is a masculine privilege while 
women are silenced in the public sphere. Her father's exertion of his right is 
demonstrated by her memory of how he took her out at night and told her stories 
about the constellations in the sky, while her mother was trying to make him 
stop. Conversely, Claire's claim that her mother's "most potent weapon" was 
playing the piano: "Bartok, Schönberg: a music of naked wires, slivers of glass 
through my ears" illustrates how she as a woman in a repressive community re
sists the masculine discourse by a non-verbal expression such as piano-playing 
(33 and 36).12 Since Acadie is a community where xenophobia and patriarchy 
continue to reign, it is no coincidence that Claire also plays the piano.

In Constellations there are several descriptions of the xenophobia directed 
against Claire's mother as the intrusive stranger in the Acadian community. In 
consequence, the cultural clash implied in her parents' British and Acadian ori
gins also speaks Claire: "I've already broken all the Spruce Harbour rules, just by 
being bom over there, by an Anglaise d’Angleterre" (8). According to Claire, the 
Acadians label her "carnassière, " or naughty, because she was bom in Europe by 
a British mother (8). Claire remembers how her grandmother, when she met 
Claire and her mother on their arrival in Canada, was dressed in black as if her 
son "had been killed, not married in action" (35).

For the Acadians, Claire's mother represents the strange, the foreign, the 
threatening, reflected in their nicknames: the "English bitch," a stranger from 
"outremer" (37 and 46). Conversely, her advice to Claire: "Keep yourself free, 
don't let them tie you down. Go away, get out of here—go for my sake, for me," 
reveals her resistance to the social control in Acadie (32). Her regret that she be
came a war-bride, had to leave England and live with strangers summarizes the 
price she has paid for a slip in sexual morality. The same negative view of mat
rimony as the end of bildung is found in Rest Harrow where both Anna and her

12 Piano-playing as women’s way of resisting being silenced in patriarchal communities is 
found in J. Campion's movie "The Piano." See The Motion Picture Guide: 1994 Annual (The 
Films o f1993), ed. James Pallot et al. (New York: CineBooks, 1994) 211-212.
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mother avoid telling the future fathers about their pregnancies for fear of losing 
their independence. Ultimately the description of the Acadian treatment of 
Claire’s mother is a critique of patriarchy, which is a general feature in Keefer’s 
texts.

Claire's clipped British mother tongue also speaks her since it meets with 
hostility in the Acadian school. Her mother's Eurocentrism is unmasked in her 
preventing Claire from speaking acadien, which she classifies as inferior to 
British English. Xenophobia by and against the Acadians is one reason why 
Claire leaves Acadie in her youth and a remaining problem when she returns. 
That Claire masters acadien mirrors her loyalty to her father, while her resent
ment at using standard French reflects her protest against him. He not only sent 
Claire to a convent in Montréal after his wife’s death but also neglected Claire’s 
complaints about the nuns’ cruel treatment: "Singeing my palms with rulers if I  
made mistakes in my grammar, cried for my mother, my father, home " (72, ital. 
original). Thus Claire's choice or rejection of linguistic variants reflects her di
vided loyalties towards her parents.

The Acadian norms also speak Claire. In accordance with Acadian patrilinear 
tradition, Claire is known as "Claire à Félix," which obliterates her mother's exis
tence (8). Because the Acadian community is based on patriarchy, Claire claims 
that her father severed the "ropes of blood, the intricately endless fringe of fam
ily: lives knotted and extended with each baptism, marriage, funeral and birth" 
by not marrying an Acadian woman and by failing to get a son (15). Claire's sex 
is the reason why her grandmother discounts her. The hope of getting a son is the 
reason for her mother's many miscarriages and final death. In "Bella Rabinovich/ 
Arabella Rose" also Mendel's frustration at not having a son is a sign of his pa
triarchal world view which counts Bella out.

Claire's half-sister Mariette, and her mother Delima, a part Micmac Indian, 
also speak Claire. In an imagined dialogue with her dead mother, Claire contrasts 
the privileges she enjoys as the doctor's only child with those of Delima, who 
lives with five children and the brutal Luc-Antoine in a caravan:

But have you ever realized that Delima and I are almost the same age? If I'd 
shacked up in a trailer with a Luc-Antoine, if I'd gone out to clean house or 
gut fish instead of playing scales, I'd look Delima's’ age, wouldn't I, 
mother"? (263).

Delima's fate is used to show that Claire's life would have taken a totally differ
ent direction had she been a half-breed. This quotation is one of two instances in 
Constellations where the guilt of the Canadians as the colonizers of native land is
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contrasted with the plight of the Micmac Indians. The wilderness imagery used 
to show how life has fared with Delima, ”her hair was once glossy, iridescent as 
a raven's wing," her eyes "ruined . . .  like blackbirds caught in red nets" is con
ventional in connection with aborigines (71-72). Since these wilderness 
metaphors belong to the colonial discourse, they are based on the assumption 
that the aborigines as the peoples most marginalized in relation to the Europeans 
are still authentic. By linking Delima’s bodily ruin with her life in modem soci
ety Keefer’s text avoids the notion that aborigines are exempt from moderniza
tion and change. In Claire's confession that Mariette and she are like "two glass 
transparencies which have come together to make one image," the holistic hu
manist view of identity which presupposes unity and purity, is replaced by a 
transcultural one (231). Since the isolated Acadian community only accepts 
blood-relations, Claire’s hybrid identity is one cause of her problems.

Claire’s Rite of Passage

The pattem of a rite of passage consists of three parts. In the initial phase there is 
a description of how young persons break with the inhibiting norms of their 
home communities by travelling away. The intermediate phase describes how the 
experiences of the journey transform the young persons into independent and 
self-assured individuals. North American literature in particular describes how 
the third phase or the homecoming implies that the young persons either have to 
give up what they have achieved abroad or leave home a second time.13

By her journey to London Claire fulfils a promise to her dead mother to be
come a concert pianist. Her mother's description of London differs vastly from 
Claire's experience of the "broken glass they put along with iron spikes on gar
den walls in London" to stop people from intruding on them (24). Claire's de
scription clearly illustrates the us and them feeling which keeps people like 
Claire outside the European community. Beneath her mother's refusal to return to 
London as a "gormless tourist" or to tell Claire where she grew up is her parents' 
disapproval of Claire's birth (35). Her mother's wish that Claire would both be
come a concert pianist as her stand-in and take revenge on the Acadians by set
tling in England are thwarted, however.

Claire's hope of escaping her childhood memories by changing continents 
proves futile. Instead she experiences her life in London and her childhood as if

13 Stout 6-12.
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she were watching two screens at the same time. Every night her memories ex
plode like "mute grenades" in her mind (37). This is clearly a description of a 
transcultural position, although the effect, contrary to the definition given in the 
introduction is destructive not constructive. It is when she reads Rilke that she 
finds a suggestion as to how she might get rid of her nightmarish memories: "Try 
to raise up the sunken feelings of this enormous past. . .  Your solitude will ex
pand and become a place where you can live in the twilight, where the noise of 
other people passes by, far in the distance" (34). Since Rilke’s advice is to re
construct her past, she returns home once her father is dead. In the white house, 
she shuts herself off and creates the mental space she needs to revise her parents' 
interpretation of her childhood. By talking to herself, Claire tries to reconstruct 
her version of what happened: "I’ve discovered that my real gift is for talking to 
myself, refusing to let myself be spoken by anyone else: I have perfected the 
discipline required to keep my true self apart and alone, absent from the voice 
and face and eyes of the Claire whom you see at the college . . . "  (40). The gap 
between her official persona and her self illustrates Claire’s vulnerable position 
in Acadie. Both Claire's narrating of her self and the reconstruction of the past 
are dialogic strategies that could have resulted in a new beginning for her. In 
contrast to Anna in Rest Harrow, however, Claire never manages to replace her 
parents’ version of the past with her own interpretation of what happened. 
Therefore she does not succeed in liberating herself from her haunting childhood 
memories and start a new life.

Intertexts

In Constellations, three intertexts intertwine with the main plot: Rainer Maria 
Rilke's Letters to a Young Poet, her father's stories about the constellations in the 
sky and a counting-out formula. The following four lines from the latter are 
abruptly inserted in the running text in italics:

"Hinx, minx, the old witch winks/The fat begins to fry " (33).
"Nobody Home but Jumping Joan/Father, mother and I " (33).
"Stick, stock, stone dead/Blind man can't see" (34).
"Every knave must have a slave " (34).

When quotations from children's texts are inserted into adult fiction the context 
transforms them into the genre of nonsense, where the logic between cause and
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effect is erased. 14 Thus when Claire is fired from the college and forced to sup
port herself by giving piano lessons to untalented pupils, "Three Blind Mice" and 
"Jingle Bells" convey the absurdity of her life (261). When inserted into 
Constellations the semblance of meaning of the counting-out formula suggests 
that our assumptions about being able to control our lives are illusory.

Just as nursery rhymes are used in "Bella Rabinovich/Arabella Rose" to show 
suppressed thoughts, this is also the case with the counting-out formula "Hinx, 
minx, the old witch winks/The fa t begins to fry” which abruptly is inserted in the 
running text in italics. When the line, quoted above, surfaces in the text it sug
gests that both Claire and other persons perceive her as an evil witch who victim
izes others (33). She knows that Acadian schoolkids call her a witch, spit at her 
shadow and dare each other to walk past her house after dark (61). These acts 
might be products of the slander that Claire's self-willed isolation has created. 
Alluding to how Claire has captured her son Hector, Stella Wagner’s intimation, 
"She likes to get them young, remember," equates Claire with the witch in the 
gingerbread house (30).15 Bertrand's association of Claire with a witch proves 
correct. The first time she invites him for dinner she is "feeling curiously like the 
witch in the gingerbread house, fattening poor Hansel in his cage" (92). It is re
vealing that the Hinx, Minx surfaces in the text at the point where she plans to 
take revenge on him for taking photos of her half-sister Mariette in the nude 
(174). The line signals that Claire is like a witch who compensates herself for the 
harassment she has been exposed to by victimizing first Hector and then 
Bertrand. This interpretation tallies with Mariettas memory of how Claire told 
her stories about witches who put "spells on people so they turn into animals, 
can’t cry for help" (238). Thus since Claire is treated badly by the Acadian soci
ety, she reacts by becoming a witch, ruining other people’s lives out of spite.

"Nobody Home but Jumping Joan/Father, mother and F first appears in the 
text together with the statement that Claire, her mother and father were "alone 
together" in the white house (22). This indicates that they were isolated from the 
Acadian community. When the line surfaces the next time, the context suggests 
that because her father demanded a son, her mother had several miscarriages that 
eventually led to her death (33). Jumping Joan alludes to how Claire returns 
alone to the empty house after her father's death. As we have seen the house is a

14 Kathryn Hume, Fantasy and Mimesis: Responses to Reality in Western Literature (New 
York: Methuen, 1984) 133-135, 154-159; for children's literature as a way of conveying an un
canny sense of nonsense and the grotesque, see also Neil Cornwell, The Literary Fantastic: 
From Gothic to Postmodernism (New York: Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1990 )140-159, and passim.

15 Claire repeats Stella's phrase, rendered in italics in Constellations 90.
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recurring motif of in Keefer's texts and just like the others the Saulniers' house, 
which has been handed down through generations, could be said to represent 
ethnic identity. However, the comment on how the spinster Claire finds the 
house "white as a dry bone," the end of the house and also of the Saulniers in 
Acadie is anticipated (23).

Walking in the Acadian landscape with Mariette, Claire thinks of her family 
and the Acadian community:

where once there were three, father, mother and child, now there are only 
two: sisters. Not just sisters, twins. Siamese twins joined not by a strip of 
bone or blood, but by a plenitude of silence that comprehends everything 
and everyone. And they need never speak a word. They are already spoken. 
(231)

The sisters share the experience of how the Acadian community has victimized 
them because of their gender, race and civil or social status. In the house Claire 
experiences "voices, noises, ghosts" (228). Since only life within the four walls 
of the house is real, the outside world unreal, Claire is a traveller on a "non 
sense" journey. When Mariette stays in her parents' room for a time, Claire can 
even dismiss her haunting memories, epitomized by the line 'Nobody home' as a 
"children's rhyme" (228). In fact, because of Mariette Claire believes that her 
haunting memories are "stick, stock, stone dead, sunk to the bottom of some 
deep black pool" (228). Claire's solution might thus have been to engage herself 
in Mariette, instead of trying to create her version of what happened in her child
hood.

"Stick, stock, stone dead/Blind man can't see " is connected with a nightmare 
repeated every night:

my mother in her coffin, the baby he couldn't get out still locked inside her, 
just as she is locked inside the red satin lining over the stark wood. 
Sweetheart roses pinned around the crucifix I refuse to kiss. My father's 
face like a glass smashed against a wall. (37)

The line signals that Claire fails to suppress the sight of her dead mother. 
Inserted in another context the line suggests that death alone can liberate her 
from her memories. When Claire looks at the starry sky on New Year’s Eve, she 
says: " 'Where we bum out,' . . .  'Slow or quick—that’s the only choice. And I 
swear I'll go slow, so slow I won't even feel myself burning. Stick, stock, stone" 
(109). Claire here anticipates her death in her burning house.

"Every knave must have a slave" appears in the text together with Claire's de
scriptions of her difficulties in sleeping (34). Her only means of getting rid of
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enslaving memories is to reconstruct her version of what her childhood was like. 
When, therefore, Hector barges into her house to argue with her, Claire’s peace 
of mind is disturbed. She again becomes "the slave" of her terrifying past (253).

The counting-out formula reflects a cruel world with grotesque characters—a 
witch, Jumping Joan, a blind man, a knave and a slave. Since the four lines con
tain monologic threats—of revenge, abandonment, death and enslavement, they 
convey a world view where human beings are the objects of cruel forces. Even 
more menacing is the omitted line of the counting-out formula: "You or I must 
be he."16 Claire is the one who is counted out, since xenophobia, anti-intellectu- 
alism and her sex exclude her from Acadie.

Constellations is the multidimensional name of the novel. While little Claire 
pretended to see the link between her father’s stories about people and the con
stellations in the sky, she discovers that what she believes to be human beings 
waiting for her outside her burning house are but "icy configurations" (266). In 
this vision, as in her life, human love is replaced by horror.

The theme of human constellations and solitude appears in Rilke’s poems 
too. In the Rilke epigraph at the beginning of the novel he states: "we are un
speakably alone; and many things must happen, many things must go right, a 
whole constellation of events must be fulfilled, for one human being to success
fully advise or help another." In her parents' copy of Rilke's poems the phrase 
"we are solitary" is underlined, as a confirmation that they too reflected on it 
(264, ital. original). The day she dies, Claire reads Rilke's plea to humankind to 
have the courage to accept that "we are solitary," even if this insight is so enor
mous that it is like being "catapulted out into space" (264, ital. original).17 
Claire’s thoughts about what it means to be solitary brings her metaphorically to 
a mountain top. To warm "us," that is, her parents and herself, she sets fire to her 
house. When she tries to get out of her burning house, the line "nobody home but 
the two of you, fighting, talking, talking me, making me listen here" indicates 
that her dependency on her parents never ends (266). The dichotomies at the end 
of the novel: fire/ice, monologue/dialogue, human love/icy constellations, coher
ent stories/arbitrary dots in the sky demonstrate the horror of Claire's life. Her 
death might be said to be a parodie rewriting of Bertha Rochester's death in Jane 
Eyre. Bertha Rochester, who is accused of being mad because she is indepen

16 The Oxford Dictionary of Nursery Rhymes, Iona and Peter Opie, eds. (Oxford: Oxford 
UP, 1951)208.

17 This observation tallies with Bakhtin’s description of cosmic terror as ”the fear of the 
immeasurable, the infinitely powerful, the starry sky.. .  " (Mikhail Bakhtin, Rabelais and His 
World, trans. Hélène Iswolsky [1965; Cambridge: MIT P, 1968] 338).
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dent, a foreigner and intelligent, sets fire to the house where she is imprisoned.18 
In the same way Claire has been mentally imprisoned by xenophobia and anti- 
intellectualism in Acadie.

The striking conclusion after reading Claire’s story is the absence of transcul- 
tural solutions. Because of the historical threats to the Acadian settlement and its 
geographic isolation, the Imagined Community of Acadie breeds anti-British, 
anti-French, anti-European feelings. To make matters worse, monologic dis
courses such as Catholicism, patriarchy with set gender roles, parochialism and 
anti-intellectualism reign supreme. The text reveals that the Acadians expel those 
who deviate: independent women, intellectuals, foreigners, social outcasts. 
During the forty years described in Constellations monologic discourses con
tinue to govern Acadie. The description of Acadie in Constellations demon
strates Bakhtin's contention that cultures in isolation become aggressive and in
tolerant. Thus Claire’s death emphasizes the failure of the Acadian community to 
allow women other roles than those of a mother, wife or nun. Like the girl in 
”The Country of the Dead," Bella in "Bella Rabinovich/Arabella Rose" or Vic in 
"The Grandes Platières" the description of little Claire shows the harm done to a 
second-generation child confronted with monologic attitudes. The counting-out 
formula describes Claire's suppressed feelings: her desire for revenge, her split 
persona, her enslavement by her memories, her cosmic fear and solitude.

My analysis also shows that since Claire has a whole range of identities—as 
a Canadian, an Acadian, a British descendant, a spinster and an intellectual, she 
is both Self and Other in relation to the Acadian community. In fact, she could 
have profited from her transcultural position had the circumstances been differ
ent. Her dying words that she would have liked to help Mariette and the constel
lation of people around her indicate that she could have realized other, more 
generous sides of her personality. Her attitude reveals that she has a transcultural 
ethos that transcends the narrow confines of her situation in life.19

18 For the interpretation of Bertha Rochester, see Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar, The 
Madwoman in the Attic: The Woman Writer and the Nineteenth-Century Literary Imagination 
(New Haven: Yale UP, 1979) 78-85.

19 For the global ethos as something more and beyond the cultural affiliations of an in
dividual, created in between cultures, as a transcultural interaction where borders are tran
scended or redefined, see Frederick Buell, National Culture and the New Global System 
(Baltimore, John Hopkins UP, 1994) 337-343.
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2. Hector

While Claire's British mother makes her an outsider in the Acadian community, 
Hector Wagner is wholly Acadian. In addition, he is a man, the son of Gustave 
Wagner, the petty capitalist on the French Shore, owner of Wagner's Kwikway 
and a number of enterprises like La Belle Acadie Tent and Trailer Park (48). 
Still, Hector's homecoming to Acadie is not uncomplicated. He has returned 
from Montréal after a conflict with his supervisor without completing his thesis 
on Réné Descartes. Although it is three years since he has returned, Hector 
works as a janitor at the college and lives in a shack at the back of Wagner's 
Kwikway. At twenty-nine, Hector is unmarried and frequents the Friday dances 
at The Fish and Game where the less respectable girls go.

When Hector claims that he returned from Montréal "on his own terms—no
body's fool, nobody's protégé, but his own man at last," he alludes to the promise 
he had given Claire not to return (117). She had made his abandoning Acadie for 
ever her condition for helping him enter the university. This was her way of ful
filling her own promise to her mother to leave Acadie. Another reason for his 
leaving Montréal, according to Hector, is that there are no teaching positions in 
philosophy for him there. His ironic tone reveals his critique of Montreal's pref
erence for the short-sighted usefulness of applied science to the fundamental en
quiries into knowledge that philosophy offers. A further reason for his return is 
that the "Anglais" in Montréal pronounce Hector with an initial H. That it is in
stead is his inferiority complex vis-à-vis the Québécois that has made him return 
is evident from his statement: "The great wide world for which Hector à Gustave 
Wagner hadn't been good enough" (116-117). This sense of inferiority to the 
Québécois is echoed in his suspicion that they even place the Acadians beneath 
the Newfoundlanders. However, his claim that it was "the being apart and away 
that wasn't good enough. For him" indicates that also homesickness made him 
return (121). While homesickness in Hector's case results in a rejection of the 
world outside Acadie, it leads to Jerry's idealization of Canada in "The Paris- 
Napoli Express."
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The Acadian Community

On his return to Acadie three years earlier Hector had expressed his wish to rein
tegrate into the Acadian community by speaking acadien and wearing the clothes 
typical of menial workers in Acadie—a plastic baseball cap and a chequered 
shirt. However, neither Keefer’s Ukrainian texts nor Constellations support 
Gobard's contention that fluency in the ethnic language is enough for the prodi
gals to reintegrate or for the home community to admit them. Since Hector does 
not adapt to the gender roles and norms of the Acadian community he is not fully 
accepted in Acadie.

In his childhood Hector experienced a conflict between his father's demand 
that he adapt to the Acadian male gender role and his natural inclination to read 
books. Although he has been two years ahead at school and the brightest student 
ever at Sacré Coeur College, he has played hockey to please his father. It is 
Claire who makes him see that he is different because of his intelligence, and 
above canoeing on the lakes, hockey games and junk food. Gustave Wagner's 
appalled reaction when he learns that Hector is to study at the University of 
Montréal demonstrates the cultural clash involved when a young man leaves the 
region. The gap in world views is epitomized by the Wagners' prejudice that 
studying philosophy is as shameful as doing ballet. Since Hector eventually re
turns without a degree, he is a failure in the eyes of his parents and most 
Acadians.

On his return Hector is according to Delbert the "prodigal son" who has re
turned from the "belly of the whale,"that is, the world outside Acadie (47). 
Hence Delbert, the post-master, tries to make Hector re-adapt to Acadian norms. 
Pointing to the portrait of the Queen, praising her as the mother of four, he asks 
Hector when he will marry a nice Catholic girl. Delbert thus advises Hector as 
also Claire that only by marrying will they be re-integrated into the Acadian 
community. The same message is inherent in Stella Wagner's complaint that his 
wife, not his mother, should make a rappie pie for him. However, Hector is out 
of step with the generations in Acadie. Decent girls his age have married long 
ago and he has little in common with Acadian girls, one generation younger and 
with little schooling. Claire Saulnier, who matches him intellectually, is ten years 
his senior and hates him for returning to Acadie. His compromise, getting girls 
from the "Fish and Game" for the night, he calls Cartesian dualism,"' since it is 
the girl's body not her mind he desires (58). His anticipation of how he would 
"settle down in a trailer and raise a laundry line of diapers forever after" reveals 
his abhorrence of marrying one of these uneducated girls (117). Their vulgar
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language reflects their lack of refinement. Since there are no Acadian girls who 
match him intellectually, he must marry someone who can bear him children. In 
consequence he concludes that he is reduced to "multiply" in Acadie like his an
cestors before him (117). Acadian patriarchy, which expects people to marry, 
alienates both Hector and Claire from their home community. Contrary to the 
arranged marriages in Keefer's Ukrainian texts and in "The Gardens of the 
Loire," such patriarchal arrangements are not mentioned in Constellations.

Anti-intellectualism is inherent in the slander that Hector has heard about 
himself as "that brown-nosed Wagner kid who'd skipped grades at school. . .  and 
then won a big scholarship to go study in Montréal, only to come home after five 
years with nothing to show for it" (48). He also guesses that the college staff take 
his refusal to teach philosophy at the college as a sign of spiritual pride. 
However, when three years after his return he is nothing but "Dean of Drains," 
his identity as an intellectual is at stake (53). For this reason he takes pains to 
speak standard English or French with professors visiting Acadie.20 While 
Hector achieves his goal to be acknowledged as an intellectual, the outsiders’ 
surprise at finding a janitor who speaks standard French to perfection reveals 
their low expectations of Acadians. Hector's code-switchings between acadien 
and standard French indicates that he not is prepared to give up his intellectual 
identity. This stance might prevent him from being fully integrated into the 
Acadian community.

It is in his capacity as handyman that Hector is called to Bertrand's lodgings, 
the former Loony House, to check the fuses. In solidarity with the collective 
Acadian jeer at Bertrand for claiming to be superior to them, Hector calls him the 
"tenant of the Loony House, the acknowledged prisoner of Spruce Harbour" 
(52). Claire's claim that the Acadians exaggerate their acadien to resist 
Bertrand's pretensions is illustrated by Hector's address to Bertrand: "Yeah, I'll 
check duh fuses, if ya want. I guess dey're down in duh cellar" (Constellations 
51). When Hector suddenly switches over to standard French, Bertrand's surprise 
is enormous. Bertrand's faulty assumption that Hector shares his Eurocentric no
tion that the French represent a higher level of education than the Acadians 
makes their ensuing conversation ironic. While Bertrand takes France's superior
ity for a fact, Hector consistently repudiates this notion. When, Bertrand charac
terizes Claire as "an exceptionally knowledgeable woman, for these parts, " 
Hector corrects him—"for any parts" (112, my ital.). For the reader who knows 
that Hector has almost completed thesis on Descartes Bertrand’s notion that as an

20 Constellations 52. Hector claims that the schools in Acadie teach in English.
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undergraduate student Hector has never heard of Derrida, Lacan or Foucault is 
unimaginative. Hector himself reacts strongly to the condescension in Bertrand's 
assumption that it is normal for Acadian doctoral students in philosophy to earn 
their living as janitors. To avert his own anger Hector imagines a statue being 
erected in commemoration of the ”Français de France who’d so miraculously 
descended" in Acadie (55). Like Claire, Hector uses Biblical allusions to ridicule 
the degradation of Acadie that Bertrand’s Eurocentric pretensions imply.

Hector's abrupt decision to go to Halifax to meet city people and walk the 
city streets can be seen as a reaction to his sense of failure as an intellectual. The 
title of the music he listens to in his car, "Così fan Tutte, "— tells him to do like 
everyone else: adapt. His ride through the English-speaking part of Nova Scotia 
is described as a road-movie. From his car he watches the white-washed houses 
along the road, tourist towns, signs with "Apple Blossom Capital of Canada," 
passing "Okay Diner in Paradise" (118). Like Claire’s reactions to tourism, it is 
the gap between the glossy appearance created for the tourists and the sordid re
ality with the continuing tensions between the Acadians and the British that is 
criticized here. Inherent in Hector’s rejection of the qualifier Micmac in the 
"Micmac rotary" and the "Micmac Mall" as a "cretinous use of a people's name" 
is the exploitation of the native peoples by the colonizers (118). Like Claire, 
Hector in this way acknowledges the ambiguous position of settler states as both 
colonized and colonizer.

His visit to an acquaintance in Halifax and to a cinema are unsatisfactory. His 
sense of estrangement from Nova Scotia's English-speaking population makes 
him exclaim: "Who were these people? What world was this? Wagner's 
Kwikway, Delbert, Mariette, himself—they'd have no more reality to these peo
ple here than the celluloid the technician was threading through the projector" 
(120). The fact that the English and Acadians live in separate worlds indicates 
that the tension between them continues. It also shows that Hector, like Claire, 
sides with the Acadians. Heading back to Acadie, "sweet home sweet home 
sweet home" rings in his ears until he discovers the billboard with "Bienvenue en 
Acadie" (120-121). This episode clearly illustrates that there is no transcultural 
contact between the peoples of Nova Scotia.

It is from the outside location of Halifax that Hector is able to weigh the pros 
and cons of his life in Acadie. As a result, he decides to abandon his life as a 
janitor, his shack and his paralyzing sense of failure and finish off his thesis. 
Like Claire, Hector rejects "the Acadie of Tastee Freeze and Kwikway stores; 
trailer parks and beverage rooms, satellite dishes, mini-bikes" (121). Ironically,
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Hector not only resists the products of the international commercialism but also 
his father, who is the owner of most of these enterprises. Although Hector's vi
sion of wild strawberries, asters, fishing-boats and the starry sky is an idealized 
image of Acadie, he now plans to build a cabin in the forest by the loon lake to 
experience Acadie's primeval environment. In Constellations Hector's house 
adds a new dimension to the motif of houses in Keefer's texts. It complies with a 
pattern described in New World fiction, where houses with porches opening up 
to the wilderness symbolize an emancipation from European civilization. Like 
Anna's decolonized image of Canada in Rest Harrow, Hector's cabin stands for a 
decolonization of the Acadian landscape.21 Hector’s cabin like Claire's white 
house mirrors a divided attitude to Acadie. It affirms the Acadian landscape and 
history while its isolation signals his differentiation from the present Acadian 
community. It is the anti-intellectualism in Acadie that prevents Claire and 
Hector from reintegrating into the Acadian community or being accepted by the 
Acadians.

Hector's vision of himself as "Hector Wagner, philosophe et professeur titu
laire; père de famille nombreuse," presents a transcultural alternative (122, ital. 
original). By being married and having a large number of children he would have 
adapted to the Acadian norm, while the Acadian community, by offering him a 
post worthy of his education, would have accomodated its intellectuals. Hector's 
utopia is a critique of the status quo in Acadie that forces intellectuals to deny ei
ther their intellectual capacity or live outside the region. The fact that Hector ex
presses his vision in standard French shows that time is not yet ripe for it. The 
theme of how young Acadians leave the region for universities, common in 
Acadian literature, is thus found in Keefer's text.

In Constellations, the following quotation from Rilke surfaces in connection 
with Hector's vision:

If you trust in Nature, in what is simple in Nature, in the small Things that 
hardly anyone sees and that can so suddenly become huge, immeasurable; 
if you have this love for what is humble and try very simply, as someone 
who serves, to win the confidence of what seems poor: then everything will 
become easier for you, more coherent and somehow more reconciling . . . .  
(121)

Following Rilke's advice that life will be comprehensible if you trust the simple 
things in nature, Hector decides to include Mariette in his vision: "Hector 
Wagner meets Rima the Jungle Girl. Trailer Girl, lovely loony Mariette" (245).

21 See Marc Delrez, "From Metastatis to Metamorphosis: The House of Self in the Novels 
of Randolph Stowe," Kunapipi 12.1(1990): 32-47. The basic sources are Foucault and Freud.
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While Hector claims that he prefers Mariettas simplicity to Claire’s ”paper uni
verse," Claire sees his interest in Mariette as self-pity (250). Alluding to the 
Rilke poem which they both know, she says: "You want to play backwoods 
Pygmalion, redeem all your failures by embracing the small and simple things in 
life" (251). In parodie difference to Pygmalion, however, Hector soon finds out 
that he cannot give life to the psychotic Mariette. When he actually brings her to 
his loon lake, her passivity makes him realize that he has fallen into the patriar
chal trap by imposing his will on this girl who is bereft of will-power. He formu
lates their relation thus: "I talk, therefore—she isn’t" which, rephrasing 
Descartes, implies that there is only a monologic one-way communication (244). 
Consistently, throughout Keefer’s texts there is a critique of the silencing in pa
triarchal societies—of the Ukrainians in Europe, of women like Teresa in "The 
Gardens of the Loire" and of a representative of the Native peoples like Mariette.

Nevertheless, Mariette’s importance for Claire and Hector is enormous. She 
redeems their staying on in Acadie. However, after overhearing an argument be
tween Claire and Hector about herself, Mariette sneaks out of Claire's house, 
hitch-hikes away and is probably murdered. Claire and Hector lose their personal 
attachment to Acadie. Hector moves to Halifax because he cannot stand the soli
tude in Acadie, according to Claire. Soon afterwards she herself dies in her burn
ing house.

Intertexts

Claire and Hector both refer to the same quotations from Rilke. It was Claire 
who once introduced the poems to the young Hector when she helped him enter 
university. From their former friendship they also share a fascination for constel
lations, which surfaces in Hector's mind when he looks at the starry sky:

Claire, Mariette, Bertrand, himself, that girl—such an unlikely mix: random 
stars strung together into a constellation, making up a picture like a child's 
dot-to-dot drawing—but of what ? How were you to connect them? Not 
that there was ever more than a fictive correspondence between the names 
and shapes of constellations: Ursa Major, Orion's Belt, Charles' Wain. 
(235)

Like Claire, Hector feels that human relationships, like the constellations in the 
sky, might be frightening and arbitrary.

The specific intertext connected with Hector is Descartes and his philosophy. 
Although ignorant of Hector's expertise Bertrand's condescending dismissal of
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Descartes is still very naive: "Oh, Descartes—rationalism, yes. We’re taught all 
that in fourth grade at home. He’s rather out of fashion in France just now—I 
mean there's so much interest in fringe things, off the centre—all that logocen- 
trism in Descartes is so tedious—" (53). Contrary to the unsuspecting Bertrand, 
Hector’s supervisor realizes that his hypothesis that Descartes was irrational 
would repudiate logocentrism and Eurocentrism, and lead to a reappraisal of the 
ex-centric. The latter had by logocentrism been relegated to the irrational, the 
mad and the alien.22 Had Hector's dissertation Whirlwinds and Melons: The 
Dreams o f Descartes been published, subjectivity and many-sidedness would 
have replaced monologism, objectivity and unity (116). Hector's thesis would 
have been a vindication of dialogism, multiculturalism and ex-centric perspec
tives.

In a dream Hector sees himself as Descartes and Claire as Queen Christina of 
Sweden. The queen slashes her riding crop at him before galloping away over 
"frozen Swedish fields" (59). Just as the Queen has power over Descartes once 
he is placed in a precarious situation such as the Swedish winter, so Hector de
pends on Claire's moral support, once he has broken with the Acadian norms by 
studying in Montréal.

Although Hector hopes for Descartes' Spirit of Truth to descend on him to 
help him get rid of the inertia which stops him from completing his dissertation, 
the real reason for his passivity is that his life is split between being a handyman 
by day and dreaming by night of intellectual achievements: "But now his nights 
and days are held in separate arms by this world he's chosen; no way they can 
touch, come together, even though it was for this he came back, for some simple 
continuity, harmony between who he was, what he wanted" (233). Hector's 
statement shows that he cannot combine the Gemeinschaft of Acadie with his in
tellectual interests. He has to accept the Gesellschaft of the Great World if he 
wants to remain an academic. Hector shares this dilemma with Claire and also 
with Louise in "April Showers," as I will show below.

Unknown to others, his clothes are part of his secret plan to complete his 
thesis in Acadie as an "egg-head disguised by the impregnable shield of the 
baseball cap" (117). In Sidney's Arcadia, the main characters play two roles: 
they are genuine princes disguised as shepherds.23 Their disguise situates them in 
a transcultural space between their two worlds which allows them to assess who

22 See Jonathan Culler, The Pursuit of Signs: Semiotics, Literature, Deconstruction 
(London: Routledge, 1981) 40.

23 For Arcadia and the shepherds, see Wolfgang Iser, ”Fictionalizing: The Anthropological 
Dimension of Literary Fiction," New Literary History 21. 4 (Aug 1990): 941-955.
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and what they really are. In the same way Hector uses his plastic baseball cap 
and his job as a janitor to hide his pursuit of his intellectual goal without chal
lenging the Acadian norms. In the interface, a transcultural recombination could 
have been created. The sad conclusion is, however, that the time is not ripe for 
such a transcultural solution in Acadie.

Unlike Teresa in 'The Gardens of the Loire" who refrained from returning 
since it would imply a denial of the rights that she achieved abroad, homesick
ness makes Hector return. However, the Acadians still cannot accommodate 
those who deviate, even if they, like Hector, make personal efforts to re-inte
grate. The anti-intellectual and patriarchal norms of Acadie still force him to 
deny his intellectual identity. So he leaves for the Gesellschaft of Halifax. 
However, just as the main characters of "Kiev, November 1993" and Rest 
Harrow return to their ancestral homes as prodigals, prompted by their need to 
re-connect with their roots, the same desire might eventually incite Hector's sec
ond return journey to Acadie.

3. Louise/Louisette

"April Showers" features another intellectual Acadian who has moved away 
from Acadie to the English-speaking western part of Canada. This short story de
scribes how Louise is home on one of her rare visits to Acadie, which she has 
left seventeen years earlier in order to study law. Louise is a lawyer, married to 
David, a successful English-Canadian businessman in Vancouver. At the age of 
thirty-seven she is expecting her first baby. Her Acadian friends have arranged a 
baby-shower for her, since they do not know that Louise regrets her pregnancy. 
Although there is a large number of women at the party, Jeanne Arsenault, 
Louise's friend of her youth, is missing. Seventeen years previously, Louise de
nounced Jeanne when she gave up being a novice because of an illicit pregnancy. 
Suddenly, however, Jeanne appears at the party.

The feminine quest delineates how women, by travelling away and starting a 
new life elsewhere, break with the female gender role of their home community. 
My readings show that this pattern applies to Teresa in "The Gardens of the 
Loire," to Anna in Rest Harrow, and also to Louise in "April Showers." A sign 
that Louise has once rejected the life style of the Acadian community is her re
minder at the baby shower: "I am a lawyer . . .  not a housewife with five kids
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between the ages six and sixteen . . . "  ("April Showers " 81). Louise thus com
pares her life as a professional woman, her important Anglophone husband and 
their sophisticated social life in Vancouver, to the nightmare repetition open to 
women in patriarchal Acadie. While Louise has chosen the first of the alterna
tives open to women in Acadie: "stuck-up or fucked up," her old friend Jeanne, 
who had to marry at sixteen, has a good-for-nothing husband, six children and 
supports herself by a menial job, epitomizes the second option ("April Showers" 
88). In "April Showers" the critique of patriarchy is directed against the many 
children bom into Catholic Acadian families.

Louise winces at being addressed by her Acadian name Louisette or Lou. For 
seventeen years she has used the official variant Louise. A person who accepts a 
metonym for her proper name tends to deny her roots. That Louise speaks stan
dard French and English is further confirmation of her switch of identities. This 
deliberate change is why she cannot make herself replace ”mignon" with the 
Acadian synonym ”mah c'est cute” ("April Showers" 85) As an ironic reminder, 
however, that Louise cannot control her suppressed feelings, when provoked by 
an unsympathetic guest, she relapses into acadien thinking her as "the bloody 
cow" ("April Showers" 87). The slangy and ungrammatical expressions show 
that acadien differs socially from standard French.

A prerequisite for a person speaking a minority language like acadien to en
ter into the great world is to switch to standard English or French. When, how
ever, Louise's adaptation to Anglophone Canada has gone so far that she starts 
speaking English with her mother and brothers, she observes that their relation
ship feels as impersonal as if she were staying at a hotel. There are neither re
proaches nor any personal contact. This illustrates that by discarding acadien 
Louise has cut herself off from her emotional means of communication. The 
Canadian writer Kristjana Gunnars has indicated the predicament of dislocated 
ethnics such as Louise.24 Away from home, their vernacular and their names 
brand them. Departure from their home region shatters their lives. Personal co
herence becomes a myth. They end up as doppelgängers of themselves. The irre
ducible difference between English and acadien means that Acadians can never 
be assimilated into the English discourse without being annihilated as indepen
dent subjects. Louise has alienated herself from Acadie by discarding acadien, 
by her university studies and by marrying outside her own ethnic group. Her fate

24 Kristjana Gunnars, "Laura Goodman Salverson’s Confessions of a Divided Self," A 
Mazing Space: Writing Canadian Women Writing, ed. Shirley Neuman and Smaro Kamboureli 
(Edmonton: Longspoon/NeWest, 1986) 151.
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illustrates Shirley Neuman's statement: "The undoing of the French subject by 
the dominant English language functions as a ready allegory for the undoing of 
women as subjects in discourse. Within that dominant discourse, she is translated 
speech: 'I unspeak."25 Thus Louise has substituted her Acadian Gemeinschaft 
based on participation in a small rural community for an anonymous Gesellschaft 
in English-dominated urban Vancouver.

One sign of Louise's strong attachment to Acadie is that it has taken her 
many years to "elect west coast weather as a norm" ("April Showers" 81). Still, 
Vancouver has an early spring with tulips and daffodils, while in Acadie there is 
sleet and chimneys smoke until June. In David's excuses for never going to 
Acadie and Louise's family's reluctance to visit her in Vancouver a mutual dis
trust can be traced. Thus far, Louise has accepted David's cultural arrogance. 
Although she has rejected patriarchal Acadie in her youth, she is now exposed to 
a more subtle but equally monologic discourse from her husband. Their agree
ment never to "foist their family on the other" deletes Louise's background 
("April Showers" 84). However, her expected child has changed her attitude to 
her Acadian family. In spite of her worldly success abroad, Louise holds the 
Acadian view that a child has a right to an extended family. Hence Louise has re
turned home.

The Acadian Community
Louise's fury at being the object of a baby shower is reflected in the structure of 
the short story. There is a dichotomy between the manifest surface story, where 
Louise assumes the role as the guest of honour, and the latent subtext, which re
veals her contempt of the guests, and her plans for escaping the party. This di
chotomy between appearance and reality is marked by rendering Louise's con
versation with the Acadians in italics. In contrast to the Acadians whose interest 
in Louise is mirrored in their throwing a party for her, they are of no more inter
est for her than "the gulls ganging on the wharves . . . "  ("April Showers" 82). By 
claiming that her polite conversation is "as emotional, as meaningful as finger
nail clippings, " she emphasizes her indifference to them ("April Showers" 85). 
Although she takes up "mental knitting needles" in an effort to connect the 
names and faces of people she knew in her youth, she fails ("April Showers" 81).

25 Shirley Neuman, "Importing Difference: Feminist Theory and Canadian Women 
Writers," Future Indicative: Literary Theory and Canadian Literature, ed. John Moss (Ottawa: 
Ottawa UP, 1987) 109.
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Unknown to them, she does not share the message of the proposed toast, "To old 
times and old friends—salut" ("April Showers " 84). Beneath Louise's ostenta
tious deprecation of her Acadian friends the pain of having to reconnect to a 
world that in her youth caused her suffering and which it took her years to forget 
after she left it, must be assumed.

The difference in cultural competence between Louise and her Acadian 
friends is demonstrated by her polite answers to their impertinent questions in a 
vulgar language as to whether her "hubby" watches the play-offs with the "guys" 
("April Showers" 80). Another marker of cultural difference is the attitude to 
liquor. While her mother triumphantly waves a twenty-sixer of Gordon's gin, 
Louise thinks of David's meticulous selection of wine at restaurants. She also 
rejects the sweet junk food, romantic music, ribbons, ruffles and pastel-coloured 
baby clothes at the baby shower, priding herself on the sensible clothes in bright 
colours, the wooden toys, and the Mother Goose and Kate Greenaway friezes in 
her Vancouver nursery. In Keefer's texts the theme of cultural capital as a means 
of oppressing those inferior in taste and education ranges from Bertrand's supe
rior Eurocentric depreciation of the Acadians to Sarah Carscallen's subtle way of 
making those inferior to her culturally feel uncomfortable in "The Grandes 
Platières" and to Louise. Her gratitude at having "moved to a place, into circles 
where these things were beyond the pale" shows that she uses cultural capital as 
a means of measuring her progress in life ("April Showers" 85).

By and large gossip is a feminine discourse which conveys a feminine 
knowledge, independent of patriarchal discourse. The meta-idyll that all the to
kens of mass-cultural cliché create at the baby-shower sharply contrasts with the 
Acadian women's gossip about Acadian men, their refusal to use contraceptives 
and irresponsibility about the many children they have conceived. Their approval 
of a woman, who after fifteen years and twelve children, has walked out on her 
husband, signals that women gossip to set a limit on what is acceptable within 
the marriage. Gossip, chat, salacious or vulgar expressions, jokes, riddles and 
puns are used to contest the masculine world view. One example is the riddle: 
"Why is a woman like a piece of meat? Because the more she's beaten, the ten
derer she gets" ("April Showers" 83). The pun on tender parodies wife-battering. 
Another instance is the way these women equate men's value with their sexual 
attraction in a parodie inversion of men's assessment of the female body. Male 
chauvinism and its corollary, the stereotyping of women into madonnas, angels, 
madwomen and mothers is subverted by presenting them from a feminine point 
of view. As a result the feminine sociolect liberates women from the monologic
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superego of masculine authority within patriarchy. The female network helps 
women keep the families together and make them the upholders of Acadian tra
ditions. In patriarchal societies women's social network also support young girls. 
It was tante Roselle who helped Louise study law at university and arranged a 
noviciate at a convent for Jeanne. As an exception in patriarchal Acadie, tante 
Roselle had been allowed to study to become a teacher, because her fiancé's 
death in World War One meant that she was doomed to remain a spinster and 
had to support herself. The comment that her gender prevented her from holding 
the prestigious positions that her skill warranted is a critique of the hegemony of 
patriarchy in Acadie.

At the baby shower, Louise is given a funny hat, and she is placed on a 
throne and showered with presents. The description of how Louise recoils from 
the "absurd and truly awful crown with which the women had both decorated 
and mocked the prodigal" and how she feels "like an animal fattened and dressed 
for slaughter," can readily be interpreted as a Bakhtinian camivalesque ("April 
Showers" 86 and 85). As a representative of central Canada, she is ridiculed for 
so rashly dismissing Acadie, its way of life and its vernacular. In Louise's case 
her pregnancy is the means by which she is re-integrated into Acadian society. 
Since the camivalesque traditionally inverts male/female roles, it also celebrates 
the maternal body, as does this baby shower with its emphasis on fertility sym
bols such as storks, stamens and pistils, "egg and sperm patterns" ("April 
Showers" 80). The coarse allusions to her husband's "cock" and to her late preg
nancy ridicule Louise's embarrassment at her own sexuality ("April Showers" 
84). Bakhtin links the prudish attitude to the body and to sexuality to representa
tives of high culture and the upper class, while the exhibition of the grotesque 
body is linked to popular culture and the working class.26 This difference is illus
trated by Jeanne's loud exclamation, vulgar language and topic: "Lou, look at the 
tits on you—I guess getting knocked up's good for somethin"" ("April Showers" 
86). In their youth Jeanne used to defend Louise for having brains, in reply to the 
boys who called her the "walking toothpick" because her small breasts deviated 
from the Acadian ideal ("April Showers" 86). Just as the crowd in a carnival par
ticipates collectively in the process and then dissolves into parts, the short story 
eventually describes the women metonymically as "chins wagging, heads nod
ding, hands holding cake-laden plates to balloon-bosoms" ("April Showers" 86).

26 For the grotesque body, see Peter Stallybrass and Allon White, The Politics and Poetics 
of Transgression (London: Methuen, 1986) 8-26. In "The Paris-Napoli Express" the fat lady in 
the tracksuit is celebrated by the passengers.
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Although the carnival was a licensed critique for a day, after which the power 
structure ridiculed is restored, a vision of an alternative approach to life survives. 
In "April Showers" Jeanne Arsenault expresses this vision.

It is when Louise finally tries to escape home that she bumps into Jeanne 
Arsenault, who has turned up late at the party. As young girls, Louise and Jeanne 
were determined to study to avoid falling into the patriarchal trap. When, there
fore, Louise learnt that Jeanne had abandoned the convent and was expecting a 
child with Kenny, Louise broke her contact with Jeanne. Louise’s reaction shows 
that the critique of patriarchy was so deeply felt that she regarded Jeanne as a 
traitor. When she asks Jeanne why she gave up her dream of an independent fu
ture, Jeanne's retort: "How'd you get so stuck up, Lou"? contests Louise's oppres
sive use of her cultural capital and her lack of empathy ("April Showers" 88). 
Likewise, when Louise cannot abstain from correcting Jeanne's language instead 
of listening to her story, Jeanne's ironic reaction, "Scuse me for breathin'—of 
course you're right, the lady's always right" she again brands Louise's oppressive 
use of her education. Jeanne's addressing Louise as lady: "I don't need no pity, 
lady," in her reply to Louise's apology, Jeanne's disdain for her superior attitude 
is discernible ("April Showers" 89). Conversely, Jeanne's expertise as a mother 
of six is mirrored in her caution: "then you're really up shit creek without a 
paddle, "meaning that Louise should not exaggerate matters before the baby is 
bom when she declines a cigarette referring to her pregnancy ("April Showers" 
88). By contrasting Jeanne’s working-class sociolect with Louise's upper-class 
accent the gap in their social situations is illustrated, a device that recurs in Rest 
Harrow to represent the socio-cultural difference between Anna and the louts on 
the train.

Jeanne’s story that she did not "fit into those steel-capped bras" of the nuns at 
the convent and their dislike of her Indian blood is a critique of their monologic 
and prejudiced views ("April Showers" 88). The nuns’ attitude to Jeanne illus
trates how old women often oppress young girls in patriarchal societies. The 
same critique recurs in the description of the narrator's great-grandmother in 
"Another Country" or Pani Lishtera in "Unseen, the Cuckoo Sings at Dawn." 
Contrary to expectations when Jeanne "six kids ago" mined her prospects by get
ting pregnant, she claims to be happily married ("April Showers" 88). Although 
she is subordinated to her husband according to the Acadian norm and at thirty- 
five worn out by menial labour, her story shows that if there is genuine love, 
women accept patriarchy. This is an exceptional stance in Keefer's texts. Just as 
important, however, is the fact that Louise's and Jeanne’s experiences of Acadie
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are realistic but mutually exclusive. Between these oppositional but mimetic de
scriptions there is a gap which allows for a dialogization of the truth about the 
Acadian community.

However, it is not until Louise tells her that David has made a child the 
condition for their continued marriage that a dialogue is opened up. Since 
David’s monologic decision has made Louise an object, she reacts to the baby as 
if it had "invaded" her body and wanted to abort it ("April Showers" 89). 
Jeanne’s revelation that most Acadian women would like an abortion but lack of 
money and the priests’ scaremongering put them off that, gives Louise a transcul- 
tural perspective that allows her to see her problem in a different light. Louise’s 
and Jeanne’s stories illustrate Michel Foucault's contention that in patriarchal 
communities the female body is controlled by disciplinary rules thereby subju
gating the women.

Jeanne's vision of how her eldest daughter could find a job in Acadie after 
university studies makes Louise see that alternatives might subvert the mono
logic structures of Acadie in the future. The vision suggests that it should be pos
sible for intellectual Acadians to support themselves in Acadie. The same vision 
is also voiced by Hector, as shown above. That positions on a par with their edu
cation are crucial for Acadians with academic degrees is illustrated by Hector's 
and Claire's fate.

Jeanne and Louise, from their different social positions, dialogize their rela
tionships to their husbands, their children, education and the possibility for intel
lectuals to stay on in Acadie. When Louise later overhears her mother and 
Jeanne agreeing on their life-long love for their children, it dawns on her that her 
mother has never ceased loving her. The assurance at the baby shower, "You’ 11 
be one of us till the day you die" now seems as sincere as their criticism of her 
for abandoning Acadie ("April Showers" 84). The turnabout in Louise's attitude 
to her baby occurs when she looks at the little blue felt shoes that Jeanne has 
made. For the first time, Louise does not think of her baby as a match-stick body, 
but as a child to love. By letting Louise look out through the window at the 
storm "where her baby kicked and whirled," connecting the microcosm with the 
macrocosm, however, the short story ends on an indeterminate note ("April 
Showers" 91). This shows that there are no easy solutions for Acadians who, like 
Louise, have replaced one identity by another.
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Intertexts

"Showers” in the title of this short story not only refers to the rain that finally 
replaces the sleet but also to the baby shower. On the figurative level, both April 
and showers are symbols of the life-giving forces that awaken nature after the 
cold and deadening winter. The dichotomy between harsh reality and sweet ex
pectation is found in the Prologue of The Canterbury Tales: "Whan that Aprili 
with his shoures soote/The droghte of March hath perced to the roote . .  ,"27 
However, the wintry atmosphere of T. S Eliot's The Waste Land, seems more in 
consonance with the dark thoughts in Louise's mind:

April is the cruellest month, breeding 
Lilacs out of the dead land, mixing 
Memory and desire, stirring 
Dull roots with spring rain.28

Louise is her own doppelgänger who for seventeen years has led a professional 
life adapted to standard English and the norms of the centre. It was patriarchy 
with its monologic attitude to women that once made Louise leave Acadie. On 
her return Louise's roots are stirred through the life-giving contact with her 
mother, her friend, Acadie and its language. The catalyst is Jeanne, whose arrival 
at the party is described as "if the sleet outside had thawed into a warm spring 
rain" ("April Showers" 86). The dialogue between Louise and Jeanne creates an 
enlarged understanding of women's situation in matters concerning power posi
tions and love within the marriage, abortion, child-birth, motherly love and edu
cation. Whether in Acadie or Vancouver a social network is needed for women 
to support each other. Like the camivalesque this short story is a celebration of 
motherly love.

Conclusion

Claire’s and Hector's alternative interpretation of Acadian history and Acadian 
culture and their hostility to British Nova Scotia indicate that they belong to the 
Imagined Community of Acadie. Both, however, admit the dubious position of 
Acadie as colonizer of the land of the Micmac Indians. As intellectuals, however, 
they inhabit a transcultural position affirming both Acadie and European culture.

27 Geoffrey Chaucer, The Canterbury Tales, The Riverside Chaucer, ed. Larry D. Benson, 
3rd ed. (1987; Oxford: Oxford UP, 1988) 23.

28 T.S Eliot, "The Burial of the Dead," The Waste Land and Other Poems (1940; London: 
Faber, 1971) 27.
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Instead they reject Eurocentrism, as embodied by Bertrand, who provoca
tively demonstrates his belief in the superiority of the Europeans and the inferior
ity of Acadie. Claire blames European teachers for promoting Eurocentrism by 
foregrounding Europe as the summit of civilization and for silencing the devas
tating effects of European power politics on a global level. Finally, from the re
jection of Descartes' logocentrism in Hector's thesis it follows that the 
Eurocentric centre/periphery dichotomy should be replaced by multiculturalism, 
where cultural discourses are re-shaped in the encounter with other discourses. 
Thus in Keefer’s Acadian texts cultural identity is described as transcultural and 
relational, not original or stable.

As in the Ukrainian life-writing texts, Claire's return to Acadie is based on 
the belief that a reconstruction of the past is consciousness-raising and liberating. 
Keefer's texts thus advocate the right of an ethnic group or an individual to write 
their own history. However, contrary to the narrator in "Kiev, November 1993," 
Claire fails. Therefore she cannot reconstruct her own self and feel free to start a 
new life. As in the case of Jerry in "The Paris-Napoli Express," homesickness 
combined with an Acadian inferiority complex makes Hector return from 
Montréal. Louise's return home because she believes that her future child has a 
right to her large Acadian family is an admission of the assets of the closely knit 
Acadian community. By making Louise the crowned fool of a camivalesque, the 
text subverts the Anglo-Canadian assumptions of superiority that Louise repre
sents.

The language usage of the prodigals reveals their divided loyalties. By 
speaking British English Claire signals her solidarity with her mother; by master
ing acadien her affiliation to her father, while her fluency in standard English 
and French mirrors her intellectual identification. Claire's code-switching illus
trates that her mother-tongue is only one of her identities. From Louise's unlearn
ing how to speak acadien, it follows that she denies her self and her identity. The 
fact that Hector remains an outsider in Acadie even though he speaks acadien 
contradicts Gobard's theory that speaking the mother-tongue is the key to re-inte
gration. My reading shows that to be included in the Acadian community he 
must also adapt to the patriarchal norms of Acadie.

The transcultural perspective shows how Claire, Hector and Louise are ex
cluded by the Acadians, who are intimidated by their university education. The 
three are also rejected because they are single, or like Louise married late and 
outside her ethnic group. Although both Hector's cabin and Claire's white house 
epitomize their cultural identity, the fact that one is situated in the wilderness and
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the other behind a fence signals that the prodigals need to distance themselves 
from the Acadian population. The Acadian hostility to those who deviate from 
their norms is the reverse side of their strong solidarity, epitomized by the 
Imagined Community of Acadie, to avert the threat from the metropolitan au
thorities in Canada, in Britain or in France. The Acadian xenophobia illustrates 
Bahktin’s contention that in isolation cultures become aggressive and monologic. 
The Acadians1 inhibited parochialism might be said to be a sign of such aggres
sion.

Claire, Hector and Louise left Acadie in their youth in protest to its mono
logic discourses: its patriarchy, gender roles, xenophobia and anti-intellectual- 
ism. They had to leave their home community to fulfil their wish to lead alterna
tive lives as intellectuals and individuals. Claire’s death in her burning house 
shows that these monologic discourses still prevail in Acadie. She is presented 
both as a witch and a suffering human being, reflecting her distorted reaction to 
the xenophobia she is exposed to. Although the reader is led to sympathize with 
Hector, his life after his return to Acadie is that of a disillusioned and intellectu
ally paralysed man. Louise’s narrative voice makes her seem priggish and un
sympathetic to her family and too dependent on her English-Canadian husband. 
By making Louise the crowned fool of a camivalesque, the text subverts her as
sumption of the Anglo-Canadian superiority.

The cultural assumptions inherent in the intertexts add an uncanny level of 
meaning to the Acadian texts. Rilke's poems, the counting-out formula, the arbi
trary dots in the sky and Claire's piano playing transmit feelings of solitude, 
horror, nonsense or repression. The title "April Showers" links not only with the 
hope of renewal inherent in The Canterbury Tales but also with the ominous 
thoughts of Eliot's The Waste Land. The intertexts thus convey a sense of threat 
and uncertainty.

The failure to receive the prodigals is a critique of the Acadian community 
for its intolerance and inability to change. Hector and Jeanne harbour visions of 
how they might bridge their love of Acadie with intellectual positions there. 
Even Claire hopes that, once she has reconstructed her childhood, she might help 
other human beings and enjoy the peace of the Acadian landscape. There are 
thus signs in Keefer’s texts that as a consequence of the transcultural perspective 
between the local and the international community a new knowledge and trans
cultural ethos will emerge.



Summary and Conclusion

This study, the first book-length analysis of Keefer's texts, has explored the in
sights, and revisions that the transcultural perspective has generated. Since 
Keefer’s texts issue from the present continuum, and employ real cultural codes, 
the transcultural perspective bridges the gap between the individual and soci
ety. In consequence, the transcultural perspective dialogizes global issues such 
as the threat of environmental devastation, the justification for Imagined 
Communities, historic consciousness as a marker of ethnic identity, the young 
immigrant generation's attitude to their cultural heritage, the tension-filled atti
tude to tourism, the resistance to authoritarian discourses such as racism, 
Eurocentrism, chauvinism, patriarchy, anti-intellectualism and the silencing of 
minorities or unpleasant truths about one’s ethnic group.

The emphasis placed in Rest Harrow on environmental devastation and 
other threats to the survival of mankind, such as nuclear war, social and political 
unrest, the extinction of wild life mirrors the mounting interest in environmental 
issues in Canadian literature. The transcultural perspective reveals how the na
tional interests promoted by the Imagined Community of Britain clash with 
those of the international community to co-operate across national borders to 
avert the environmental catastrophe. Keefer's texts also criticize individuals 
who succumb to fatalism and value environmentalists who try to make politi
cians take action to save life on earth in time and those who advocate human 
solidarity to ease life on earth while waiting for the end.

Although the core of Imagined Communities is nationalism, in the Ukrainian 
and Acadian contexts the appreciation of the Imagined Communities as recep
tacles of the cultural heritage should be seen. However, the transcultural per
spective reveals that the survival of the Ukrainian and Acadian cultures is in 
danger and that those elements that might survive not necessarily are the desir
able ones. The Imagined Communities as the sites where the cultural heritage is 
preserved and new ideas arise contest the Eurocentric pretension to represent 
universal ideas and thereby the summit of human civilization. However, the 
transcultural perspective also conveys that the Imagined Community of Ukraine 
fosters monologic discourses such as racism, chauvinism, xenophobia, patriarchy 
and anti-intellectualism. The description of the stasis and rigidity of the 
Imagined Community of Acadie supports Bakhtin's contention that ethnic 
communities become aggressive in isolation. Also the emphasis in "Prodigals" on
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the right of individuals to place their personal quest before the interests of their 
ethnic group is a critique of an Imagined Community.

The critique of the tourism and tourists in Keefer's texts comes close to 
Urry's and MacCannell's views. Travel is a means of unmasking that representa
tion based on visual observation mirrors the idiosyncrasies of the traveller's own 
cultural context. Such are Bertrand's Eurocentric view of Acadie and Jerry's 
equation of Europeans with anti-Semites. It is in this context the pervasive cri
tique in Keefer's texts should be seen of the limited and biased picture of a vis
ited place as conveyed by guide books, museums, phrase-books and pseudo
places like the Holiday Inn. Although Anna and Rosalind visit Crete as anti
tourists, their exploration on their own ironically shows that they have been 
taken in by one of the most typical tourist clichés— that of the authentic place. 
There are, however, some indications of a postmodernist approach to tourism in 
Keefer’s texts. Such is Olive's ironic view of herself as a tourist in "The Grey 
Valise," and Anna's awareness of the inescapable inauthenticity of tourist traps 
in Rest Harrow.

Löfgren’s contention that increasing cultural competence transforms a 
tourist into a real traveller can be applied to Rest Harrow. Anna's contact with 
English people and her increasing insight into the social and environmental 
problems of the world eventually make her revise her world view. She rejects 
the notions of the Imagined Community of Britain and the colonial discourse, 
and becomes an environmentalist, convinced that the survival of life on earth 
should be privileged over the preservation of historical monuments. Her learn
ing process from tourist to real traveller runs parallel with her mounting aware
ness of why and how and for what purpose she writes. It transforms her from an 
inhibited scholar to a creative artist who finally bridges the gap between insight 
and action.

In accordance with the definition of the passage as a learning process, 
Keefer's European journeys result in personal epiphanies. The journey as a 
metaphor for life is apparent in the description of Jerry’s train ride. Inherent in 
tropes such as the quest and the rite of passage is the need to break away from 
static cultural patterns in the hope of acquiring a new beginning elsewhere. 
Conversely, the failed homecoming of the prodigals reveals that the intolerance 
of the Imagined Community of Acadie remains.

As In Transit metaphorically suggests, a transcultural perspective reflects 
the process of how cultures meet, make contact and interact. Although transcul
tural texts typically focus on the double cultural competence that persons with
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split heritage acquire and the enriching effect of their dual cultural heritage, this 
is hardly true of most of Keefer's characters. By introducing the discourses of si
lenced groups such as children, teenagers, representatives of ethnic or regional 
minorities and women in patriarchal communities, crude facts about their situa
tion in life are presented. This shows that the advantage of inserting real cultural 
codes in fictitious stories is that the emotional reactions to the lived experience 
can be described in depth. The fact that their ex-centric perspective of society 
alters the image the mainstream has of itself supports Babcock's claim that 
"What is socially peripheral is often symbolically central." This is a striking effect 
of the transcultural aspect.

In Keefer’s texts the houses can be said to reflect the insider/outsider relation 
between ethnic groups in particular and the larger Canadian community while 
the interior represents their specific ethnic discourse. The many descriptions of 
houses and gardens can also be seen as metaphors of the preservation of the 
ethnic heritage to posterity. Although these descriptions might seem to support 
the humanistic view that a person's identity is undivided, this is not the only 
way to read these metaphors. Thus the gardens in the Ukrainian texts only exist 
in the memory of the characters. Like the hotels or rented houses that the 
Canadian tourists in Europe stay in, also the transitory character of Nana's 
house in ruins, Claire's burning house and the cabin Hector sold is apparent. 
Hence the conclusion is that houses, like ethnic identity itself, adapt to the 
cultural context.

Since Keefer's texts generally issue from the transcultural perspective of 
young persons, simultaneously mirroring events in the past and contemporary 
cultural expressions, the translation of immigrant families from Europe to 
Canada can be traced. The reconstruction of the past can be seen as a figurative 
return journey to gain a conscious knowledge of what their ethnic identity im
plies. Apart from affirming their cultural heritage the descendants feel a respon
sibility to prevent the oppression once directed against their ancestors from 
happening again. Keefer's texts confirm Fischer's contention that by the second 
generation consciousness of history replaces the mother tongue as an ethnic 
marker. Contrary to Sollors, who claims that the boundary to other groups is 
significant of an ethnic identity, Keefer's texts show that it is the consciousness 
of the specific history and cultural expressions of a group that is crucial. In fact, 
a new transcultural identity emerges, based on a consciousness of their cultural 
heritage, their ethnic discourse as it has developed on Canadian soil and finally
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their Canadian identity. Thus, in accordance with Hall, ethnic identity is relative. 
It is a process and not an inherent quality in Keefer’s texts.

Exotic food or customs as ethnic markers are either bypassed in Keefer's 
texts or attributed to members of the pioneer generation. Another difference be
tween the generations is the mother tongue. Since Keefer's texts are written 
from the second generation they revise the established view that the mother 
tongue is the foremost marker of ethnic identity. For the young generation the 
mother tongue often works as a monologic discourse, preventing the old 
Ukrainian-speaking generation from transmitting their oral stories about the 
Ukrainians in Europe to them.

In Keefer's texts language is both entrapping and releasing, duplicitous but 
still the only medium for conveying truths. Keefer's intricate use of the linguistic 
medium to convey her stories and represent fragmented subject-positions sup
ports Said's contention that a person's identity is a site where different cultural 
discourses intersect. By using heteroglossia to represent people, Keefer's texts 
employ an adequate means of characterizing hybrid societies. Her texts do not 
support Gobard's contention that the use of the mother tongue leads to accul
turation. By inserting a few words in Ukrainian, for instance, both the cultural 
difference from the English mainstream and the Gemeinschaft of native speak
ers are signalled.

The transcultural topic is also conveyed by Keefer's literary technique. By 
means of different border-crossing structures, the literary discourse proves to be 
an alternative means of unmasking cultural assumptions. Spiral narratives, nar
rative voice, unreliable narrators and the camivalesque convey multiple and 
contradictory images thereby subverting the truth claim of the realist text. 
Keefer's use of a female protagonist and female contexts makes Rest Harrow a 
feminine Künstlerroman since it replaces marriage as the "happy ending" by the 
celebration of matrimony and creative writing. Keefer's life-writing texts chal
lenge the claim of official history that it is a transparent reflection of the world 
and therefore objective. Like Michael Ondaatje Keefer uses historiographic 
metafiction to contest the methods and verisimilitude of the science of history 
by offering alternative versions of the past. By inserting hybrid or popular gen
res such as TV-infotainments and gossip Keefer challenges the equation of liter
ature with the literary canon. The notion that literature is synonymous with 
written texts is subverted in Keefer's texts where oral stories as expressions of 
the Ukrainian cultural identity are crucial for the preservation of Ukrainian cul
ture in Canada. In "Unseen, the Cuckoo Sings at Dawn" Zozoolya's story
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telling demonstrates how the transmission of the cultural heritage changes with 
each new generation and context. As a further use of the literary discourse, the 
many levels of dream, nonsense and fantasy in Keefer's texts defamiliarize the 
real world and interrogate whether the organization of the world is natural or a 
cultural construct.

While intertexts from the Bible, Chaucer, Shakespeare, Rilke, Dickens or al
lusions to Rabelais contest the world view of the main plot in Keefer's stories, 
the thematic use of Virginia Woolf in Rest Harrow opens up a dialogue between 
Anna’s and Woolfs lives and thoughts. Nursery rhymes provide an uncanny 
slant to Keefer's texts, while chronotopes such as Lady Arabella's chivalric ro
mance point to other times and values as alternative visions. Quotations from 
official documents and prayers and references to non-verbal media such as pho
tography, piano-playing or pantomimes add extra-textual discourses and levels 
of meaning to Keefer's texts. In the face of environmental devastation the justi
fication for producing formula fiction, non-committed scientific texts or only 
morally motivated works like Anna's book is dialogized.

Inherent in Keefer's texts are visions that indicate that humankind is greater 
that the particular context where people happen to live. Since these visions 
condemn human suffering, oppression and the devastation of the environment 
they are not based on postmodern relativism but seem to stem from a trans- 
cultural ethos. An effect of the transcultural aspect of Keefer's texts is that they 
transcend cultural, national and ethnic borders, opening up new vistas, new 
knowledge and pointing to alternative solutions to intolerable situations. Works 
of art such as Gothic paintings convey visions of what life on the earth could be 
like. Anna's book bears witness to the world of what is happening and contains 
a plea to its readers to prevent the catastrophe. In the Ukrainian and Acadian 
texts visions of a more tolerant community that could accommodate everyone 
are voiced. Anna's change to an active environmentalist and future mother is a 
profoundly moral act since static attitudes such as fatalism and escapism are re
placed by action as signs of hope. The baby itself is a conspicuous symbol of 
hope for the future.

Although the problem of racism now supersedes those of ethnicity in North 
America, the tragic war in former Yugoslavia illustrates that Keefer's critique of 
the intolerance within the Ukrainian and Acadian communities is a pertinent 
warning to humankind to beware of ethnic oppression as well. Just as the envi
ronmental devastation can only be averted by international co-operation across 
borders, Keefer's texts indicate that a transcultural ethos with a universal appeal
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is emerging whose purpose it is to resist intolerance, racism, persecution and op
pression in the world.
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